




H 
ere's an exercise for you. Take this magazine and 
place it, open and face down, on a flat surface in 
front of you (taking care not to open it too far. so 

that you don't damage its spine, naturally). Now, imagine 
that the Edge logo and all the other furniture isn 't actually 
there at all. Done that? OK, you're now looking at a 
snapshot of M icrosoft's ' High Definition Era' thanks to an 
in-game image of Xbox 360 title Project Gotham Racing 3 
presented in a 'widescreen' format that fairly accurately 
recreates the ratio of the horribly expensive new TV you've 
been eyeing (of course it's a lot smaller than that 56" LCD 
monster, but it gives you an idea). Looks all right , doesn't it? 
Pay particular attention to its slinky reflections. Not bad. 

As all game developers have noticed, real time imagery 
is catching up w ith prerendered content. To some, such as 
PGR3 developer Bizarre Creations, this progression is the 
sort of thing that makes people turn up for work smiling 
in the mornings (not only because it means they no longer 
have to spend addit ional hours laboriously rendering up 
bespoke images for magazine covers- such content can 
simply be squirted out of the game engine). To others, it's 
more of a distraction- albeit a pleasant one. This month 
w e speak to game creators working from both of these 
perspectives, from Relentless (see p72) and PomPom (p64) 
on one side to Avalanche (p56) and Bizarre (p42) on the 
other. Though their approaches are different - necessitated 
by their areas of expertise and/or interest - each has a story 
to tell that wi ll be of interest to anyone who turns to 
consoles for entertainment, whatever its form. 

And now, another exercise: visit our w ebsite, Edge 
Online (www.edge-online.com}, to register your vote for the 
Edge Aw ard at the Edinburgh lnteracttve Entertainment 
Festiva l (see p 12) - and also to see how it might have 
changed since you last paid a visit. lt's not yet in 
high-del w idescreen, but w e might look into that 
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Play to live. live to play 
Pro gaming is growing rapidly - but 
what are the realities of the scene? 

Preparing for Edinburgh 
The UK's 'interactive entertainment 
festival' is getting ready for lift -off 

360's Test Orive test 
Stephane Baudet on the reinvention 
of a classic franchise for a new Xbox 

Si lver screen dreams 
London's NTI* festival examines the 
links between games and movies 

The Wright way 
Capcom's Tatsuya Minami talks east 
and west, and the handheld dilemma 

Sega's coin-op conversion 
The Japanese giant wheels out its 
new Xbox 360-powered arcade tech 

Incoming 
Announcements and updates in 
miniature. bite-sized preview form 





ESports: the gateway 
to fortune and glory 
As money pours into the gaming tournament circuit, is the t ime right for 
gifted players to begin contemplating careers as professional garners? 

eep within Paris' famous Louvre museum. 
the Electronic Sports World Cup reaches 
rts finale. In a one-stded encounter top 

American Counter-Strike team Co~rplexity 
Syndrcate conquer the preVJous champs, Denmark's 
SK-Gamrng, to claim the top prrze of $40,000 lt rs 
a prize they undoubtedly deserve. The dedrcated 
frve-man team, aged 18 to 21, spent the past 
month preparing for the f·nals wrth a gruellrng 
StX- to ten-hour-a-day practiCe routrne, therr 
obltteration of the world's top teams rn the 
knockout phase testament to therr determtnatron. 

The third annual ESWC ranks alongside the 
CPL (CyberAthelete Professional League} and the 
WCG (World Cyber Games) as one of the btggest 
events on the gaming calendar Thts year's ESWC 
held prehmtnary quahfyrng competrtrons tn SO 
natrons wrth 800 players quahfyrng for the grand 
finals. These 800 players earned themselves 
expenses-pard trips from around the globe to 
compete rn the grand frnals for a combined prize 
purse of S2SO,OOO. 

The ESWC final marks a srgnrflcant rncrease rn 
the growth of eSports over the past few years. Two 
thousand paying French teenagers crammed tn to 
the theatre to watch the CS frnals and catch a 

glimpse of their gaming legends in the f lesh. Online, the viewing 
figures are even more impressive and conttnue to grow each year. 
Some 25,000 watched the ESWC final on HllV (Half-Lrfe lV - an 
onlrne relay allowing spectators to watch the game from home); 
another 10,000 down loaded the repray of the fmal and then another 
10,000 followed the game on VB Broadcast (a mixed streaming vrdeo 
commentary). Electronic sports is growing exponential ly, and players 
with dedrcation and talent. like those in Complexrty Syndicate. are 
among the first in line for some colossal payouts. 

Thrs year an increase tn maJor tnternatronal competttions and fierce 
jocl<eytng for medta attentron among the established three has 
resulted in combined cash prrzes exceeding $2.Sm. Yet even this f1gure 
doesn't fully reveal the benefits of being best. it neglects to include the 
hundreds of national competitions. all the top-of-the-range hardware 
pnzes and the value of expenses-paid trips won at natronals to 
compete 1n frnals across the globe. The very top players can even 
double or tnple their rncome through sponsorshtp from hardware 
companres eager to splatter therr logos on the backs of gam1ng 
champions. Even then the top garners can boost their earnings: over 
SO top garners presently offer gaming ' lessons· to pro-wannabes 
wrlling to fork out roughly ) 30 for a one-hour sessron. 

CPL president and founder Angel Munoz is r~arded by mary 
as the godfather of the modern eSports concept. A former New York 
investment banker, Munoz's passion for gamrng competit ion qurckly 
led to the formatron of the CPL m 1997. Speaking of growth the 

growth within eSports over the past few years, he's 
qutck to cne various facts and ftgures: "Our first 
event in 1997 had about 300 people r~rstered, 

and thrs CPL Summer Event had almost 8,000 
people regrster. So it is plainly obvious that the 
interest in eSports has grown hugely in the past 
eight years For the 2006 summer event we expect 
12,000 regtstratrons." 

Over the past eight years, hrs organrsation has 
given away over $2m in 3S 1nternatronal events 
across frve contrnents. As professional gaming has 
developed, other organisations have begun to 
muscle therr way in: WCG launched its annual 
events rn 2000, ESWC joined the fray in 2003, 
ACON rn 2004, and WEG (World eSport Games) 
earlier thrs year. This year also saw the 
commencement of the $1 m CPL World Tour, 
a global grand-prix-styled Painkiller competrtion 
with stops held in ten countries. 

The news that all-girl clan Les Seules has secured its own 12-week US reality TV show 
demonstrates that there is potential beyond prize money for earning a gaming living 

The South Korean gam,ng scene. far outside the 
influence of western FPS-based tournaments. has 
taken a rather drfferent dtrectlon. The release of 
StarCraft rn 1997 spawned a subculture of garners 

The core of the scene revolves around events like the Aeon 
championship. whose last global finals were held in Xi' an and 
offered a prize of 520,000 (£11,485) to its Counter-Strike winners 
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Professional gaming is an intensely international en devour, with 
this year's World Cyber Games, to be held in Singapore, attracting 
qualifying teams from over 70 different countries worldwide 

regularly attendmg thetr local PC -Baang (tnternet 
cafe). Such was the populanty of the game and 
gam1ng in general that woth1n two years the natoon 
had two TV stations dedocated to covenng the 
major competitoons. Now woth love dedocated TV 
stations covering even weekday league matches, 
talented WarCraft and StarCraft garners can e)(pect 
to rake in a yearly salary upwards of $50,000, woth 
the top ten or so players earning somewhere in the 
region of $200,000. Yet even thos fogure can be 
doubled through sponsorship and advertisements: 
StarCraft champion Yo-Hwan Lim has an official fan 
club membership numbering 470,000, and os 
estimated to have earned somewhere in the region 
of $400,000 over the past year. The possobility of 
earning major dollars has even attracted several 
of Europe and North Amenca's top strategosts to 
move to the country on order to compete m 
televosed leagues and tournaments 

Wan ling to become a professoonal garner is still 
a dangerous (and parentally unpopular) ambotoon. 
Top players are often forced to socoally wothdraw 
from theor peers and skop a raft of educat10na 
commotments (includmg exams) m favour of 
attendong top gammg tournaments. Vast sums of 
money must also be mvested to keep up w1th the 
latest computer gamong upgrades. Today's eSports 
pros must also be able to adapt qu1ck y to new 
toties, as being the best on one game doscopllne os no 
longer enough. As games contonue to change on 
the whims of organisers or sponsors, top players 
must be able to continuously motivate themselves 
through hours upon hours of practoce. Thos os one 
aspect which may hold eSports back in the near 

Events like the vast Norwegian get·together The Gathering, 
which has been growing steadily over the last 13 years, give an 
indication of how large - and how loyal - the existing fanbase is 

The range of games at most events is still smal~ with old faves 
like Counlti'Strike (top) and WarCraft Ill (right) taking centre 
stage. Newcomers such as Painkiller (above) are becoming more 
recognised. particularly with strong support from their publishers 

future- until universal standards are agreed, ot's hard for professional 
garners to be able to rely on the circuit for a dependable income. 

Including the 200 members registered woth the Korean Pro-Gamer: 
Associatoon (only half of whom earn suffocient money to hve off) there 
are on the regoon of 250 professional garners worldwode. That saod, ot's 
not the case that all major tournaments outside of South East Asia are 
won by the same 50 gamers: quite often non-professional garners woll 

Including the members registered with the 
Korean Pro-Garners Association (only half of 
whom earn sufficient money to live off} there 
are in the reg ion of 250 pro garners worldwide 

won a major event but still find it unfeasible to step up from amateur 
gamer to pro. Opportunoties for newwmers to prove themselves are 
few and are highly competitive, smce before sogning mon1mum wage 
(often only expenses-paod contracts). the player will usually be requorec 
to win at least two maJOr competitions. No easy feat goven that the 
attendance of these tournaments is usually on the regoon of 500 to 
1,000 of the world's best garners. 

Females have it even tougher. Only ESWC holds an annual 
female Coumer-Strike tournament, and even the need for thos is 
questioned lt's a fa or point considenng there are no rules prevent.ng 
women compet1ng .n the main CS tournament. An ne Rogers, a 
member of the UK women's team at the 2004 ESWC. e)(plains: "lt's 
appropriate because the level of competltion in the female scene os so 
much lower. m general, than the other top teams. At thos pomt, the 
separate competotions are needed to enable the female scene to grow 
and of course in turn raise the profile of competitove gammg as a 
whole." One gorl-gaming team is about to see its profile rise 



considerably. Les Seules, a mtxed Dan•sh/Swed,sh 
female Counter-Stnke clan, has been stgned by a 
Hollywood TV company to appear 1n an Amencan 
reahty TV show called Play US The show wtll 
follow the women on a 12-week gamtng tour 
of the country (see www.playus.tv for details). 

Ultimately, however. the future growth of 
eSports balances not upon accommodattng female 
garners but 1n becoming a mainstream 
entertainment platform. If professional gaming is 
ever to nval major sports, 1t needs far greater 
exposure from the mainstream med•a lt needs to 
prove that the rules of compett\IOns and the skills 
required to compete at the highest echelons of 
gaming can be appreoated by even the most casual 
gamer. A template has already been created by 
South Korea where gaming IS regarded as the 
natton's third most popular sport However, 
gaming 1n South Korea has had the advantage 
of government support. 1t IS d,ff,cult to 'mag,ne 
Tony Bla1r or Tessa Jowell urg1ng ch1ldren to 
sacrifice tnetr educatton tn favour o' playtng 
computer games al day 

The solut1on. or at least a stgntfiCant boost. may 
come from the console sector MICrosoft's J Allard 1S 
particular y passionate about Xbox 360's potential 
to produce a generat,on of pro-garners- people 
who wtll have thetr 360 webcams tramed on them 
while people all over the world watch them play In 
his viston of eSport's future, he sees them betng 
tnterviewed by professional commentators after 
matches and becoming gamtng celebnttes- for 

Xbox Ltve to effectively become a new TV channel. Wtth such mass 
popularity behino the console market, th1s could well be the year that 
eSports •s propelled into the limelight. 

What's stnking about Allard's idea is that it htnges on live game 
footage provtding a palatable alternative to real-world sports and 
activtties: following a pro Counter-Strtke match is bew1ldenng for a 
non-gamer; watching a race in Forza or a hole in Tiger Woods isn't. 
But even if consoles do stand a chance of wtdening the demographiC 
to tnclude not just casual garners but even the entirely untntttated, it 
wtll be some years yet before playtng for a living becomes a truly ..._, 
viab e career choice So don't burn those textbooks JUSt yet ~ 

Events like the ESWC are pushing for the inclusion of console 
games like Pro Evolution Soccer, in the hope of widening the 
demographic of both players and the crucial, tkket·buying 
audience. Other console games. such as Halo 2 and Dead Or Alive 
Ultima re, are also beginning to make their mark, becoming 
recognised at major competitions such as the World Cyber Games 

Fatality remains the world's best-known pro-gamer, but 
the income he garners from prizes and branded products is 
something very few other fulltime competitors can 

The glitz and glitter of the Electronic Sports 
World Cup, held this year in Paris, makes 
the event an engaging spectator sport 
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Last year, only a few game pods were integrated into the main conference; this year, 
attendees can move from screenings and conference sessions straight to hands·on play 

Newswire 

Designers John Romero (above left) and Josh 
Sawyer (above right) have departed from 
Midway's San Diego studio, with development of 
their project Gauntlet: Seven Sorrows incomplete -
but. according to Midway, 'not impacted' by their 
departure. and still on schedule for its winter 
launch. While it's an uncomfortable footnote to 
Seven Sorrows' development, there's hope that the 
team can remain motivated after the loss of their 
design leads to ensure the game, and by degrees 
the Gauntlet name, will survive. Romero's post
Midway plans are currently unknown, whereas 
Sawyer will be joining RPG developer Obsidian, 
reuniting with many of his former Black Isle 
Studios eo-workers. 
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Now games march north 
I 

Edinburgh is host again, this time for the 
annual UK electronic entertainment expo 

unning from August 10 to 14, the third 
Edinburgh games festival intends to be the 
most focused and successful yet, bnnging 

together industry delegates, gaming consumers 
and curious outsiders to discuss and observe the 
future of videogaming. lt comes in three parts - a 
two-day conference surrounded by a series of 
game screenings and playable demos. The first 
day of the conference itself is geared toward 
integrating gaming with the wider cultural 
concerns of Edinburgh at festival t ime, focusing on 
how gaming is coming to dominate people's use of 
television and looking at how massively multiplayer 
games are breaking new social and commercial 
ground. Day two is concerned with the creative 
side of game-making, examining the challenges 
of storytelling within games, questioning why it's 
so hard to make game characters which penetrate 
the mainstream consciousness, and asking why 
games aren't funnter. 

However, a crucial aspect of Edinburgh is the 

Although the Edinburgh International Conference Centre has 
good facilities, it is on the periphery of the c.ity's core festival 
territory. Time will tell if the venue can draw enough punters 

Curse Of The Were-Rabbit and Marko Hein 
showing off the latest footage of The Legend 
Of Zelda: Twilight Princess. Behind-the-scenes 
presentations include talks from the makers of 
24: The Game and Darwinia. Tickets are £3 
for each screening, and are available via the 

EIEF website 

Rather than showing new games on a 
deafening show floor packed with industry 
professionals, at Edinburgh new games are 

shown on the big screen to a wide audience 

In another sign that the 
event is gaining credibility, 
Nintendo is also bringing a 
playable version of Twilight 
Princess - the first in the UK -

access it gives gamers to new tit les and the people 
who make them. Rather than showing new games 
on a deafening show floor packed with industry 
professionals who know about them all already; at 
Edinburgh new games are shown on the big screen 
to a widely mixed audience. This year, premieres 
include Eye Toy: Kinetic, Kuju's Battalion Wars and 
Lion head's The Movies, as well as David Bra ben 
presenting Frontier's Wallace & Gromit And The 

Game and The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess are two 
high-profile t itles to be featured in the EIEF Screenings line-up. A 
playable version of Zelda will also be available at Go Play Games 

to the Go Play Games section 
of the festival, which will also include SingStar 
Popworld and Sony·s great white Chrislmas hope, 
Buzz! (see p72). Sujoy Roy, still the UK's best 
known pro-gamer, will be on hand to give expert 
lessons to those looking to steal his crown. Tickets 
for Go Play Games are also £3 for each two-hour 
session, via the EIEF website. 

This year, all three events are centralised in 
the Edinburgh International Conference Centre, 
meaning that delegates will be able to mix with 
their public in a way that's still all too rare in the 
games industry. 

Ult imately, it's a surprising state of affairs. At a 
time when gaming's creative significance is still 
widely dismissed by the general public, and when 
the industry is used to relytng on its balance sheets 
to back up its claims for significance. it's a festival 
celebrating the cultural impact of games which 
has become a regular feature of the UK's gaming 
summer calendar. The EIEF still has some way to gc 
before it can stand side by side with the other 
Edinburgh festivals, but it remains an event with 
enormous promise. 

Details of all sessions and tickets are 
available online (www.eief.co.uk). 



Aher the success of Metroid Prime and Made In wario, 
who can woo the judges for the third Edinburgh prize? 

A key part of the EIEF is the Edge Award. Rather than 
rewarding commercial success, t he Edge Award looks at games 
released in the last year and picks out those which have done 
the most to reshape our expectations of what games are 
capable of. Sometimes it 's a case of breaking entirely new 
ground, sometimes of taking established game designs and 
taking them to new heights of excellence. Sometimes it's both. 
This shortlist of ten games is then submitted t o a jury formed of 
people within the videogame industry w hose professional 
involvement in games hasn't diminished their personal passion 

Half-life 2 
Vivendi 
Valve 

Yoshi's Touch & Go 
Nintendo 
ln·houn 

Lego Star Wars 
Giant 
Travelle r's Tales 

God Of War 
SCEA 
ln·house (Santa Monica) 

Donkey Kong: Jungle Beat 
Nintendo 
In-house 

Rome: Total War 
Activision 
The Creative Assembly 

for playing them. The jury this year consists of Funcom's Ragnar 
Tornqu ist, Big Blue Box's Dene Carter, John Baez from The 
Behemoth, Josh Randall from Harmonix, and Randy Smith, 
formerly of Ion Storm. The games they'll be considering this 
year are shown below. 

However, their say isn't final. Alongside the jurors' award 
runs the People's Choice Award, which is drawn from the same 
shortlist, but voted for by Edge readers and EIEF attendees. Go 
to www.edge-online.com to cast your vote for the game you 
think best deserves recognition . 

Oddworld: Stranger's Wrath 
EA 
Oddworld lnhabitanu 

People will argue, but few will ultimately maintain 
that the acronym 'ROM' tallies wholly w ith the notion 
of legitimacy. For every Beneath A Steel 5/cy and 
Another World (both benevolently declared freeware 
by their copyright holders) there are hundreds, if not 
thousands, of emulated games that. though largely 
worthless as a massmarket commodity. at best inhabit 
a dark grey region of t he law. PORoms, however, 
provides an imposing library of legal homebrew that, 
contrary to expectations. indudes many a notable 
effort. Conveniently arranged and vetted accord ing 
to a site submission policy, there's enough here to 
provide at least a distraction for those keen to test 
the emulation capabilit ies of, say, their PSP without 
risk of an inadvertent copyright faux pas. 
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Game music cover bands have by and large all 
fallen into the same category - straightforward 
blazing metal renditions of Bbit hits - which is 
what makes SMW so startlingly good. XOC's 
album of Super Mario World themes, played 
entirely solo, bucks that trend and plays 
fast and loose with the synthesised 
originals, reinterpreting but 
managing to faithfully maintain 
all of their lighthearted energy 
with a variety of live 
instrumentation. From the 
backbeat sock-hop theme 
song, to the lazy bossanova 
of Star Road, to the 
appropriately pure-prog 
medley of Castle and 
Bowser themes, every track 
is a pop gem and testament 
both to the lasting appeal of 
Kondo's compositions and to 
XOC's one-man-band prowess. 

Oownload the entire album for 
your own listening pleasure from 
www.archive.org/details/xoc_SMW 

a. INTERVIEW I 

Taking 360 for a spin 
Eden Games' Stephane Baudet on bringing an 
old American brand to a new American system 

he resume of Stephane Baud et (above) 
dates back to cherished 16bit lnfogrames 
titles such as North & South and Hostages. 

His current studio, Eden, made its name on P51 
and PS2 with the V-Rally series, before attempting 
action-adventure with Kya: Dark Lineage. Now 
100-strong, Baudet and company are back on the 
road w1th 360 title Test Drive Unlimited (previewed 
on page 30). We asked him how he's getting on. 

How have you taken the jump from PS2 
development to 360? 
When you' re at the end of one generation, you're 
focused on game content and design: you already 
know what works and what doesn't with the 
hardware. Moving to the next generation, where 

you have no benchmarks, is very exciting- workins 
with the technical guys to discover what features 
they can present you with. But it's also difficult, 
because you can come up with some ideas and 
they'll say: 'There's no way we can do it', leaving 
you to wonder if it 's true, or if they haven't dug 
hard enough. You need to keep an eye on what 
everyone else is doing, to make sure that you're in 
line with the rest and don't disappoint. 

What's communication like between Xbox 
360 developers? 
We share the same developer support, so we see 
the other developers' questions and the answers -
sometimes we ask questions and another 
developer can even respond directly. Sometimes, 
it's a matter of looking at what's been posted on 
the forums and seeing who has the same issues, 
to know that we just need to wait for an answer
although it can be fnghtening when you see a 
question that affects you, and nobody has 
answered for four weeks! Then you know it's a 
real issue [laughs). 

You've recently received beta kits - were there 
any surprises w ith their make-up? 
We had evaluations of the differences between the 
alpha and beta kits before we actually received 
them, and it turns out that when we tried to run 

Test Drive's 16bit realisation of a full detail in-car view seems quaint now, but Unlimited aims to 
recapture its functionality, with player·usable radio, wipers. windows and speed·t rap detector 



the code, we couldn't make the performances 
'llatch. it's a bit more work than we expected, but 
.,.,e'll figure out how to make the best use of tt. 

Unlimited seems to share many of J Allard's 
visions of an always-online community. Did 
Microsoft play a role in defining the concept? 
Mtcrosoft dtd communicate that to us as the mttial 
pttch for the platform, and Allard I think is also 
gathering all the ideas, collectively, from all the 360 
developers. I was surpnsed to see him talking 
about streaming radio, because the only thing we 
heard from Mtcrosoft ts: 'That's going to be very 
dtfftcult. you're crazy guys to try to do it'. And then 
saw him talking about realt.me broadcast radio, 

and I thought 'Aha• That comes from us'. But tt's 
hts JOb to look at what the development 
commumty is doong, and to try to put those 
'eatures at the front of the 360. 

Are those features what drew you to develop 
for the 360 instead of Sony's machine? 
The way I saw next·gen when moving from this 
generation was that online would be one of the 
key elements, and to be honest, Microsoft are a lot 
more advanced than Sony, especially on the 
software side So t made sense for us to start 
working 0').360 rather than wattmg for PS3 - I'm 
not saytng we won't do tt, but I saw it as a good 
opportunoty to learn a lot from Microsoft about the 
online aspect. We have yet to see the final PS3 
nardware, and ftgure out how dtfferent it is and 
how to work wtth it, what would be suitable for tt 

How are you approaching taking t he Test 
Drive brand into a new generation? 
think American garners are more focused on the 

content -and the content of the last Test Drive 
game was.. OK -whereas in Europe we tend to 
focus on auahty, whoch accounts for the different 
percepttons. But the brand has become diluted 
over the years, after the spht between Tesr 
Drive and Need For Speed- actually, the 
executive producer of NFS was one of the 
key people behtnd Test Dr1ve. So 
!'m very happy to go back 

to its roots, and use the next generatton as an 
opportunity to wtpe out the negattve aspects. 
There's going to be a lot of competrtoon wtth EA, 
but I thmk tt's hea thy competotlon, because NFS 
needs strong contenders. We don't want to 
produce a me-too product, as we can't be so 
pretenttous as to think we can be better than them 
-I like the Undergroundsenes. but I'd like to 
create somethmg different. I don't ltke the tdea of 
domg a Ju•ced, or even Midnight Club .. well, I 
can't blame the Midnight Club team, as they broke 
the tdea of street racing, but to me they're all too 
stmilar, and I think there's only room for one 
product. The others should do somethong dtfferent. 

Are you disappointed that many of the 
next·gen titles seem 'me-too'? 
What we saw at E3 was at very early stages it 
wasn't easy for developers to show games on 
alpha ktts, as they weren't going to be up to the 
standards expected for next-generatiOn games. lt 
was a very hard decision for M 1crosoft, and the 
result of that was that few games were shown and 
they weren't perhaps the best. A lot of people were 
disappointed by the E3 showings. but I think from 
September to December we'll start to see more 
tnterestong 360 games. and probably the early 
stages of games on PS3. The a'lnouncements were 
maybe a bit too soon to show htgh-quality games 
BasiCally, the hardware os fontshed almost when tt 
shops- a bit like its games on that respect. Even a 
month before shopping you can improve the 
quality so much with tweaktng, and I guess 
it's the same with the hardware. 

Com~tition in the area of vehicle 
rendering will be fierce, not least from 
Microsoft's own flagship PGR3, but Baudet 
is confident his dedicated modelling team's 
work on bringing each vehicle to life - wi th 
customisable interior finishes. of course
will be one of Unllmlreds standout 
features. The amount of illusory detail 
brought out by pixel shaders confirms their 
importance to next·gen visual techniques 

This will be Eden's third console generation -
what have your experiences been like with 
each one? 
If you get a good forst step tnto a generatoon, 
it makes your lofe easier durong tt, and that's one 
of the reasons I tned to get on to a next-generattor 
platform as soon as I could. Wtth the PlayStation. 
we were lucky that the competitton was less tough 
- there were barely any racmg games, let alone 
rally games, when we made V-Ra/ly. But when 
we moved onto PlayStation 2 we'd lost six months, 
and we had difftculty catching up: Kya was a 
good game, but it failed because we were too 
late. The competitton was very strong, and we 
were perhaps arrogant to think our game could 
compete when we had had no experience in the 
genre before 

I' m more conftdent w th Test Drtve because we 
have more experience. ard we need that - we 
can't afford to 1mprovise on 360 as we're not 
compettng with other small French developers, 
we' re competing w1th lhe best guys in the world. 
We don't necessarily have to beat them all (laughs]. 
We just need a reasonable success, and then ~ 
we try to do the next one better. ~ 



"Doug Lowenstein travels with 
his own private make-up artist. 
Did you all know that?" 
Jack Thompson wrrtes an open -and apparently 
irony· free - letter to the ESA castigating its president 
for launching 'ad hominen jrhads' on hrs opponents 
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"She did get a home version of Frogger 
t o practice with, but more importantly 
w alked aw ay with a story of how the 
f irst tim e she played a vid eogame it was 
on st age at t he Hollyw ood Bowl, 
accom panied by an orchest ra." 
A f rrsHime gamer~ baptrsm by volcano dunng an 
audience-partiopat1on competition at the Video Games 
Uve orchestral event is blogged by flagship~ Bill Roper 

"im not aloud to tell everything about 
it but WOW theres soo much crap 
on the xbox and some of it is sooO 
miscelanius. theres xbox arcade 
were u can Dllike arcade games 
and crap and u can stream music 
from ur PC to ur xbox and tons 
and tons and tons of other crap. 
I just thought id post about it" 
Gamespot forumite Elmojesus, eloquent stepson 
of an Xbox 360 hardware tester, attempts to 
rodofinc the word 'confidentiality'. Although 
we dread to think how he'd spell it 

"fixed: remove voice 
'A-a-a' w hen passer-by's are 
running aw ay f rom player; 
f ixed: j aguar f loats across 
screen at t reetop level; 
f ixed: npc die o n contact 
w ith grenades, and not 
f rom t he actual explosion; 
fixed: t he size of t he moon; 
fixed: the pol ice station in 
Puerto Som bra could be 
destroyed w ith a single 
crossbow bolt" 
A selectron of notes accompanying 
Botling Points ambrtrous patches 

Gaming and 
the big screen 
Exploring the boundaries between games and films 
was the target of the first Non Trivial Interaction 

or an event about the blurry line between games and f ilm, the 
location of Non Trivial Interaction (also known as NTI *) at the 
National Film Theatre in July was clearly appropriate. The 

industries are experiencing a growing closeness, not least in terms of 
sharing graphical effects, cinematographic style and staff Valve's Bill 
Van Buren, for example, revealed that one of the most recent recruits 
to the company behind Half-Life 2 was Bay Raitt, the animation lead 
for the Gollum CG character in the Lord Of The Rings movies. 

But it's not all plain sa iling. Many of the speakers stressed the 
areas of separation between the two moving image-based cultures 
as well. The imbalance of the business relationship between them 

"Ripping off movies is the tool, 
not the goal. The goal is drama 

and there is plenty of drama that 
hasn't been mined by movies" 

was certainly explicit in the 
subtitle of Treyarch's 
Jamie Fristrom's talk: 'How I 
learned to stop worrying and 
love being Hollywood's bitch'. 
As the technical director of the 
Spider-Man 2 game explained, 

this referred to the now-infamous quote of one-t ime Xbox evangelist 
Seamus Blackley that if developers didn't create their own characters 
and stories but just relied on film licences, the indust ry would find 
itself in thrall to movie studios. 

As Fristrom pointed out, however, as game graphics have become 
more realistic there's been a move for games to build on the visual 
style of films. The Omaha beach sequence from Medal Of Honor or 
the John Woo-ness of Max Payne were part of what made those 
games successful, but only part. 

"Ripping off movies is the tool we use, but it's not the goal," he 
emphasised. "The goal is drama and there is plenty of drama to be 
created that hasn't been mined by movies." 

Yet if it was anything, NTI* was a celebration of how far gaming 
has progressed in recent years. As Peter Molyneux stressed as he 

How Lego and Star Wars 
were brought together 

If any proof of that games, films 
and other licences can be 
combined in a synergetic manner 
you only need to look as far as 
Lego Star Wars. As creative 
director Jonathan Smith 
explained, it was the universal 
appeal of Star Wars and the 
playfulness of lego, as well as tt 
quality of the game itself, that 
has driven the project's success. 

•we had to convince lucas 
t hat Lego would be able to add 
play to the Star Wars experience 
he explained. "This was not go in 
to be the game of the movies, b1 
rather a game that lets you play 
within the movies. l ego gave 
both the developer and player 
permission to play.• 

And it was this sort of 
freedom that meant the game 
could enable players to do 
seemingly nonsensical things sue 
as swap characters at any t ime o 
play through Episode Ill as Darth 
Maul with buddy Yoda. 



Eidos' creative director lan livingstone hefds up the panel talk 
on the interchange between movie and game licences (above). As 
well as talking there was plenty to play with at NTI", with one of 
~·s Star Wars arcade cabinets (right) among the attractions 

entranced another audience w1th demonstrations 
of The Mov1es and Black & White 2. gam1ng IS the 
only entertamment medium where the action 
revolves around the player. "Th1s IS the un1que 
selling point of games. We can give you a world 
that's a reflectiOn of your character," he promised. 

While th1s representation of self 1n the game 
world has been a longterm Molyneux theme -

The conflict 111 you as the player IS the real interest 
for me," he sa•d - a game such as The Mov1es sees 
a subtle change of emphas1s. As well as the typical 
sim-style gameplay of building up a Hollywood 
studio through the silent, black-and-wh1te and 
colour eras. it also provides players w1th the ability 
to make thetr own mov•e cltps Th1s feature will be 
backed up Wtth a website for people to upload 
thetr work, Sponsored by the Hollywood Reporter, 
there will be a monthly compet1tton for the best, 
with top Hollywood talent promised as JUdges. 

Perhaps the h1ghlight of NTI* was the closing 
presentatiOn from Valve's Van Buren. With 

Half-Life 2 the best example to date of a game 
that builds on the onematte while pushing the 
boundanes of gam1c, he revealed the some of the 
deep processes behind its development Before 
any artwork was carried out. profiles of all the 

Valve's Bill Van Buren 
demonstrates the 
tools and techniques 
behind bringing 
the characters of 
Half.tife l to life 

Technical director of the Spider·Man l game Jamie Fristrom 
explains how he's learned to love being Hollywood's bitch (far 
left). Academic lames Newman picks over the making of seminal 
Bond game GoldenEye with original developer Oavid Ooak (left) 

llonhead's ambitious The Movies is perhaps the best example of 
crossover between games and films, allowing control of a studio 

characters were written. These were then used as 
the bas•s to cast real·hfe peop e, some actors but 
the maJonty people Van Buren spotted 1n 
restaurants and out on the street. 

"it really proved useful for casting the voice 
actors and even creating the characters' 
animat1on," he said. 

Yet as Valve moves forward, he suggested it 
won't be toward photoreahsm. part•cularly with 
respect to human 'aces "Hav ng worked so close 
to photorealism in Half-Life 2, my 1nchnat•on 
would be to take step back and become more 
stylised." he explained. 

And that will be the b1ggest challenge as 
developers decide how to use the increased 
capab1lity of new consoles. As games get closer to 
the f1delity of f·lm, the hope has to be that the 
lessons of an•ma:ed films such as Final Fantasy: The 
SplfltS W1thtn will insptre more expenmentation •n 
v1sual style and less apeing - because no one ..., 
wants to be Hollywood's ape. ~ 

. EVENT! 

Console chiefs 
eye same goal· 
An unusual case of jaw-jaw not 
console war at ELSPA's Summit 

o soon after E3, it was the close 
proximity of Sony's Oavid Reeves 
(above) and Microsoft's Peter Moore 

that drew most attention at the ELSPA 
International Games Summit in July. 
Drawing on his previous experience at Sega, 
Moore argued this time around that the 
Xbox brand was strong enough to transform 
the so-called first-mover disadvantage into a 
positive. Indeed, Microsoft plans to ship ten 
million Xbox 360s within 16 months of 
launch. From Sony's point of view, Reeves 
preferred to deal with the issues of 
launching PSP in over 100 PAL territories. 
What was more significant, however, was 
how both executives talked up their goal to 
grow the overall console gaming market. 
"We can't keep recycling consumers 
between Sony and Microsoft," Reeves 
commented, adding that to th is extent the 
companies would have to become partners 
in order to double the size of the market. 

Elsewhere, the variety of topics covered 
demonstrated just how wide the concept of 
gaming has become. From an overview of 
an emerging model of in-game advertising 
provided by Nicolas Perkin from Massive lnc 
to the impact of hundreds of millions of 
Chinese garners and the push to get games 
into UK education, it's clear the industry is 
now much than a group of young men 
sitting round their TVs. 

In this context it was also good to see the 
industry continuing to improve public 
accountability, with the release of ongoing 
research suggesting many parents take an 
escapist view when it comes to 
videogaming's rating system. In contrast, for 
children the 18 rating works as more as a 
marketing tool than a warning sign. 

Sony's Ray Maguire. Nintendo's Oavid Yarnton and Rod 
Cousens of Codemasters chew things over at ELSPA's meet 
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. INTERVIEW ! 

Capcom's Ace in the hole 
How do you woo the west, or convince players to pay £50 for a next-gen 
game? Capcom's Tatsuya Minami picks his way through the modern m inefield 

Newswire 

_g aught between an expanding overseas 
market and a contracting domestic one -
as well as between generations of home 

hardware and d iversifying visions of portable 
gaming - mainstream Japanese development is 
currently facing some tough questions. With a 
forthcoming portfolio stretching from cartoon 
courtroom drama Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney to 
Beat Down: Fists Of Vengeance's gritty brand of 
st reet justice (see p37), producer Tatsuya Minami 
(right) is casting Capcom's net w ide for answers. 

What is it about Beat Down that makes it 
different from other beat 'em ups? 
Basically, the big difference will be that this is not a 
stra ightforward action game. lt is an action game, 
but there are lots of other things that you can do. 
There is a kind o f RPG element to it, and you can 
change the costumes around and do a lot more 
than just the combat action. 

Do you think this kind of customisation is 
important in games today? lt seems to be 
increasingly popular in lots of different styles. 
We don't think that the kind of customisation 
where you can do anything you want would be 

Valve EAses pressure? 
Within weeks of its long-anticipated and bitter 
split from Vivendi Universal, Valve has found a 
suitably capable alternative outlet for its products 
in the form of EA's Partners program. The new 
publisher's first handled properties look set to be 
the Half-Life 2 GOTY edition and the Xbox version 
of that title. Profitable as it'll surely be, the deal 
gives more indication regarding the future of 
Valve's business intentions and retail strategy than 
was previously apparent following its decision to 
instigate legal action against Vivendi. lt seems 
unlikely that EA will readily accept the template 
for the developer's wares- established by Half-Life 
2, whose scant packaging was suggestive of its 
Steam-oriented philosophy- with substantial 
future updates such as HL2: Aftermath remaining 
scheduled solely for online distribution. 
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popular with everybody. But for example. changing 
costumes in this game, there is a reason for it; 
either you are going to get aw ay from your enemy 
by d isguising yourself, or vice versa if you wanted 
to use that aspect to be found by the enemy, or 
whatever. If you have that sort of reason behind it, 
customisat ion is w orthwhile. 

With the Japanese market in decline, there's 
a move from Japanese game companies, 
including Capcom, to make more titles that 
appeal specifically to a western audience. 
Have you had this in mind during the 
production of Beat Down? 
We didn't try to especially appeal to a western 
audience, we didn't make the game in that way. 
However, the stage is set in a hypothetical western 
town, so this is a kind of w estern game made 
by Japanese. Some western players think that 
this is quite interesting, some that it is completely 
wrong. lt's a western game in the Japanese mind. 

How do you think western tastes differ from 
Japanese tastes? 
Obviously I didn't grow up in the US or Europe, 
so I haven't got any idea what would appeal to 

the w estern audience. Taking for example 
the action-adventure genre, I noticed that 
American players don't like any hints as such, 
whereas sometimes when I'm playing action
adventures I don't know what to do or where 
to go whatsoever. and if I make that type of 
game in Japan, Japanese players would really 
complain. We like hints and t ips; give us a bit 
of guidance on what to do, where to go. Tomb 
Raider, that's British-made, it was really difficult 
for me to play. 

Though it features characters and locations styled on a western 
environment, Beat Down's underlying mechanic is distinctly 
Japanese, mixing unashamed brawling with RPG customisation 



SAR ~ 

Back it's taken the enormously popular Gyakuren Saiban series a long time to reach western shores, but with a 
snappier OS interface and fresh localisation, Phoenix Wright: Ace Arrorney is unlikely to face much objection 

Capcom is bringing its historical Japanese title 
Sengoku Basara to the US, but calling it Devil 
Kings and making substantial changes to the 
characters and the setting - do you think 
there's a need to change the content as well as 
the difficulty for different regional tastes? 
Traditionally, whiChever Japanese game publisher 
publishes htstoncal content, they've never sold 
many cop1es tn the western market, and that's the 
truth At Capcom we are not sure whether we 

thought it would be pretty tmposs,ble for western 
players to understand Hav1ng sa1d that, the game 
content ttself was high quality and mteresting, and 
we thought that in itself 1t would probably appeal. 

What was your reaction to E3 this year? 
The f1rst thmg that surpnsed me was that there 
were no announcements for OS or PSP. At last 
year's E3 there were lots of announcements on 
portable hardware; lots of pubhshers came up wrth 

lots of titles for portable 

"This year, everyone's talking about 
next-generation consoles, and we're a 

little bit concerned as to who's going to 
actually push titles on portable platforms" 

platforms. Thts ttme around at 
E3 everyone's talking about 
next-generation consoles, and 
we' re a little bit concerned as to 
who's go1ng to actually push 

really should alter t for the western aud ence or 
not I'm not producmg that part1cu1ar game, but 
Mr Kobayasht [Htroyuki Kobayasht, Devil Kings' 
producer] went through loads of diSCussion and 
personal torment and everyth tng, and JUSt this 
once he's chosen to change the name and adapt 
1t to make it easier for a western audtence to 
understand But we don't know rf tt's the nght 
or the wrong way to approach rt 

You're overseeing Phoenix Wright: Ace 
Attorney on Nintendo's OS. What was behind 
the decision to bring the Gyakuten Saiban 
courtroom adventures to western markets 
for the first t ime? 
First of all, Capcom thought rt was qu,te difficult to 
make that krnd of adventure game appeal to a 
western audtence, so that was the reason we 
wrthheld 1t. And also the Japanese JUdicial systems 
are different from western jud1cial systems, so we 

trtles on portable platforms. My 
second impression was that M1crosoft performed 
qu,te well They are very well prepared going 
towards launch, compared to the others. 

Are you concerned about the amount of time 
and money it will take to make games for 
next-generation machines? 
Yes, very concerned! At the moment the software 
will have to be sold for £50 or S 100 otherwise we 
can't really cover our development costs. But 
obvtously no one's gomg to buy games at that 
price. We have to think from a marketrng point of 
view to start w ith, if we're go1ng to sell to particular 
people w ith that sort of premium price, or what 
we're going to do about it. 

But are you excited about the possibilities 
of the technology. 
If the company pays us. then yes, there are 
loads of things we can do! 

More point'n'ham than point'n'click. the 
Hammond Highschool of Columbia's adaptation of 
The Secret Of Monkey Island Is enjoying a global 
second run courtesy of fan webslte World Of 
Monkey Island. Uke a gaming manifestation of 

Rushmore's Max Flscher, high school senior 
Chris Heady, 18, adopted Ron Gilbert's 

comic opus as a worthy addition to 
his portfolio as a director of the 

assembly hall stage. While the 
wavering performances of his 
eau/classmates predictably 
pale next to his own 
animated turn as Le Chuck, 
Heady's real achievement 
lies In the very existence of 
an amateur play officially 
authorised by LucasArts. 

The terms of its contract, he 
reveals, were that copies of 

the production would not be 
resold, and that it would be 

staged within a year. Videos, 
accordingly, are now freely available. 
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Sega brings 360 
to the arcades 
House Of The Dead 4 marks the arcade giant's move 
to Microsoft's hardware for future coin-op releases 

The coin·op's widescreen display is immediately attractive, but 
Sega is revamping i ts guns, which are a tad tough on the fingers 
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ega's summer Private Show in Tokyo on 
July 8 saw the company reveal the 
hardware that will power all of its 

upcoming arcade games. The new board, entitled 
lindbergh, is based on Microsoft's Xbox 360 
hardware, and the first coin-op to use it, House Of 
The Dead 4, takes obvious advantage of its 
graphical capacity, outputting its action to an 
attention-grabbing 62" widescreen display. 

and inexpensive Naomi arcade technology, 
although, aware of the need to support those 
developers still working with the board, the 
company made space at its show to present 
Naomi-powered games such as nifty vert ical 
shooter Under Defeat from G rev (see E151). 

visual impact, the biggest innovation came in the 
form of its controllers: Uzi-style machine guns 
which can be shaken vertically in order to reload 
and also in other directions to shake off zombies 
that have taken hold of your character (of which 
one is male, the other female). 

No doubt the lindberg h technology will be 
revamped in coordination with the release of 
further iterations of Xbox 360 devkits, and the 

lindbergh's debut was confirmation of Sega's 
decision to discontinue manufacture of its popular 

Sega also confirmed that it has a stack of 
further lindbergh-powered games in development, 
including new iterations of Virtua Fighter and 
Afterburner, plus more titles using original lP. 

As for House Of The Dead 4, aside from its 
prospect of eventually seeing Sega's next ~ 
coin-ops on Microsoft's console is assured. ~ 

Continue 

You have been visiting 
the site recently, yes? 

Read the story up there 
for why it's A Good Thing 

Finally, everyone gets it. 
You knew they would 

Finally, everyone gets it. 
You feared they would 

Everywhere. Getting 
worse. Unbelievably 

lt isn't the first time. 
lt won't be the last 

FREAKONOMICS 
Why economics 
rules the world 

For a subject that's supposedly fundamental to the way the world works, 
economics makes a little impression on anyone's day-to-day life. Which is 
why Freakonomics has had such an impact. Driven by Steven levitt, the 
enfant terrible of the scene, and moulded by friendly journalist Stephen 
Dubner, Freakonomics is about the application of statistical modelling to 
real world data. Examples include l evitt's work to prove that the huge 
drop in violent crime in the US in the 1g9os was caused by the legalisation 
of abortion in 1973. As he argues this significantly impacted the number 
of births among poorer women who didn't previously have access to 
illegal abortions, and because their progeny would have been more likely 
to commit such crimes, the result 20-odd years later was a mysterious 
outbreak of peace in US cities. less controversial analysis delves into the 
structure of crack cocaine gangs, which demonstrates that as with other 
industries such as acting and music, while the rewards at the top are 
great, the foot sold iers earn less than minimum wage. And, in the case of 
drug dealers at least, their likelihood of dying w ithin the next year is 
higher than if they were on death row. Sadly, those two nuggets are 
about the measure of the book, which then strays off into a prolonged 
discussion of the choice of baby names amongst socio-economic groups. 
Still, the underlying theme of questioning conventional wisdom remains 
a solid one, just not as radical as the overhyped title otherwise suggests. 

OLYMPOS 
Time travel, gods, wormholes, 
Proust and Shakespeare 

Taking up the reins from where the first book, Ilium, left off, Dan 
Simmons wastes no time in getting straight into the myriad strands of 
action in Olympos. Of course, 600 pages into the plot, things have got a 
little more complex. What started off as pecu liar tale of how the Greeks 
and Trojans were refighting their ancient war so the gods could work out 
if Homer's mythology was correct has taken a major twist. Now it 
becomes clear that the gods themselves have been set up by intellects 
unknown, with the actual location of Troy being a terraformed version 
of Mars, which is in a parallel universe but linked by a wormhole to a 
futuristic earth which has fallen onto hard times. 

The Proust and Shakespeare-spouting robots are back too, but 
now joined by an invasion army, they are setting course for Earth to 
try and work out who's behind such meddling w ith the natural order. 
And down on Earth, by some convoluted freak of time travel, Greek hero 
Odysseus is fighting with the few thousand remaining humans for his life 
as an evil massive brain which is propelled by many hands turns up and 
starts another ice age. Confused? Intrigued? Somewhere between the 
two is the spark required to get drawn into a story that really doesn't 
make much sense, but somehow manages to keep you holding on as its 
disparate strands are slowly drawn into a sharp conclusion. Just don't 
take it too seriously. 
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Evil Dead: Regeneration 
FORMAT: PC, PS2, XBOX PUBLISHER: THQ 

Klaatu barada ... hopefully. from yet another thirdperson angle, 
THQ will successfully remember the magic formula behind Bruce 
Campbell and Sam Raimi's evidently inimitable horrorshow 

Osu! Tatakae! Ouendan! 
FORMAT: OS PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 

The dual-screen double act of Gitaroo Man developer IN IS and 
Nintendo promises a musical marathon well worth cheering for, 
even if its weighty soundtrack consists mostly of cover versions 

The Sims 2 
FORMAT: OS, PSP PUBLISHER: EA 

Touchscreen object management and activit ies versus widescreen 
clarity and streamlined systems: a clash of personalities seems 
inevitable between Maxis' uniquely tailored handheld couple 

New games, and updates on games already on the radar 

Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories 
FORMAT: PSP PUBLISHER: ROCKSTAR GAMES 

Though it'll likely corroborate Rocks tar's claims of a radically new 
handheld experience, just how the PSP's battery endures GTA's 
stream (or. indeed, torrent) of urban minutiae remains to be seen 

Sangokushi OS 
FORM AT: OS PUBLISHER: KOEI 

Another spare moment is reliably fi lled by the Three Kingdoms, 
revisiting the series' t hird title with innovative wifi multiplayer 
and a dual-screen split between command and observation 

Super Mario Stadium: Miracle Baseball 
FORMAT: GC PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 

leading Nintendo's latest sporting season, Baseball lines up 
four-way multiplayer, a bevvy of distracting minigames and over 
50 characters for a t raditional yet unpredictable arcade pitch 

Tales of Legendia 
FORMAT: PS2 PUBLISHER: NAMCO 

Interesting skill activation and technique acquisition systems 
look set to make a page-turner of Legendia's 30-hour storyline, 
before it then serves up a further 25 hours of optional subquests 

X3: Reunion 
FORMAT: PC PUBLISHER: DEEP SILVER 

It'll surely become the hot benchmarking tool for tomorrow's Pes. 
but can a 'vastly improved' version of its Artificial l ife dynamic· 
content engine release X3 from the orbit of its flawed heritage? 

Tamagotchi 
FORMAT: OS PUBLISHER: BANOAI 

With a long time to go before OS owners commit their previous 
digital pets to their kennels. the genre's forefather comes 
begging for attention, unlikely to leave without being spoilt 

Drawn in limited-palette vectors equal parts Joan Miro, Acme 
Novelty library and Darwinia, Golf? has a unique style and, 
for a game in early beta, manages a fair bit of substance. 

persistent suspended trails of your ball's flight path. Your cart 
- seemingly inspined by Half Life 2's buggy - is a diversion in 
itself, whether openly exploring the greens (or monochromes, 
hene) or boosting yourseH over the odd wineframe stunt ramp. Played solo or over the net. Golf? ditches the typical 

power-meter system for an analogue horizontal mouse-swish 
swing and putt that allows for a surprising amount of finesse. 
But it's the environments that ane the true draw, all 19th 
century futurism, with monolithic pipe-smoking giants 
dominating the dreamscape, delicately laced with the 

Golf? is a work-in-progness - its nelative silence stifling 
beyond dneam-like believability, its cart physics a bit too loose 
and its booze-swilling levitating caddybots desperate for a 
mone inclusive purpose - but even in its curnent state it's a 
solid proof-of-concept, and a game well worth watching. 



Conventioncl wisdom 
Japanese game producer Brick Bardo is looking for the passion 

I 
' m sure that, from 
the things I write 
in my column, I've 

convinced many of you that 
I'm always attending some 
event or other somewhere in 
Japan or overseas. In reality, 
how ever, I' m an everyday 
worker li ke everyone else -
one w ho doesn't like writing 
about the grind, about the 
work that I do or the people I 
meet. Given how much of my 

t ime is occupied by such t hings, how ever, there really is little 
that I can actually allow myself to write about. Hence the 
amount I write about the events I attend, and the fact that I'm 
about to do so again ! 

Today, I'm at the Comic-Con International 2005. it's the world's 
biggest comic-book event, taking place this year for the 36th time. 
Outside the San Diego Convention Center as I arrived were hundreds 
of people queuing, some in cosplay, others merely in T-shirts bearing 
their favourite comic-book characters. I finally got inside after a long 
wait, d iscovering what I could only describe as an otaku kingdom. 
While I hasten to add that this is a business trip rather than a personal 
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venture, I'll admit that there are none of my titles 
being shown, and that I'm actually having a 
relaxing time walking the convent ion floor. 
Simultaneously, however, there's something here 
that's making me anxious. 

The first thing that strikes you at Comic-Con is 
the scale - one I can only assume to be increasing 
greatly as time goes by. There are series upon series 

representatives- companies like Viz Media and 
Tokyo Pop. Moreover, the closure of the Star Wars 
saga has flooded the various stands with 
merchandise that testifies to its continued impact. 

What was formerly known simply as a sci-fi 
convention has evolved from a fan event to an 
integration of animation, movies, videogames and 
toys. Having effectively become the world's 

What was formerly known simply os a sci-fi convention has evolved from a 
fan event to on integration of animation, movies, videogomes and toys. lt marks 
the emergence of a market that's throwing very different industries together 

of desks where people sell incredible varieties of 
goods, but there are also booths which play host to 
the artists and authors of the comics themselves. 
Animations and other movies are shown in theatres 
whi le talks and workshops occur nearby. Among 
these numerous activities, though, the major 
companies have their (naturally bigger) booths and 
they're a hard presence to ignore - they·r~ simply 
massive. Of course, you'll find the big US players: 
Marvel, DC and Dark Horse, for example. You'll 
also find Japanese g iants and their US 

greatest otaku pop-culture event, it marks the 
emergence of a wider market that's throwing very 
different industries together on the same shelves 
and, in this instance, in the same cavernous room. 
The games industry is therefore here, represented 
by many of the big names- Nintendo, SCE, etc. 
But as I walk betweery those w ith whom I often 
work, and those of other disciplines, I find myself 
almost embarrassed by my professional associates 

I'd like to say that, as well as a game maker, l'rr 
a fan as wel l. Here, like many other people. I'm 



queuing to get the autographs of celebrities while buymg work from 
art1sts and other creators that I find cool. Again, seriously, this is a 
business trip- but come on. look at who's here! Stan Lee, Neal 
Adams, Mike Mignola. Simon Bisley, Alex Ross and. 1ncredibly, Ray 
Harryhausen - I'm just so exc1ted. And yet there are people here from 
my line of work who are thmkmg 'Who the hell are these guys?' 
Ideally, I wouldn't be work1ng with people who th1nk I ke this. 

People 1n the comics 1ndustry are very pass•onate about the1r 
market, and that 1rrotates me I'm not irritated by their pass1on, of 
course, but what 1t 1mphes when you stand it alongs•de our own 
ndustry - cool, calm and aloof as 1t is from its act1ve admirers on show 
floors such as these Games 1ndustry people are here who see 1t as 
1tle more than a bus1ness opportuntty. A culture IS develop1ng around 
them in th1s convention centre and. as much as they recogn•se 1ts 
value as sound currency, they rematn unaware of its true s•gnificance 
- 1ts enthusiasm. 

How common 1t IS n the games tndustry, I'm rem1nded here. for a 
gulf to ex•st between the market and the marketer How often it is 
that a bad game 1s made thanks to its creator's detachment from their 
aud1ence. Maybe it's because this is my first Com•c·Con. because I 
have a very Japanese outlook, or because I'm part of an old guard of 
videogame creators, but surely I'm nght to convince myself that we 
need to be more excited about our work. These, after all, are 
games that we're in the bus1ness of making. 

The Comic·Con International 200S showfloor (above) is more of a hive of activity 
th•n any of its game-related cousins' equivalents. The event also promotes more 
cos play activity, even if some of it may not stand up particularly sturdily against 
its inspiration (left). Importantly, the event gives fans the opportunity to witness 
seeM celebs in the flesh, including Ray Harryhausen and Kevin Smith (above left) 
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Edge's most wanted 

Makai Kingdoms: The Chronicles 
of the Sacred Tome 

After the interesting but gentle 
letdowns of Phantom Brave and La 
Puce/le, the prospect of the English 
translation of a real successor to 
Disgaea is an irresistible prospect. 
PSl NIS AMEf' CA 

Stubbs The Zombie 

The magnificently tasteless recent 
trailer was enough to whet already 
bloodthirsty appetites. Stubbs 
already has more charisma than a 
dozen gurning men-with-guns. 

C XB A 1 

As the resurgence of the brawling 
genre escalates into a battle royale, 
the Tekken-powered choreography 
and scenery-rocking force of Reign 
looks certain to leave its mark. 
"52, NAMCO 

The future of electronic entertainment 

The penny ante 
Why Xbox 360 has coin-ops at its heart 

p roject Gotham 3 looks it's not deregulating the 360: 
breathtaking; Test Drive games will still need to meet 
Unlimited gleams off the exacting standards and fit into 

page; the engine behind Just Cause an editorial policy before they 
dazzles with natural beauty. can take their place in the 
Hundreds of people, hundreds of revamped live Arcade. But the 
thousands of pounds' worth of importance of the system isn't just 
technology. slaving to deliver on that it provides a new, reliable 
the next-generation dream. And income to support the creativity of 
yet, when you get your 360 home, those coders good enough to make 
it's entirely probably that the first the grade. More significant is the 
things you'll play will be coded by a fact that it introduces a new 
couple of old friends in London, or generation of garners - and 
some bloke in a field in Wales. perhaps a new generation of non· 

Many had long since finished garners if the 360's family-friendly 
mourning the bedroom coding communication and entertainment 
scene - the scale of even the most functions work their magic- to the 
incidental of projects growing to old values of videogaming: abstract 
the point that Flash or Shockwave art styles, unbridled imagination, 
games could take a team of many game mechanics which depend on 
talents, that mods could require simplicity for their intensity. 
cooperation spread across months accessibility and instantly 
as well as continents. lt had always rewarding nature. 
survived, of course, nestling into This isn't a case of retro for 
cracks in the gaming ecosystem - retro's sake, it's about infusing a 
emulators, indie shmups, remakes. new machine with the ethos of 
Now it has support from a very the old. Games used to have to be 
unexpected corner: Microsoft. The good enough to make you take 
commitment given to projects like money from your pocket and give 
Jeff M inter's Neon and to games it to them, minute after minute, 
like PomPom's Mutant Storm to make sure they didn't stop. 
Reloaded (see page 64) radically Why should we expect anything 
changes the landscape for small· less from the next generation, 
scale game makers. it's not a whether its the work of one 

~ panacea- Microsoft is clear that man or a hundred? 
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Gun 
360. GC. PSl, XBOX 

Test Drive Unlimited 
360 

Burnout Revenge 
PSl, XBOX 

The Suffering: Ties That Bind 
PC, PS2, XBOX 

Spartan: Total Warrior 
GC. PS2. XBOX 

From Russia With love 
GC. PSl. XBOX 

Beat Down: 
Fists Of Vengenace 
PSl, XBOX 

Soul Calibur Ill 
PSl 

Tim Burton's The Nightmare 
Before Christmas: 
Oogie's Revenge 
GBA. PS2, XBOX 

Rainbow Six: lockdown 
Pc. XBOX 

Rise & Fall: 
Civilizations At War 
PC 

Tony Tough 2: 
A Rake's Progress 
PC 
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Although it's dear that a great deal of 
research and a genuine affection for frontier 
history has gone into Gull. it's also dear that 
Neversoft is more than willing to revel in the 
larger· than· life aspects of the myths that 
have built up around life in the wild west 
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FORMAT: 360, GC. PS2, XBOX 
PUBLISHER: ACTIVISION 

DEVElOPER: NEVERSOFT 
ORIGIN US 

RELEASE AUTUMN 2005 

As you would hope from a game with sucl1 a bullish name, 
Gun's combat promises flexibiliry and precision. As well as the 
modern gunfighting favourites - dual-wielded pistols, taking 
hostages, differentiated damage effects - there are more 
flamboyant manoeuvres. such as tossing dynamite bundles 
into battle and detonating them with one dean shot 

Gun 
Far f rom being a one-trick pony, Neversoft saddles 
up to take on the wild west all guns blazing 

omet1mes a name 1s enough When S the teaser tratler for Neversoft's Gun 
h1t at E3, the simple conjunction of 

those two words was enough to grab 
everyone's attention. it had long been known 
that Neversoft was going to diversify from 1ts 
Tony Hawk empire to work on a very 
different property, but there was little more 
than pure speculatton on what it m1ght be 
And then: bang! There was Gun. The trailer 

Without ever descending to dumb, lazy 
stereotype. There's an extent to wh1ch that's 
all the needs to be sa1d, because the odds 
are that the answer to any likely follow-up 
question is a simple 'yes'. Can you ride into 
town guns blazing and take out the band1ts' 
Yes. Can you blast people backwards 
through swing1ng saloon doors? Yes. Can 
you nde shotgun w1th the stagecoach. ears 
cocked for the inevtable ambush? Herd 

Can you blast people backwards through swinging saloon 
doors? Herd cattle? Ride shotgun with the stagecoach, 
ears cocked for the inevitable ambush? Yes, yes and yes 

was enough at odds w1th the Tony Hawk's 
easygoing tone to p1que mterest - bloody, 
pounding and flash-cut with enough 
subliminal viciousness to unsettle even those 
hardened by long careers of gaming violence. 

But that was only the first surprise 
because, in the flesh. the game is as much at 
odds w1th that tra1ler as the tra ler was to 
most people's perceptiOn of Neversoh. Gun 

IS a "'41d west ep1c. Intended to h1t every 
gun-totmg, whisky-swilling, brothel-raid1ng, 
horse-wrangling, fast-duelling sweetspot 

cattle and befnend local lnd1an tribes? Take 
to the rooftops and interrupt an unJUSt 
hanging? Yes, yes and yes. 

Not that th1s is simply a freeform game o 
cowboy indulgence. There's weight to the 
central character: trained as a hunter. hero 
Colton is an experienced marksman. used tc 
rely1ng on his guns for h1s own survival. And 
there's a strong story for h1m to follow - w1t 
a father's murder to avenge and a mystenou 
prostitute to fmd. ThiS quest forms the ma1n 
mission structure of the game, as Col ton 



travels to new towns. forges new alliances 
and earns h1mself new enem1es 

Around th1s core, however, Neversoft IS 

prom1s1ng a wealth of content. There's 
noth1ng to stop Col ton nding into the sunset. 
looking to diSCover new ranches or Indian 
settlements. stopping to replenish his cash 
supplies by do~ng a spot of hunting. or 
taking on mercenary tasks. Although 
unannounced, 1t's tempting to assume that 
the game w1ll g1ve full scope to the l<~nd of 
m1n1games you'd hope to see- poker, surely. 

The comparisons to San Andreas' rural 
excursions are hard to avoid, and 1t's already 
clear than Gun hopes to capture thal game's 
sense of scale and possibility. But here's 
where the name comes in again No one 
bold enough to call their game Gun IS go~ng 

to nsk dehvenng something w1th combat as 
woolly as GTA's. Th1s game's gunplay 1s 
elaborate: flick1ng 1nto firstperson for quasi· 
bullet-time prec1sion. calling on you to a1m at 

ankles and wnsts to disable and d1sarm 
opponents, forc1ng you to th1nk about 
reload1ng patterns as you blast away With 
tw1n pistols. demand~ng careful manoeuvnng 
as you f1ght on horseback, track1ng targets 
moving as swiftly as yourself. W1thout an 
extended playtest it's impossible to judge if 
that elaboration will translate to sat1sfact10n, 
but there's no d1sputing the effort that's gone 
into the raw matenal for a meaty shooter 

The 360 version is likely to be sumptuous, 
but the odds are 1! won't be able to impress 
as much as the PS2 version: everyone already 
expects great things from next-gen. but 
equally everyone already has a measure of 
just how hard it is to wring this level of 
smooth, dense beauty out of the older 
machine Not that 1ts just a techn1cal 
achievement- Gun makes the most of ·ts 
natural palette. flll~ng the skies with w1de, 
airy blues and cloaking the ground w1th 
dusty reds and dewy greens. The an1mation 

The quality of animation for the hones is outstanding. 
giving a real sense of movement and musde. You have a 
full, free 360-degree aim while riding. allowing for fast
paced, freeform battles. While these look spectacular. it 
won't be until a play able build is made available that it 
will become clear how satisfying the control scheme is 

is also strong, w1th the sheen of your horse's 
coat d1pp1ng and shifting as the muscles 
move and we ght sh1fts from leg to leg. 

it's been a brave move- tak1ng the game 
from draw~ng board to near-completiOn 1n 
secluded secrecy Now Activision has a few 
short months to fire garners' enthusiasm for 
Gun: on present form, it won't be a 
difficult task 

As Cotton progresses 
through his adventure, his 
life becomes more and more 
tied up with a local Indian 
tribe. Adopting their dress. 
he also gains access to their 
weapons - wielding flaming 
arrows and particularly 
hefty tomahawks later in 
the game - and to some 
extent their tactics, relying 
on the speed of his horse 
and the sneakiness of a 
canoe shortcut to offset the 
risk of a frontal attack in 
the game's later high
octaneban~.A~hough 
the game does enable you 
to scalp your victims. don't 
be tempted to assign that 
practice to your set of 
Indian skills: in keeping 
with the game's intent to 
be historically accurate, 
scalping is something 
instigated by the whites. 

Cotton's association with a local native 
tribe doesn't just change his appearance. 
lt also provides a change of pace in the 
gameplay, encouraging stealthier combat 
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The hazy filters drenching the proof·of·concept 
video are still to be applied to the a<1ual game 
(apart from the sharp Pacific sun glare) - the 
360 should let them be rendered In realtime 

FORMAT: 360 
PUBLISHER: ATARI 

DEVHOPER: EDEN GAMES 
ORIGI" FRANCE 

RELEASE: MARCH 2006 

Test Drive Unlimited 
Test Drive returns: older, wiser, online, and with 
'street' mercifully limited to the surface you drive on 

I 
n 1987, Test Drive was as much a 
romance as a driving game. an 
unabashed fantasy roleplay of those 

twm American dreams: the open road and 
the gull-wtnged supercar. Smce then. the 
road racing genre's priorittes have dnfted 
from letsurely affairs to epilepttcly m tense 
speed-dating. and the Test Drive name has 
langutshed in ill-fitting brand pie-ups such 
as Eve Of Destruct/On. 

So wh1le it may seem odd that the keys to 
a qUintessentially American expenence have 
been handed to a French developer, V-Rally 
creator Eden has produced a concept that 
looks back to Test Drive's beginnings and 
ahead for the genre as a whole. This 
mantfesto ts apparent from the first glimpse 
of the game's Hawaiian location, putting 

miles of clear PaoftC water between 
Unlimiteds trop•cal htghways and the 
bleached urbamty of 1ts competttors. it's an 
affluent driving paradtse that stretches 
further than the lavishly modelled car 
interiors: play opens not in a garage, but the 
carefully arranged lounge of your hill top 
estate, where your custom avatar reclmes 
overlooking blue sky and swaymg fronds. 

Here, choosing your des•gner-label outfit 
IS at least as important as choos•ng your nde 
as your personal style wtll be on d•splay both 
behmd the wheel and m the multtplayer 
lobbies. Instead of tmpersonal text hsts. 
Unlimltecls lobbtes take the form of commot 
drive-in areas or player-created VIP clubs 
dotted across the tsland, an approach to 
commumty that sees studto head Stephane 
Baudet reference World Of WarCraft as 
often as he does Gran Tunsmo or Forza. 
"Most online dnving games are an offline 
game wtth an on line component." he says. 
"and we're doing the oppostte. • 

As soon as a player pulls out of their 
dnveway tnto the daunungly large 
game\vorld (recreattng the enttre island 
of Oahu wtth an eye for ·enhanced gamepla 
experience· rather than fast•dtous accuracy). 

Visiting a car dealership (or one of your garages) allows 
you to freely view vehicles, PGR1-style, from any angle, 
as well as pop the doors- to the accurately sampled 
sound of a five-figure price tag - to inspect the interior 



they're an online presence. Unlim1ted 
1sn't a true MMO, cons1denng the gridlock 
that would ensue from the global 
populatiOn, but an 1deal mult1player world 
for each player. w1th server-s1de calculations 
displaymg the 16 closest players with 
matching prof1les. Flashing your headlights 
at one 1nttiates an Immediate duel, or you 
can ta1l them to a lobby area for a larger 
event e1ther way, •t's in sett1ng the rules 

Unlimited features a gentle dawn·to-dU$Jc cyde. There 
are no night raus. but breaking tropical storms should 
ensure !Mre 's still a use for ~ reflective road effKIS 

Between compet1t1ve sessions there are 
solo challenges to be discovered, and 
random point-to-point driving m1ssions such 
as ferrying female shoppers between malls, 
or delivenng hitchhikers to the airport. 
There's also the sheer joy of dnving, w1th the 
combinatiOn of an expansive draw distance, 
open envtronment and the ability to drop the 
electric w1ndows and pump up the rad10 
volume with a fliCk of the D-pad prov1ng 

There's also the sheer joy of driving, with the combination 
of an expansive draw distance, open environment and the 
ability to drop the windows and pump up the radio volume 

for these face-offs that Unlimited lives up 
to its name. 

Races can be tracked anywhere across 
the island's roads, from a ten-second drag to 
the four-hour marathon of the coastal loop, 
chosen from among straight races, time 
attacks, speed runs or capture the flag 
sess1ons, w1th or Without traffiC or police (1n 
ongmal Test Onve style, police aren't crazed 
dodgems but rather pace cars, Immediately 
end1ng your race w1th a f1ne if they overtake 
you). " Each day we're fmdmg new modes," 
says Baudet, "like 'No using brakes'." 

smfully luxunous. But exploration can be 
costly- not due to the originally intended 
feature of having to refuel, since pulled due 
to 'bemg bonng', but in discovenng the car 
dealers and mod shops supplying Oahu's 
v1rtual economy. 

Cars and car parts are ranked 1n ranty, 
1nclud1ng hm1ted editiOns that fleeMgly 
appear on the market before bemg taken out 
of production. lt's a s1milar set-up to 
collectible card games, someth1ng Eden has 
obv1ously cons1dered, as the current Ul 
displays parts as exactly that- trading cards, 

Detailed dashboard views have long been a Tesr Drive tradition, 
and Unlimireds fu lly modelled interiors don't skimp in this respect. 
As your avatar's head responds to freelook, it's also possible to 
challenge your opponent in a withering staredown at the starting line 

wh1ch are dragged 1nt0 spare slots on a car 
to apply the modifiCatiOn. Trad1ng w1th other 
players is performed over an eBay-styled 
auction system. including the reqwement 
that you supply v1rtual photographs of your 
goods to accompany that crucial all-caps 
headhne. " Forza introduced the trading 
concept, but I found it a little 1mpract1cal. 
Th1s 1s the next-generat1on vers1on, • Baudet 
explains. lt's mentioned that eBay 1tself has 
been approached to lend 1ts appearance to 
Unl1mttecfs virtual vers1on; the 1ssue of 
b1dd1ng real-world money on vtrtual sports 
cars, though, remains undec1ded 

it's testament to Unflmitecfs mtoxteatmg 
v1sion that it can take unt1l the fmal 
paragraph of a preview to mention how it 
actually drives, and in its current state -
largely still the E3 build this aspect requ1res, 
and is rece1ving, attention. Handling feels 
both cold and slightly samey among the 
ava1lable cars, and is unfm1shed on the bikes: 
mcomplete phys1cs further complicate 
matters. Now rescheduled to be fash1onably 
late to the 360 launch, though, there's t1me 
for Eden to make good on that Test Drive 
dream, and springboard 1t back to relevance 
for a generation that m1ght need a little..., 
open-top dreaming more than ever. ~ 

Unllmlteds radio stations 
are intended to be 
streaming broadcasts of 
real-world stations, with a 
two-way relationship 
including Unlimited-related 
announcements (such as 
events and rankings) being 
transmitted to the real 
world as -11 as the game 
community. Market-specific 
stations have been 
approached In each 
territory, but players with 
less radio-friendly tastes can 
also choose to stream their 
playlists from media player 
or PC. Similar dNis may be 
In the works for television. 
suggesting the pictur. 
within-a-picture insanity of 
watching a television 
broadcast of you playing 
the game while watching 
the in-car television 
broadcast of you playing. 
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FORMAT· PS2. XIOX 
PUBLISHER EA 

DEVElOPER: CRITERION 
ORIGIN UK 

RELEASE: SEPTEMBER 

IU in Taktdown. Revenge has elevated 
its portrayal of vehicular but~l'/. 
throwing 0<1t more sparts and partodos 
from its colhsions. The degr .. to wtudl 
Criterion has boon able to expand tadl 
car's damage modelling is surprising 

Burnout Revenge 
Doubly furious without feeling rushed, Criterion's 
racer weaves and smashes its way into view 

V 
ou'll have to excuse us for feeling 
somewhat awkward when asking 
Criterion's creatNe d1rector Alex 

Ward whether or not Burnout is moving too 
qu1ckly. We have to, of course, now that his 
studio has fallen beneath the umbrella of EA 
- a publisher famed ror flogging its 
properties until they have litt le left to bleed. 
But 1t's hard to deny that, for all the velOCity 
w1th which the game has thundered from 
comparative obscunty to massmarket 
recogn1tion. from arcade street raC1ng to 
act1vely pubhCised 'battle racing'. there's 
been more than enough momentum to 
JUStify the pace. And With such a qu1ck 

this, it's a pleasure to reveal that Burnout 
Revenge amply provides the technical 
brilliance and raw 1nventJon to sideline such 
quest1ons of autonomy. The series has agaon 
repositioned, refmed and redefined itself 
w1th a level of gusto that eclipses that found 
on most franchises' entire lifecycles. 

like its immediate predecessor, Revenge 
is an absolute showstopper when it comes 
to visual impact. Reports of the game 
adopting a more reahsuc v1sual stance can 
now, thankfully, be replaced by the 
knowledge tha t 1ts snow-covered peaks. 
gndlocked highways, sun-scorched cit1es and 
deep groves are more dazzling than ever, 

Reports of the game adopting a more realistic stance can 
be replaced by the knowledge that its gridlocked highways 
and sun-scorched cities are more dazzling than ever 

turnaround between the last instalment and 
the latest, mcumstances demand that we 
know who's really behind the wheel. 

"This is the claSSIC thing," remarks Ward 
"There's always a b1g Internet rumour 
people think we get told what to do. 
Actually, as a development studio, that's 
never been the case for us After Takedown -
our most successful game ever - we'd have 
been nuts not to make another one. People 
like to entertain the conspiracy that we get 
told what to do and that we' ll make it an 
annual franchise. but I'll tell you 100 per 
cent that's not true If the guys at Electron1c 
Arts told me we were gomg to make 
Burnout every year. then personally I 
wouldn't want to do 1t." 

Whether or not you choose to believe 

adopt1ng a much w1der geographical 
repertoire than before wh1le being rendered 
at the same immense speeds. 

Funnily, however, the game's rather 
obv1ous title not only indicates a less 
momentous change to 1ts dynam1c than 
takedowns were a year ago, but fa1ls to 
suggest a more Important. strik1ng des1gn 
decis1on that's guaranteed to have fans 
squabbling and mouths agape. Traffic 
checking, as it's known, means that drivmg 
on the right side or the road in Revenge 
makes you mvulnerable to all but the largest 
of vehicles. You can literally plough through 
whole 1ams of traff1c prov1ded 1t's fac1ng the 
nght way, a storm of veh1cles then sp1ralhng 
1nto the air that would make Roland 
Emmerich blush. Inspired. we're told, by the 



car chase 1n Bad Boys 11, th1s feature then 
provides the bas1s for a new Traffic Attack 
mode, where the preset duration of the 
challenge must be prolonged through the 
continuous destruction of other road users. 

Despite 1M 1al reservations as to its effect 
on the innate thnll of traff1c-dodg1ng in 
Burnout, 1t 1sn't long before th1s major 
adjustment feels worthy. JUSt as the notion of 
us1ng 'crashbreakers' (:he self-detonatiOn 
opt1on of the last game's rev1sed Crash 
mode) during aftertouch takedowns 
ult1mately makes sense "With aftertouch," 
says Ward, "we'd expenmented w1th a 
freestyle camera and with various camera 
controls on the stick, but it's such a fast
paced game that 1t's hard to create a camera 
system that will capture everythmg. We 
wanted to make aftertouch takedowns eas1er 
because tney were cool but hard to do. • 
Though 1t's~fortunately, we feel) only 
ava1lable 1n certain races. the attertouch 
crashbreaker certa1nly provides a s1zeable 
shockwave of compensation for the 
antiClimax of the occas1onal lethargic pile-up. 

In its dedicated Crash mode, the game is 
Introducing a nether drastic change that has 
us impressed from the outset. The golf 
analogy Criterion has been touting for some 
time is now most certainly appropriate. 
Whereas prev1ously the best of starts was a 
s1mple burst of speed to encourage a more 
potent crash, now 1t's enabled by a vertical 
swmg-o-meter wh1ch, when tapped at its 
apex. determ1nes speed, and when tapped at 
1ts base determ1nes accuracy, an inaccurate 
boost causing your car to fidget left and nght 
wh1le you struggle for position. The icon 
power-ups of Takedown are gone, and it 

To say nobody reduces the gap between 
Xbox i nd PS2 visuals quite like Criterion is 
not to call either version of Revenge 
conservative- their consistent speed. 
framer~te and extravagance is a stunning 
eumple of videog1me engiMering 

seems likely that the result will be a welcome 
return to more open-ended and less obv•ous 
crash traJectones, the optimum path no 
longer be.ng a JOin-the-dots puzzle of 
multipliers and crash breakers. High-alt1tude 
Jumps now fea ture side winds, demanding 
that aftertouch be applied to steer the car 
home. Once the ensuing carnage has begun 
to settle, an adjusted crashbreaker prov1des a 
f1na blast that can now be max1m1sed by 
frant•c button-mashmg, quirk1ly topp1ng off a 
rev1sed compet1t1ve event that guarantees a 
far greater scope for vanety. 

With these and the myriad changes that 
accompany them, the degree to wh1ch 
Burnout can be successfully burdened with 

new ideas continues to amaze. Does Ward 
worry that it can only support so much? 
"You know what'" he replies "No. You've 
got to ask that about the other dnving 
games, because they're either stuck in a 
framework of motor sports or a framework 
of street racing. I look at them and think, 
'How many more variations of drivmg can 
you offer?' Burnout is made up by us- we 
completely own rt. If we want to blow the 
car up, we'll blow the car up. We can try 
anything in our software. and that's the real 
fun of work1ng on 1t, we're one of the few 
raong games out there that's only lim1ted by 
1mag1nat1on. Personally, I think we're ~ 
Still only scratching the surface " ~ 

Perhaps the greatest 
concern of Burnout fans. as 
instilled by the previous 
game, Is the success with 
which Rttvenge's onllne 
and multiplayer 
components can extend its 
appeal. Without slipping 
into a condemnation of EA's 
lamentable distortion of the 
Xbox Uve service into a 
woefully inefficient mess, it 
was the basic and very 
exploitable rules of 
Tal<edown's onllne ranking 
system that proved 
equalling galling. "You're 
always going to get 
cheaten in any game." 
Ward assures us, •especially 
online. I think that the way 
revenge progression works 
in this game means that 
we're smarter at detecting 
people exploiting set 
patterns of play. lt's not just 
based on takedowns this 
time, and while it's hard to 
say that people won't be 
able to cheat at the game 
because they always find a 
way, we've spent some 
time to improve that side 
of things.• 
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FORMAT PC, PS2, XBOX 
PUBliSHER. MIDWAY 

OMlOPU SURREAL SOFTWARE 
ORIGIN: US 

RE.EASE AUTUMN 

While the first 5uHwlnf(s 
tom~was
tonslderecl to uve .ny 
depth, IU enemies did - in 
terms of their tonteption 
and the story behind each 
of their variously tortured 
forms, at least. Ties That 
Bind extends this 
thoughtful aspect by 
including a set of 
opponents that draw on the 
horror of the broken urban 
wasteland thet Torque 
gcns his way through. 

The Trlggerman is a 
byprodutt of gang 
violente. while The 
Suppressor (above) is a 
legless blob with a 
flashlight for a fate- an 
offshoot of violent prison 
guards. A serial killer tomes 
in form of The Creeper, 
whose body Is dressed with 
the parts of his victims. 

The Suffering: Ties That Bind 
A taste of freedom for Midway's horror as its lead character 
goes from jailhouse shocker to Torque of the town 

T 
he Suffenng ended m a manner that 
most games begin. A protagon 1st 
dogged by a CV of inner turmoilts 

no novel thtng, but instead of The Suffermg's 
perpetually blood-spattered lead character 
Torque having his past revealed in flashes, it 
was actually decided in flashes. As the player 
battled the1r way through a rotting, hell
infested prison complex. the feroCity of the'r 
actions - and respect for human life - were 
the karmiC values that dec1ded whether or 
not Torque was guilty of the murder of h1s 
fam1ty for wh1ch he was incarcerated. it's a 
touch that was subtle beyond the game's 
heavy downpour of schlock, but one 
continued in this sequel: players can 1mport a 
save file into T1es That Bmd in order to 
contmue w1th their v1rtuous alignment, or 
otherw1se, or just start afresh. 

But T1es That Bmd has its own past, too. 
in a game that was solid but was far from 
sparkling, a cramped and v1oousty 
straightforward shooter that felt surpnsmgly 
different when played from either of the 
f1rst- or th1rdperson perspectives tt offered. 
And that feelmg 1s echoed here, as Torque 
bursts h1s way out of the confmes of federal 
lockdown and into the confines of a 
Baltimore slum. it's a scumhole of dereliction 
and filthy corridors, as Torque gets talked 
through the tutorial of the opening section 
by Dr Killjoy- a familiar, goading face for 
returning players - whose advice is aired 
from a number o' fhckenng screens. most 
notably that of an abandoned cinema. 

There seems to be a greater emphas1s on 
Torque's monster-transform guise th1s time 
around: a destructive inner demon fuelled by 
kills that deals out hehy melee attacks from 
an enforced th1rdperson view, it's now 

necessary for breaking through cracked walls 
and other obviously destructible obstacles. 
There seems to bP. no worthy tdea behtnd it 
but to force players to amass plenttful ktlls 
from respawning enemies, and it's not clear 
how such a device will affect Torque's 
aforementtoned morality. Still, this rampant 
carnage seems to be a more 1ntegral feature, 
meamng Torque's transformed self is g1ven 
ever more brutal aaacks to w1eld as he 
descends deeper 1nto madness 

There's a roughness about the game's 
look m ·ts preview state, however, one that 
feels espeCially striking considering JUSt how 
greatly v1sual standards have evolved s1nce 
the ongmal game. But, as Forza showed with 
the clear improvement between its wonky 
demo and the final product, those final few 
months of plastic surgery can make an _...., 
essent1al d1fference. ~ 

In among the assortment of returning, 
execution·themed enemies - the blade-armed 
Slayers. for example - are new opponents, 
such as this tank-like creature (below), a 
terror at close range that can be knocked to 
the ground with a couple of shotgun blasts 
to neutralise its bulk for a few seconds 

An early boss encounter Is an arachnid-like threat that 
brandishes a weapon in each of Its many arms. it's not 
much of a task, however, making it likely that this enemy 
will become a common sight as the game progresses 

Torque's behaviour- his treatment of innocents (above) 
and the use of his inner demon form to wreak havoc 
will change how players experience the game's story. 
but it's unclear whether this will lead to multiple paths 
through the world, or just create variations in the 
obstacles and creatures that Torque must overcome 

Unlike the original, there's now the common two-slot 
limit on weapons. and Torque is able to dual-wield most 
guns_ Ammo shortages may be<ome an unwanted issue. 
though. thanks to the rapid-fire nature of the combat. A 
bunch of melee weapons are also at hand to compensat> 
but can't compare to the power of a pair of sawn-offs 



Each level contains well·hidden secrets and optional 
se<ondary missions. some of which aro played for laughs, 
such as the quest to deface propaganda poste<S in an 
effort to support the efforts of the local resistance 

Spartan: Total Warrior 
lt's a classic tale of an underdog victory, as The 
Creative Assembly takes on the console world 

T 
here are people around the world 
who'll be annoyed by The Creat1ve 
Assembly's console debut No matter 

row stellar its PC reputatiOn, Its first steps 
on to a format where 11 has no recent 
techn1cal experience, nor any fam1hanty w1th 
paong or presenting a more arcadey. act•on· 
onented style of play, surely ought to have 
been shaky. Instead they are stunn.ngty 
assured. Sparran: Total Wamofls already 
~echnically strong. aesthetiCally excellent and 
~a1lored mtelhgently for console play 

Following the tale of an exceptional 
Spartan warrior plucked from the ranks and 
propelled to g1ant-slaying fame, the game 
strings together a senes of spectacular set· 

pieces w1th varied aims and settings but one 
umfy1ng theme: numbers. From the opening 
scene where the Romans are scaling the 
walls of Sparta's beleaguered cap1tal, to a 
rampage through a barbarian encampment, 
to a slog through the 1nfested bowe s of the 
rums of Troy, you'll be fighting mob-handed 
Hemmed m by dozens and dozens of 
opponents, and supported by squads of your 
own troops, the screen is consistently filled 
w1th colour and fury, only your increas1ngly 
preposterous attack power keeping your 
from drowmng in a flood of murderous men. 

Although the Spartan has an elegantly 
thought-out move hst, this isn't a combo
stnng•ng game. His basic direct and 

Rage and Power attacks are crucial for taking out larger 
opponents. The sense of heroism is tangible as you dash 
from fight to fight, saving comrades and dealing death 

Pulling the umera out (above) gives a totally different 
flavour to exactly the same scene (top) when zoomed in 

sweep.ng attacks can be modulated 1n a 
number of ways (swords, arrows, frequent 
Rage moves and rat1oned, but spectacular, 
Power attacks). but a good deal of the 
game's tact1cal challenge comes from 
weapon choiCe. Each opponent, from 
hulking leg1onanes w1th full-length sh1elds to 
wh1rhng, backfllpp1ng assassins, needs a 
different approach - shields can be crushed 
by a blow from your barbarian's hammer, 
assassms can be beaten at their own game 
with the speed of Athena·s twin swords. it's a 
sound system, currently only held back by 
the odd absence of configurable controls. 

If this IS start1ng to sound quite far 
removed from the studio's trad1t1on for 
historical accuracy, then that's because it is: 
Total Wamor IS as much Harryhausen as 
Herodotus it'S .nterest1ng to see that this 
game. along w1th God Of War (which it only 
superfiCially resembles). IS bnng1ng to 
western history the m1ght-and-magic 
approach that has so long been Japanese 
developers' secret to explo1t1ng their own 
past it's a successful m1x, the detail of the 
h1story bnng1ng weight to your opponents, 
the splendour of the mytns plundered for 
extraordinary sett1ngs and weaponry The 
obvious flaws are few- hopefully cut-scenes 
w1ll be 1mproved before release - but it's 
clear Spartan will be able to stand shoulder 
to shoulder w1th the wor< of teams who 
have been hon1ng their sk1lls on these ~ 
consoles s•nce the~r debut. ~ 

FORMAT: GC, PS2, XBOX 
PUBLISHER: SEGA 
DEVELOPER: THE CREATIVE ASSEMBLY 
ORIGIN: UK 
RELEASE: SEPTEMBER 
PREVIOUSLY IN: El 52 

Spartan's arena mode offers 
a back-against-the-wall 
survival challenge, pitting 
the Spartan against wave 
after wave of enemy troops 
in a sealed arena. Initially a 
rather brief thrill, 
exploration in the main 
game unlocks helper Items 
which can be taken Into the 
arena with you - fire-arrow 
pick-ups, for example, as 
well as health and power 
altars, which can be used to 
refill your meters. The most 
useful is a phalanx of 
support troops who -
although they rarely last 
more than a few rounds -
provide some breathing 
spaces as -11 as upping the 
spectaCle dramatically. 
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FORMAT: GC. PS2, XBOX 
PUBLISHER: EA 

DEVELOPER· IN·HOUSE 
ORIG N: US 

RElEASE. Ql 
PREVIOUSlY IN: E151 

The original From Russia 
With Love is recognised as 
being one of James Bond's 
least gadget-driven 
endeavours, his well
endowed attache case in 
fact representing the first 
the series had seen. Rather 
than change its established 
template accordingly, EA 
has decided to forgo that 
chaste quality in favour of a 
more familiar arsenal. A 
'Q-Copter' now replaces 
the remotHontrolled 
spider from Everything Or 
Nothing, a rappel hook and 
laser watch also seeing 
frequent use. Collectable 
schematics and awards will 
unlock further equipment. 
though it's difficult to 
determine at this stage 
how well the linear level 
design will incorporate its 
use. If one thing is for sure, 
however, it's that justifying 
such technocal abundance 
will prove to be a far 
greater challenge. 

TM EA cloctriM of fanatiul signposting continues into from Russia With Love's fighting. dO*quarters combat oc:casionally 
throwing up bunon prompts that. if met. result in Bond performing a brief but stylish combo to finish off his opponent 

From Russia With Love 
The gadget- light, espionage-heavy j ewel of the Bond series 
emerges transformed by the gears of the EA machine 

f there's one thong EA seems ontent 
I on proving, at least w1th regard to 

the Bond franchose. 1t's that ts 
m-house developers struggle when 1t comes 
to composition. Everythmg Or Nothmg 
certainly not the worst game in either the 
world or the pubhsher's 007 canon dodged 
a certaon degree of flak because it felt every 
bit as haphazard and flung together as any 
of the more recent Brosnan pies it aomed to 
complement. But as From Russia With Love IS 

now wheeled out woth prode by rts publisher, 

Stealth during the early hedge-mazo level resembles 
more a routine of exploiting the near·sighted AI of NPCs 

and as the gravy train chugs into an 
altogether more precious. respected domain, 
so the leve of scrut1ny must ontensofy. 

Sadly, looking at the realisation of Bond 
homself is more than enough to deflate our 
expectations. Sean Cannery's vocal talents 
make up no ground in crossing the gap 
between how he sounds today and how he 
dod back m 1963. Thos IS Bond as vo1ced by 
The Untouchables· Jom Malone. and il's 
paonfully clear that an ompersonator would 
have I kely put in a more convincong 
performance. Such oronoes are what awaits 
the shoppong-list mentality of a game that 
has somply shaken last year's template in the 
hope that it resettles onto something fresh. lt 
hardly helps that, on the demonstrated build 
at least, Sor Sean's avatar resembles a zomboe 
woth a peculiar itch up ots backsode. 

Something promised as a return to the 
senes' halcyon '60s mode is instead 
emergong as a translation of that source via a 
doctoonary of latter-day gaming cloches Levels 
that rework the movoe's hedge-maze opening 
and crowbar in a fireworks-ndden car chase 
simply epotomise the developer's readiness to 
batter the subject matter into a convenoent. 
but fundamentally dosrespectful form. Woth 
the snapshots it takes of familiar faces. 
scenes and objects from the original movie, 
EA becomes no more onformed as to the 
charader and substance behind them as any 
tounst would by blithely fJring their camera 
at randomly arrestong sights. 

lt's startling to think, having reworked the 
Everythmg Or Nothmg game engone 
(orogonally split on two and developed by 
separate racing and actoon teams) onto one 

A training mission, written specifically for the game, has 
you negotiating London's landmarks in a bid to rescue 
the abdUC1ed Prime Minister. The jetpack has been 
imported from another Bond movie. Thunderball 

unified by Renderware, that Russia's 
developers have chosen to not only replicate 
ots yea• -old strudure with only the merest of 
changes (a zoomed targetong mode and 
enhanced Jumpong abilitoes are the 
highlights), but have also reproduced many, 
of not most, of ots associated shortcomings. 
The automated transotion from long-range 
weapons combat to close-range hand-to
hand is just as unwoeldy as before, the 
movement of the character and camera 
proving equally troublesome 

None of thos os to say, of course. that the 
final version of From Russ1a W1th Love won'l 
tick enough boxes to secure ot a passable 
appraisal as a no-brained actioner. For man~ 
however, the overriding judgement will 
remain domonated by thoughts of ots ~ 
clumsy approach. ,...; 



HYPE ~ 

Beat Down: Fists Of Vengeance fORMAT: PS2, XBOX 
PUBLIS~ER: CAPCOM 
DEVELOPER PRODUCTION STUDIO 1 
ORIGIN· JAPAN In a genre fenced into an age-old space, Capcom 

is finding new ways to come out fighting 

ust as the 1980s have all the J irrecla1mable chansma of a lost loved 
one. so the straight beat 'em up 

genre, whose garish camp excess survived 
nto the early '90s, has smce slipped 1nto 
something of a vegeta t1ve state. Beat Down: 
Ftsts Of Vengeance, however, seeks to resolve 
th1s predicament w1th more than JUSt an 1dle 
reprise. it suggests a level of developer 
commitment and publisher investment that 
might just be enough to artistically and 
mechanically shock the genre back into some 
form of life. The latest code reveals much 
that's been encouraged to evolve smce the 
olden days, but much else, importantly, that 
remains unchanged. 

A hybrid f•ghtlng RPG. Beat Down 
continues to avoid exploitmg vacuous 
concepts such as mainstream urban culture, 
overt brutality or other modern cliches, 
nstead revisiting the trash·talk•ng v1brant 
undervvortd of more erigmat1c t1mes 
~urthermore, it cont•nues to recogn1se that 
elus1ve beat 'em up charm hes not solely m 
the dehvery of a tacky vo•ceover and story, 
but m the coupling of those qwks with 
genuinely creatiVe art and otherw•se 
magnet1c design. In 1ts fict1\lous world of 

In keeping with its overall flavour, Beat Down's line-up of 
manoeuvres consistently connect with enormous weight, 
twisting and arching bodies wildly into walls and to the 
ground, often sending dots of ambiguous gristle into the air 

Las Sombras, then, we fmd a viv1d cast 
of preposterously named and dressed 
characters inhab1ting a more believably 
seedy network of locations, decorated 
Wlth all manner of undervvorld flavours. 

The game's envuonment is threatening 
but never fearsome, solemn but never dull -
the kmd of fMground dystopia that, once 
aga1n, had long seemed discarded by these 
pc-faced times. Beat Down recaptures and 
remvents this domain, expanding it into wide 
patterns of streets rather than the usual 
linear hallways decked with urban wallpaper. 
By zoning its map into local turfs, it creates 
arenas initially reminiscent of Spikeout, but 
g1fted w1th a depth that quickly makes the 
comparison redundant. 

Between its one-on-one scraps and 
miniature battle royals (the latter allowing 

The game owes much of its vivid design to its developer's 
work with the Resident Evil: Outbreak games and Devil 
May Cry 3, the environments' crisp and varied texturing 
proving to be an immediately recognisable signature 

RELEASE· Q3 
PREVIOUSLY IN EIS I 

Once recruited, local thugs and brawlers can be called upon via a bladt list of profiles. Rather than a~ar 
magically alongside you, they'll propose a meeting at a distant corner or landmark and await your arrival 

freedom of movement, the ~ormer lockmg ts 
combatants together) the game IS one of 
exploratiOn, recrUitment, domination and 
d1stract1ons. encourag1ng you to wrestle turfs 
from the~r resident gangs wh1le build•ng up 
your own entourage of available allies. The 
supporting cast IS enormous. providmg a 
w1de array of male and female brawlers that. 
v1a mteract•on trees and sporad•c bouts of 
brawling, can be intimidated, bribed or 
sometimes JUSt convinced to provide 
information. assistance or currency. Killing 
people outright IS another opt1on, though it's 
rarely recommended. Your notoriety w1th the 
police and with other characters is recorded. 
occas1onally requmng you to seek alternat1ve 
costumes and even plast•c surgery to blend 
you back mto the crowd Wh1le Beat Down 
rests upon a bas•c. though upgradeable 
f1ght1ng expenence. the smgleminded saga 
that 1t sp•ns IS seldom short of surpnses. 

Still, there's a concern, and t's an obvious 
one. That Bear Down 1S an mventive, 
encourag1ng scrolling f1ghter unfortunately 
makes t no less suscept•ble to that genre's 
Inescapable pitfalls For all 1ts tncks and 
innovat•ve d•versions, 1t's possible that your 
enthusiasm for the game won't so much 
deflate as burst, since 1ts repetitive 
conventions are qu1te capable of puncturing 
the appeal for those who remam unbitten 
by its old-school bug, and also those for 
whom that Simple thnll no longer 
holds much sway. 

Beat Down's story deals 
heavily in corruption. and 
so features heavily that 
(allegedly) most crooked of 
western institutions: the 
law. The constabulary of Las 
Sombras is appropriate ly 
filthy, readily flinging you 
behind bars if your 
reputation warrants it. and 
if you fail to cough up the 
ever-increasing bribe 
demands. it's here where 
the game needs the most 
work if it's to avoid falling 
quickly foul of repetition, 
the process by which you 
wind up in, and then fight 
your way out of. jail being a 
laborious and carbon-copied 
haul. You can, of course, 
dodge this eventuality by 
either altering your 
appearance or beating 
seven bells out of arresting 
officii'S, but while one tactic 
can prove costly and 
sometimes inconsequential, 
the other is far from a 
routine achievement. 
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FORMAT: PS2 
PUBLISHER: SCEE 

DEVELOPER: NAMCO 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: AUTUMN 2005 
PREVIOUSLY IN: EIS! 

In iu concession to player
designed characters, SO/I 
seems to have incorporated 
a more meaningful western 
design cue without 
compromising iU own 
vision. • Soul Calibur is a 
series that's very popular in 
the west. so we're 
constantly looking at other 
games - not just fighting 
games, but games in 
general - and asking what 
elements have given them 
western success, • agrees 
Yotoriyama. "I tell my team 
I Want them to be proartive 
in taking in these elemenu 
and incorporating them into 
our design - that's indeed 
what happened with the 
character-creation mode. • 

Soul Calibur Ill 
Not to be outdone by Tekken 5, Namco's other prize 
f ighter takes an open casting call for t he stage of history 

oul Calibur series producer 
S Hiroaki Yotoriyama is explaining 

the challenges facing his latest 
project- a tight development schedule 
necessitating a (single-) console focus and a 
race to keep its head above the next -gen 
hype swell - not by way of apology, but to 
impress on us his team's achievement. The 
resulting game isn't a Soul Calibur 11. V, no 
less lavish yet no more progressive. but a 
game with a nearly overwhelming generosity 
of play modes. "I'm eager to find out how 
fans will react," Yotoriyama says, " for them 
to think about why we've made these 
modes. I think the series has the potential to 
expand into new areas of gaming." 

Such future potential may be indiCated in 
Chronicles Of The Sword mode. a turn-based 
strategy wargame where unit conflicts are 
resolved with one-on-one duels, or in the 
Soul Arena. a series of quickfire, gimmick
driven versus matches to contrast the military 
precision of standard twoplayer. Or perhaps 
it's in both modes, as SC/1/'s breadth is not 
without direction: there's a noticeable theme 
of handing the reins over to the player, even 
allowing you to direct your chosen Calibur 
hero's destiny in the Tales Of Souls multiple
choice, multiple-ending story mode. "At this 

Additional explosive environment damage has been 
added to the game's ground slams, ring·outs and wall 
strikes- it's perhaps a little overdone considering 
Soul Calibur's otherwise high-class aesthetic. but then 
those neon blade trails are hardly reserved either 

Player·created characters are free to fight against official 
characters in versus matches, but are also given their own 
story mode in the Chronicles Of The Sword action-wargame 

point, the game experience shouldn't be 
linear. We should allow players to always be 
asking questions: maybe if I did this. how 
about if I do that?" says Yotoriyama. 

Career players' terrifying brains can 
compute those possibilities in a simulated 
world tournament ladder against AI 
opponents, but beginners and veterans alike 
should find SC/1/'s character-creation mode 
attractive. Sixteen separate, layerable 
accessory locations go far beyond previous 
customisation efforts, although height and 
build are fixed to minimise game balance 
issues. Mechanically, the system is equally 
impressive: custom fighters will not borrow 
existing characters' moves, instead drawing 
on one of six professions (fixed at creation) 
and selectable weapon disciplines. "The 
team in charge of character creation has 
become so involved with it that they're 
worried it will have more impact than the 
existing characters, " Yotoriyama reveals. 
"But I think both will live together." 

Some of this codependence is forced, as 

The series' customarily lavish hyper·Renaissance visuals are 
noticeably sharper than Namco's recent visual coup on the 
PS2 with Tekken S, even coaxing greys out of the hardware 
that are crisply sombre rather than murkily indistinct 

While a custom character's clothes and armour - or 
lack thereof - have no effect on in-game mechanics. 
the choice of accessories and colour scheme does 
determine their personality traits for poses and taunts 

many of the accessories, fighting disciplines 
and even basic professions must be unlocke 
over the course of play- creating tha t truly 
ideal character may take a little warm-up 
time. Even so, it's possibly a watershed 
evolution for a high-profile, character-driver 
eastern fighting game to encourage player 
individuality beyond costume selection. We 
put to Yotoriyama that he might be starting 
his genre's next generation a lit tle early; and 
he grins. " it's not really a question of 
hardware - what's more important th;:m 
playing to hardware specifications is 
delivering the kind of experience your 
players want. That's what we've learned 
with SC/11, and I'm confident we've 
achieved it." 



Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas: Oogie's Revenge 
Not so much a generic licence as a case of Devil May Sing, as 
Capcom f leshes out Jack's skeleton with a game of Musical Bosses 

t's a Christmas that's come a year 
I later than expected but, then again, 

it's hardly unexpected for a Capcom 
action game. That's action, by the way, not a 
platforming-based exploration of minigames 
and limited combat, but instead fixed camera 
angles, strong and weak attack moves, a 
combo meter, counters and dodges. Spindly 
protagonist Jack Skell ington wields a gooey 
weapon, a squelching, luminescent whip 
whose use isn't too far removed from God 
Of War's chain-swords. As well as lashing 
enemies from a distance, Skell ington can 
snatch them up, spin them round for crowd
wide damage, or just f lick them across the 
screen. A dodge and a cumbersome counter 
- activated by rotating the left stick, then 
pressing a button - don't feel as slick as is 
necessary in similar action games. 

Still, it's a game that surprises in its style 
of play, even if it's a format so well trodden 
that it doesn't come across as fresh. The 
licence's musical aspect is exploited 
colourfully within certain boss battles, where 
the whipping and cartwheels take a backseat 
to lyrical rhythm-action sections whose 

Jack's goal is to reclaim Halloweentown from his former 
friend, and now nemesis, Oogie Boogie by visiting the worlds 
of other ' holidays' - Easter, Valentine's day, Thanksgiving, etc 

choruses can cause damage beyond foot
tapping infection. Skellington's repertoire 
goes further still with a pair of alternative 
costumes, a Halloween and Santa suit, the 
former offering the gift of fire and the latter 
capable of f iring gifts, both of which can be 
flicked between as the situation demands. 
Still, while there's fidelity here in terms of the 
game's licence, the present build doesn't feel 
so much shallow - as is often the case with 
such a videogame spin-off- as not 
quite up to scratch. 

Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six: Lockdown 
Can an ambitious multiplayer mode turn this troubled 
tactical shooter into mission more-or-less accomplished? 

s much as people air concern over 
/liJ. whether EA will one day acquire -

and maybe assimilate - Ubisoft, 
another pressing question is whether anyone 
would notice. Together with the upcoming 
Prince Of Persia: Kindred Blades, the Rainbow 
Six series is at the heart of claims that the 
publisher.i~ slipping into a familiar business 
model that champions regular updates to a 
cluster of bankable franchises. 

The heavy delays experienced by 
Lockdown, the series' fourth instalment, 
make this a difficult accusation to prove 
outright, Red Storm's insistence on resolving 

Charging into a siege like a lynchmob tooled with corn rows 
instead of helmets doesn't seem like textbook procedure, but 
then character has recently become a fixation for Rainbow Six 

bug issues and fleshing out its experience 
pushing the tit le's release closer to the advent 
of Xbox 360, and closer to a Situation where 
consumers' minds (and wallets) become 
distracted by the allure of the developer's 
more promising Clancy operation, Ghost 
Recon Advanced Warfighter. 

Considering its new engine and new HUD 
(a visor that provides visual feedback such as 
cracks and bulletholes), Lockdown doesn't 
immediately inst1l confidence. Its honed and 
intuitive squad-command interface still failing 
to give adequate control over precisely how 
your team will position themselves once 

assigned a destmation, the overall flow of 
missions feels more arcadey than before, and 
not to the game's benefit. Sniper missions, 
where you're charged with the long-range 
defence of your advancing squad, are decent 
slices of entertainment, but the feeling of 
inappropriateness is tangible. There's good 
news in the improvement of team AI, but the 
erratic behaviour of enemy units still suggests 
a job far from fin1shed. 

However, from the perspective that the 
Rainbow Six series (for Xbox, at least) has set 
itself up as more of a multi player exercise 
than a solo campaign - something suggested 
by the last game's Black Arrow expansion -
then the outlook seems more optimistic. The 
Persistent Elite Creation mode - an online 
career with equipment and appearance 
changes - stands to be greeted by rapturous 
applause so long as the game's matching 
systems can ensure that play remains 
balanced. If Rainbow Six: Lockdown must 
prove itself a game built on a desire for 
evolution rather than an excuse for 
exploitation, then here 1t at least offers ~ 
supporting, if not conclusive, evidence. ~ 

FORMAT: PS2, XBOX 
PUBLISHER: BUENA VISTA 
DEVELOPER: CAPCOM 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 
RELEASE: OCTOBER 

The game's capcom roots travel deep enough 
for it to offer Devil May Cry-style grades at 
the end of each chapter, with rewards for 
those who achieve A·ranks or higher. A 
soundbite attached to one of Jack's basic 
attacks -the Soul Robber - and spoken with 
its every use will become a huge irritation for 
players if it makes i t to the finished code 

FORMAT: GC, PC, PS2, XBOX 
PUBLISHER: UBISOFT 
DEVELOPER: RED STORM 
ORIGIN: US 
RELEASE: SEPTEMBER 

The new visor HUD allows for a variety of 
feedback effects, reflecting environments 
while providing visual alerts during times 
of extreme danger. Sadly, the more garish 
effects tend to do more harm than good 
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FORMAT: PC 
PUBLISHER: MIDWAY 

DEVElOPER: STAINLESS STEEL GAMES 
ORIGIN: US 

RELEASE: Q4 2005 

Pitched battles are impressive sights, but 
there's nothing yet to indicate any fresh 
or surprising depth to the combat, 
beyond the scissors·paper·stone of 
setting superior troops against vulnerable 
foes. Hopefully, the process of managing 
resources and exploiting the local 
geography will deepen the challenge 

FORMAT: PC 
PUBLISHER: DTP ENTERTAINMENT 

DEVELOPER: PROGRAPH RESEARCH 
ORIGIN: ITALY 

RELEASE: AUTUMN 200S 

Despite the cartoony nature of the main 
chara(\er5, and the implausibility of some 
of his adventures, Tony Tough's world has 
a solidity and realism that many more 
elaborate games have failed to match 

Rise £r Fall:. Civilizations At War 
An RTS in which Cleopatra bathes more in the 
blood of her enemies than the milk of their asses 

ise & Fall thinks it knows what 1ts 
USP is. The back of its box will 
proclaim that this is a detailed and 

demanding histoncal RTS that lets you zoom 
to the level of an mdividual leader, and take 
a direct, active role in the course of battle -
slicing heads, firing arrows and calling in 
artillery fire with one imperious wave of your 
mouse. And structurally, of course, it's right. 
The introduction of a thirdperson action 
game mechanic to the RTS recipe provides a 
still unusual mix of styles. 

Yet this isn't what hits you when you play 
the game. The punch Rise & Fall packs is 
almost entirely visual - not in the tiny detail 
and enormous scale that players are coming 
to take for granted in such historical epics. 
but in the colours. Colours games hardly ever 
get to use, and that many gaming PCs have 
never been asked to produce - regal pu rples 
and bottomless turquoises, tangerine, 
carnelian and lilac. In a genre dominated by 
sand, stone and skin it's a riotous rel ief. 

But alongside its initial impact. the game 
still has some questions to answer. A short 
playtest wasn't enough to gauge the depths 

of the strategic challenge on offer, but it's 
clear that the interface will need to go 
through some revision before it can present 
the kind of unobtrusive but accessible 
presentation a game of this complexity 
needs. it's possible to take advantage of the 
th irdperson mode whenever desired -
although only for strictly limited time periods 
- but the novelty isn't enough to disguise 
that its implementation is fairly basic and 

Tony Tough 2: A Rake's Progress 
Why point and click when you can poke and pry? 
Especially when what you're poking is a talkative Italian 

H 
andy things. children. For those with 
the laudable intention of injectmg 
more mature sophistication into the 

videogames they make, the innocence and 
unpredictability of a child can provide a 
fantastic foil for darker storylines and riskier 
jokes - whether it's the sunny subtleties of 
Animal Crossing, the grisly innuendoes of 
Gregory Horror Show or now the smart-

talking sarcasm of the young Tony Tough. 
A prequel to the fondly received old-school 
adventure The Night Of The Roasted Moths, 
A Rake's Progress takes the charmingly 
unlovable private eye Tony Tough back to his 
1950s childhood. Set in the small town of 
Washington, New Mexico, the plot takes in 
the area's older native history as well as the 
newer fuss and folklore surrounding the 
purported Roswell UFO crash. it's a rich mix. 
and one which is well served by the game's 
visual style - the pale dust and warm sun 
settling in a haze around the careful, muted 
details of Washington's wood buildings and 
dry-baked yards. Tough himself is stylistically 
unrecognisable from the 20 future that the 
first game painted for him in thick, cartoony 
colours, although it's possible to identify the 
embryonic traits and habits that formed the 
core of that game's humour. 

As a child, he turns out to have been just 
as cutting, raising an already sky-high 
eyebrow at all aspects of his adventure, 
whether the dull-headedness of the people 
he meets, his own ill-thought-out actions or 
your choices as a player. The writing is deft 

Ships play a major role within the game, both in strategy 
mode and during the granduer of the set·piece action 
sections. Used for transporting troops, it1S possible for 
enemy cavalry to scramble on board if you're tardy in 
casting off. The carnage that results from trapping six 
warhorses on the deck of what is fundamentally a large 
row-boat is a horrifying but strangely compelling sight 

limited. However, the game also includes 
specifically designed action levels which 
make up for what's lacking in control 
wi th scope, spectacle and impressively 
dynamic pacing. And ultimately, even if 
Rise & Falfs contrasting play styles don't 
gel into a single, satisfying whole. they still 
point encouragingly to ways in which the 
historical RTS can evolve toward a 
more vibrant future. 

At the moment the translation of the 
dialogue is patchy, but hopefully the 
finished version won't lose all the 
flourish and inventiveness of the original 
and often very colourful Italian text 

and artful- although a little idiosyncratically 
translated for now, and yet to be voiced -
enlivening what is otherwise an absolutely 
classical point 'n'click adventure game. 
There's litt le doubt that it's an outmoded 
mechanic, but the title's two creators keep 
the sense of place tight enough, and the 
range of 'use this on that' options 
manageable enough that your attention 
stays focused on the story and the humour 
rather than exhausting your list of verb/ 
noun combinations. lt may be the kind of 
game whose moment has passed, but A 
Rake's Progress looks like it may be a 
title which makes it hard to remember ~ 
just why that is. ~ 
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Bizarre Creations' next-gen racing opus pGR3 nas gone 
from nought to 360. NoW. it's all about now to take one 
steP backwards in order to take two steps forward ... 



The Ferrari 430 will be PGR3's star, 
although it may not be the ultimate 
reward. Of the game's 80-strong line-up, 
just ten are locked away from the 
beginning, allowing players to thoose and 
purchase a favourite and stick with it 

Or, as Chudley puts it: "Forza and Gran Turismo 4 have the 
simulation side of things nicely wrapped up. You've got 
Burnout and Need For Speed taking the arcade route, and 
we're somewhere in the middle. We may not like being in the 
middle. but that's our niche. We treat it as a serious arcade 
game as opposed to a frivolous sim." 

PGR3 ushers in a major change for the series. one that 
revolves around its vehicles. Thinking small in order to think 
big, PGR3's car list has jettisoned the low-power vehicles 
present in previous Gothams in order to focus purely on the 
coveted superstar monsters that often form the ultimate 
rewards in real-world racing games. it's a garage that's 80 cars 
wide, and is the basis for PGR3's motto: 'life begins at 170' . 

That tagline didn't come first, however. " it encapsulated 
what supercars were all about. You wouldn't look at a Radical 
as a supercar, but it does still have the same kind of ethos as 
what we're trying to attack. it's our cut-off point, our focus," 
says Chudley. "One of the first things we looked at was the 
vehicle set - what type of car is going to be a next-gen type o 
car? Supercars summed it up completely. The most glamorous 
desirable and the fastest; those you have as posters in your 



bedroom. There are other games that do other car sets
there's GT4, which is genius, and Forza, which IS Microsoft's 
attack on that kind of market. You've got Need For Speed 
and Juiced tackling the lower end of th1ngs, w1th thetr 
custom1sa110n aspects. So what segment of the market isn't 
be1ng dealt withJ We didn't want to do all of that market. If 
we d1d, and had included 700 cars, we couldn 't have gone 
1nto the level of detail we really wanted, which takes around 
three months per car. We decided to fix on this very focused 
set in order to deliver the expenence surrounding them to the 
nth 1eve1 of detail.· 

Car categories were at the heart of PGR2's career 
mode, breaking it up into chapters of challenges designed to 
be undertaken with a spectftc theme or power bracket in 
mtnd. So have distinctive car classes been abandoned entirely? 
"There are sttll classes. One of the things was very keen on 
was there being no ultimate car, the be all and end all. I 
wanted all the cars to have rivals, so you don't just go into a 
particular event, as in Gotham 2, pick the vehtcle with the 
most stats, and ace every smgle race. W1th PGR3, you can play 

gen progression in the next-gen. not waxing high deftnttion. 
not unified online and media functions, but mixing ground
level approachabthty with ripe challenge. it's perhaps a little 
mttmidating to have to tackle thts new offering in PGR3's 
super-only vehiCles Without the 1earn1ng curve of less powerful 
cars, but Bizarre Creations' access1bihty-centred phtlosophy for 
the game wtll be realised through a handful of new play 
modes that can't yet be revea led. With some three m1llion 
Project Gotham games sold to date, has the series' accessibility 
really been a problem? lt doesn't appear to be an oft-mouthed 
cntiosm. "Raong games have to provtde a certatn challenge, 
but I didn't want to have too many blockers - even Forza ts 
guilty of it, and we were massively guilty of it in Gotham 2. If 
you wanted to race the NOrburgring, you'd f irst have to go 
and race this track and that track and so on. In PGR, we satd, 
'Here is the ultimate car- the FSO'. and you've got to do tnis 
and that and, 30 hours later. you'd Win the car, and couldn't 
do jack shit with tt. We looked at how people played the 
singleplayer mode in PGR2, and how their interest would 
suddenly trail off. Everybody played the first chapter. and then 
you get a drop-off for the second, and it was qutte ludtcrous 

.. One thing I was very keen on was there being no ultimate 
car, the be all and end all. I wanted all the cars to have rivals" 

how you want. We wanted to make the game accessible, so 
anyone could play." Nevertheless, there will be a cover star 
taktng pnde of place on the game's box- the Ferran 430. 

"We've got 80 cars, 70 of which are available from the off 
for purchase w ith cash earned in the game. OK, we've 
provided progression for the people that want progression, 
but the people who just want to race on line m Saleens - bang 
-there 1t IS In MSR's multtplayer we only let you race cars 
you'd won in the singleplayer campaign! What were we 
th1nk1ng? So the whole career mode has changed in its 
emphasts. The events modify themselves based on the 
vehicle you're in. So if you want to play the whole game -
the whole of the career mode - in just one car, you can do 
•t. And you're not going to get pena ised in any way. it 's just 
trymg to be fatr to the user." 

it's thiS approach that could well be the most truly next-

the amount of stuff we'd put 1n and not everyone was not 
seemg. • Based on statiStiCs gathered by Btzarre regarding the 
progress of onhne players, this tendency was backed up wtth a 
harsh observatton: around 70 per cent of players halted their 
progress after the third chapter of the 14 present in the offline 
career mode. 

Other. slight p1eces of slimming are taking place, too. The 
menus have stnpped down their language, and upped thetr 
boldness. The trad1t10nal Time Attack. for example, is now 
known as the more platn-speaking Race Against The Clock 
But there are still refmements and additions in other pivotal 
areas, such as the new Time vs Kudos mode. The lap timer 
stops whenever the player is earning kudos - Gotham's 
currency of reward for stylish and overblown play. And the 
kudos categones have been expanded significantly, breaktng 
down the powerslide into a handful of different types - over 

METROPOLIS NOW ~ 

I'GIU's three-man audio team lives in a small 
room with lots of speakers, and heads that 
echo with the engines of tha past two Project 
Gotflam titles. Things hwe shifted up a 
suitable gear for I'GRJ, and every noisy 
component of a vehicle's anatomy has had a 
microphone strapped to it - at up to 30 
locations per car - to sample every exhaust and 
engine induction point, .n effort that allows 
these channels to be Interlaced in a way that 
reflects the true sound of the car within tha 
gamewortd, and the player's position within 
that car. The density and proximity of buildings 
will be reflected In the vehicle's audio, and 
Nch wheel has been modelled independently 
to give those who drive with the in-car view 
- hedback IS to just what surface and 
... of slippage each whftl is experiencing. 
In I fMtuN that, from fMdback from the rest 
of the tNm. is claimed to shaw significant 
seconds off lap times. too. The point is pushed 
home with a demo of 1 TVR zipping by a fixed 
camera, as the room ltsalf Is turned up to 11, 
and it's all there In one staggering whoosh -
whining supercharver, juddering exhaust and 
growling engine, all combined into one 
terrifying, reverential noise. In either tha 
sound of passion or overkill - delete IS 
applicable - and one that'll be best appreciated 
by those with surround-sound systems who 
a n't afraid to use them. 

The inctease in detail within the game's IO<ations isn't so 
much noticeable tllanks to su~rior textures. but due to the 
sheer numbers of buildings that make up the backdrop of 
the tracks. New York, in particular, shows off this intri<acy 
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Tom and Jerry 

So, what of Cat and Mouse, the unofficial 
on line mode that emerged from Project 
Gotham Racing 2 as players split into pairs 
used top-class vehicles to shunt Minis 
the finish line in the fastest time? 
Red vs Blue team races, but its focused 
selection does make the reappearance of 
multiplayer favourite seem very unlikely. 
and Mouse wasn't part of the core of the 
game." says Chudley, •but people really 
enjoyed it and it's fun. But it wasn't part of 
what the game was setting out to do. We 
looked at that as a blip, basically; what most 
people do is just go for the top two or three 
car classes, so all the time and effort - the 
focus, the polish that we put into those other 
cars - wasn't really wasted per se, but could 
have been rechannelled. So instead of having 
those 15 cars that people really use, why not 
try to produce a shitload more that people will 
use all the timer 
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slides, braking slides, feints - among others. Winning races 
reaps cash. not kudos, which is used to purchase cars whose 
prices reflect their real -world worth. 

Xbox Live, in line with Microsoft's vision for 360, is a key 
part of this experience, too, thanks to the Gotham TV mode in 
the game. Th is will be present whenever you're connected 
online in the game. keeping you up to speed with what else is 
happening in the community. "The presentation and the 
interface are wrapped up in Gotham TV." explains Chudley, 
"and it's something that's being put across in human terms, 
something recogn isable and sectioned. I keep on likening it to 
a TIVO, the most complicated thing known to man, but 
wrapped up in an interface that my dad can use. We've got 
very big, bold presentation, nothing anal or si m my. it's sports 
TV, something people can relate to, and it's the ethos for the 
whole game. 

"We felt that Gotham 2 had a community, but it was very 
fragmented and restricted to lobbies, but now we have things 
like Gotham Heroes, and a ticker than runs along the bottom 
of the screen to let you now what's going on in the 
community. But it won't bother you while racing. These stories 
are interactive, too, and can be cl icked on for you to watch, to 
make you feel like part of the global sprawl, and part of a 
bigger community. With Xbox 360, we wanted Gotham 
games to stop being so desolate, too. In previous games, it 
was like races were taking place in a city that had just been 
neutron-bombed to hell. With Gotham TV. everyone is 
watching you, which implies that it's a real sport. lt's 
something we've really taken to heart. You feel and see the 
crowd, hear them cheering from their proper grandstands." 

density of the crowd is dependent on your Live reputation, 
too. with thick mobs of people turning out to witness a star 
player. In line with the fami ly-centric culture that J Allard has ir 
mind for Xbox 360, can a player's friends and families scan in 
themselves in so that their likenesses appear at trackside 7 

"No. We're a racing game, not My Litt le Pony or anything like 

"We wanted Gotham to stop being so desolate. In previous 
games, it was like races were in a city that had been bombed" 

These virtual crowds are tailored to fit to each city, and are 
all too willing to respond to the on-track races. Half-a-dozen 
different reactions are in place solely for the event of a car 
veering too close to the crowd or crashing into a nearby 
barrier. They lean out to watch vehicles pass, will boo and jeer 
at anyone driving badly and applaud slick manoeuvres. The 

Five locations will feature in PGR3, including 
Tokyo, New York and London, with the final 
pair yet to be revealed. London takes in such 
landmarks as The National Gallery, London 
Eye, Westminster Abbey and Piccadilly Circus 

that. There are certain things that go with our ethos. and 
there are things that don't. The whole sportification of it 
seemed to be a natural progression. You have all these virtual 
people watching you at the track, and Live TV presenting it 
globally to real players. The new hardware's given us that extr< 
oomph; we would've loved to have people in MSR, but we fel· 
it was more important to concentrate on the vehicles and the 
environments. Now we've got enough time to deal with the 
ambience as well as the surroundings of the race tracks." 

When the game is viewed through PGR3's new in-car 
perspective, it feels like a new and heightened experience that 
remains as much of a rush as Project Gotham Racing has ever 
been, without bringing play to a simulation-clogged. overly 
demanding halt. it's furnished with the kind of detail that's 
been tradit ionally lavished on car skins and the recreation of 
city streets; motion capture down to the driver's finger bones, 
and meticulously realised dashboards with functioning dials. 
The detail feels fantastic. " No, it's not fantastic, it's insane. " 
corrects Chudley. lt's a far from serious statement. but hints 
at the truth of the effort invested into the game. "We don't 
make things easy for ourselves. " adds one of the New York 
art team. as the map of the titular Gotham is showcased. lt's 
been worked on for some 18 months, and required twice as 
many sourced photographs as a typical PGR2 city; digital 
cameras were used this time around, giving artists far more 
freedom to harvest snapshots than the previous endeavour 
of using rolls of fi I m. 

But back to the virtual New York. To perhaps balance out 
PGR3's attempts at providing a streamlined and sleek 



G.otnf!tty Wars retunu, subtitled Reuo Evolvtd.lt currently takes plate on a 
blue grid, which warps and melts beautifully once things get busy; and the 
game starts to throw around more colours and particles than makes sense 

experience. and one deceptive of its complexity, here are a 
handful of dry details regarding Bizarre Creations' sim cities: 
road textures are composed of four separate layers - one of 
the tarmac texture itself. two of modulation to break up the 
surface and add cracks and dirt, wrth a frnal application of 
markrngs, of white and yellow lines. Car exteriors and intenors 
are built from 40,000 polygons each New York's Brooklyn and 
Manhattan bridges are formed from 600,000 and one million 
triangles, respectively. For reference, one of Metropolis Street 
Racer's Tokyo tracks took up just 90,000 m its entirety. 

Each bndge rs around one-and-a-half kilometres long, and 
both form a set of speedy strips that link up some of the 
orcurts staged across Brooklyn and Lower Manhattan. They're 
more than JUst breakneck havens for playrng chicken with 
some termrnating bends, however - they're also a visual 
centrepiece. The Manhattan bridge has three lanes atop an 

With can and cities requiring so many resoun:es In their construction. it's 
unclear whethe< or not Bizarre will offer I'GR.l-style bocKter packs over l.iw 
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The route editor allows players to quickly and 
simply define their own tracks within each city, 
for rac.ing offline and over l ive. Start points are 
fixed, and junctions are selected to create a 
point·to·point or lap-based race. Random 
generation can join the dots automatically, and 
provide millions of prospective combinations 
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elevated road, is flanked by subway trains, and is a terrific, 
intricate criss-cross of wires, railings and cables. And visible 
through that tangle of industrial webbing is the city itself, 
a backdrop of urban density that stretches on as far as 
tourists can see. lt's the grey of it all that's striking, and not 
in the traditional sense of washed-out pseudo-realism in 
games, but in just how faithfully and vividly the typically 
greyscaled colourscheme of a large city is captured. If there 
was ever a time to use that traditionally dull shade as a 
compliment, it's here. Such sweeping views are far from 
unique, too; another of the cities - that can't yet be 'revealed· 
has a draw distance that stretches the three-kilometre length 
of one of its circu its, taking in the courtyards and driveways 
of its buildings. 

As for framerate, Bizarre Creations is aiming for 60fps, 
but cannot commit to anything as the game is some way fron 
being finished. Regard less, a demo of the most recent build 
shows a game that's glossy and nigh-on intimidating with 
detail, foxy bodywork and an in-car view that appears to be 
everything that Chudley has wished: "One of the things I was 
massively keen on was not just building the exteriors, but also 
the interiors. I wanted the car ownership to be part of it - I 
now own this Enzo, and when I'm driving it, it's a totally 
different experience to the TVR Sagaris. And it's experiences 
that few can have in reality so we wanted to get as close as 
we possibly could to that sort of car set, the supercars and 
tracks that almost everyone seemed to go for." 

PGR's handling models have always specialised in being 
enjoyable mixtures of reality and unreality - precise, and with 
strong feedback and character for each vehicle, but loose 
enough for players to be able to drive with flair- is this an 
issue for any of the car manufacturers? The aforementioned 
Sagaris, for example, doesn't have ABS- does TVR demand 
that the handling has to reflect this compared to other PGR3 
cars7 "The manufacturers are keen that their cars are 
portrayed correctly visually, with strict model and texture 
approvals, and in terms of safety - such as not crushing the 
cockpit- but they don't seem that concerned in the area of 
handling and driveability. I think they appreciate that as 



In line with Microsoft's format·wide 'achievements' scheme 
for Xbox 360, PGRJ futures numerous badges and cups for 
players to urn and brandish in their online profile. These 
vary from simple rau goals to grand, swaggering honours 

realiStiC as a game may become, 1t JUSt can't reproduce 100 
per cent of the real-life driving expenence." 

And what about the online driv1ng experience? it's 
especially pertment considering that Bizarre is planning to run 
regular PGR3 tournaments that will accommodate up to 
several thousand players. Are there any plans or rules in place 
regard1ng griefing and cheatmg? "Actual hack1ng of our 
content will be much harder m PGR3, • says Chudley, as much 
a challenge as a warning to some. "The secunty system on the 
360 Itself will be much tighter th1s t1me around. I think 
Microsoft has learnt a lot about secunty from Xbox. With 
regards to game exploits, we will be taking measures to fix the 
1ssues that have come up in PGR2 and we will have the facility 
to ban players from live play altogether. This is an initiative 
MICrosoft Game Studios is keen to make a standard for all 
their f1rstparty t1tles. When t comes to players being 
aggressiVe and abusive during races. there's obVIously a 
feedback system bUilt into the new version of Live. This means 
a player that consistently gets bad feedback will start to get 
matched w1th other players of Similar feedback so they can be 
bad players together." And with that, it sounds like Got ham 
TV has already found one of its most interesting channels. 

bizarreonline.net have wh1pped up a wealth of debate about 
their plausibility- real-world photograph or in-game 
screenshot? Does the appearance of th is quest1on bring 
worries about the levels of realism aimed for PGR3, 1n terms of 
where this aspect of the game can go next? Will it even be 
possible, say, for PGR10 to exist? "Every time we make a 
game, • answers Chudley, "1t's always 50-75 per cent of what 
we wanted 1t to be m terms of gameplay, and 70-90 per cent 
of what we want 1t to be in terms of polish. In part1cular, there 
1s lots of multiplayer and onhne content that we just don't 
have the time for. and plenty of game ideas and modes that 
came along too late to make it to the design. I don't know if 
they'll last until PGR 10, but there's enough in the ideas bucket 
to make a whole new game or two." 

And how has Xbox 360 fared as a development platform? 
"it's not as easy to get to grips with as the Xbox, but 1t has an 
enormous amount of 'hidden' depths and power- only a 
fraction of which we've already been able to tap. Th1s is the 
ideal scenario - the f1rst wave of titles will look good because 
of the straight-out-of-the-box power, but there's plenty more 
to discover to make subsequent waves of games even better." 

But there's somethmg not yet discussed that is, for some 

"The first wave of titles will look good because of the straight
out-of-the-box power, but there's plenty more to discover" 

Regardless, PGR3 has already been online for quite some 
time, in a wholly different kind of arena: Bizarre Creations' 
community website. Its studio diary has caused quite a st1r 
With 1ts dripfeed of detail and screenshots, but that's only 
partly due to the content itself. Past PrOJect Gotham games, 
perhaps through good tim1ng as much as anything else, seem 
to be in the habit of courting prestige. PGR proved to be a 
powerful launch offering for Xbox, w1th its sequel being a 
spearhead for the second generation of Xbox titles, as well as 
perhaps the first true Xbox live outing whose content and 
structure was anything close to the promise of Microsoft's 
on line serv1ce. And now that E3's smoke grenade has cleared, 
PGR3 has perhaps become the most visible of Xbox 360's first 
wave of software, a software statement of so much of what 
the machine IS capable of and stands for, and one that's due 
for a thunderous scrutiny. As a portent, the shots released via 

section of the PGR fan contingent, perhaps as 1mportant as 
any amount of lavish bodywork, horsepower-covetmg or 
elaborate Live integration. Something that, perhaps 
unintentionally, IS now part of the franch1se, however 
penpheral: Geometry Wars. This s1mple but frantiC 2D shooter 
could be found tucked away within PGR2, and proved to be a 
colourful distractiOn for downtime between races. W1ll there 
be a follow-up? "Oh ... yes," whispers Chudley. " it's really 
weird. it's next-gen (laughs), a next-gen retrogame. The 
amount of particles in it is just insane. But, yeah, it's just part 
of the package, part of Gotham." This devotion to a pared
down, old-school bonus seems very much at odds with the 
rest of the PGR ethos, until you remember that n1ckname. If 
PGR is amaxophob1a, th1s IS ludophob1a. Together, they should 
deliver something as appealing to people who love 
playing games as people who love being in cars. 

~ METROPOLIS NOW~ 

Motorsupport 

As far as moderately serious Xbox racing titles 
go, there are two obvious hlfhlights: PGR2 and 
F«u Molotsport (above), a SNir of games tiYt 
likely share fans the -way they share 
smooth and thoughtful difficulty curves. But 
the two hiiVe roots m.t travel deeper than 
that. Sarah ChudleJ, Bizarre Creations' 
commercial director, explains: • At Microsoft, 
the structure mirrors ours. So our programming 
lead has a counter.,.rt at Microsoft. who is a 
trained programmer. someone who he 
communicates with, and who becomes his 
(eyes and ears' at Microsoft. The same happens 
With art. audio, design. pnlduction, etc. At the 
and of development of the original PGR. many 
of these leads_,. looking for ways of being 
more Involved in the game, and Microsoft was 
looking to start an Internal team, and they w- moved over to start the Fona team. We 
tal~, as they're friends, but the t eams no longer 
have a huge amount o f conversation.· 

A photo mode is available, allowing players to pause an 
offline race at any moment, shih the camera around and snap 
away. lt un then be modified using a number of filters. and is 
stored on the hard drive as an image for the player's use 
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The last time we spoke to Michel Ancel (below), just before Beyond Good & 
Evifs ill-starred release, he seemed to envision a sequel or two for his 
iconoclastic comic·book adventure. He now denies any concrete plans were in 
place, but remains pos1tive about the game despite its poor sales, and doesn't 
rule a continuation either in or out. •tf we make a sequel to BG&E, it would 
have a lot of advantage because of the time we've spent on King Kong. it's not 
that much of a problem to do it. lt seems that a lot of people would like a 
sequel, and I wrote the story to be longer, so it would be good to finish it. 
But we have no plans for that." 



With Ubisoft's resource-sharing philosophy bringing in staff from as far afield 
as Romania, Casablanca and Montreal, how does Ancel go about preserving 
the distinct identity and familial feel of his particular offshoot? "The core team 
is still the same, that's the main thing. The lead animator, the scriptwriter. the 
main AI programmer, the engine programmer, they are all the same guys that 
have been working in the videogame industry since a long time ago. I think if 
you still have those people that are really experienced, then you keep the 
spirit. And the new guys coming to the studio are very quickly in this spirit.• 



Ubisoft intends to release the Xbox 360 King 
Kong th1s winter. simultaneously with 
versions for current platforms (the handheld 
games are being developed separately and 
have not been shown). Further next-gen 
ports are also planned. but not confirmed. By 
necessity the update will be restricted to an 
audiov1sual sp1t and polish. and gameplay 
left untouched. "Working on these consoles 0 
for this game and for the time we have to 
develop it. it's quite cosmetic. • says Ancel. 
"Which is important in this game, because 
shadows are important, and sound ... but I 
think on 360 and PS3 games are not going to 
be completely different because interfaces 
are the same. If interfaces could be different 
then really new gameplay could appear." 





REVOLUTIONARY' 30 ENGINES ARE TEN A PENNY, BUT 
HERE'S ONE THAT MIGHT JUST LIVE UP TO THE CLAIM. 
OH. AND NOT FORGETTING ITS CREATOR'S GAME, TOO .. . 

J ust Cause is a free-roammg 
thrrdperson actron adventure set 'n 
the Jungle. Rrght. that's the bonng 

part out of the way- now we can discuss .ts 
developer's 3D technology. Of course. rt's 
customary - not to say pohte - to talk about 
the game frrst and technology later. but what 
Avalanche shows us when we visit rts offrces 
rn Stockholm turns the usual norms on their 
head. The ment of a game like Just Cause is 
always hard to gauge thrs early in production, 
but rt's already clear that the Avalanche engine 
ItS creators are also working on has wider 
rmphcations for the future of game design For 
anyone leh sceptical by the razzmatazz of 
certarn demos at E3 in May, Avalanche makes 
that future vividly, undeniably real. 

"This rs an internal research project," 
begrns Christofer Sundberg, Avalanche's 
director and founding member. "At 64km 
by 64~m it's four times the size of Just Cause 
but shares many of the same principles. The 
focus was on creatng a world complete wrth 
realistic materials a'ld vegetation to see 
what detail we could achieve on the next
generation platforms." 'An rnternal research 
prOJect' - Sundberg makes it sound hke 
a school homework ass1gnment knocked 
together over luncht1mes. Which actually 
turns out to be very close to the truth. 
"Vrlctor (Biomberg, a lead programmer 

liTL£ JUST CAUSE 
fORMAl· PC. PS2, XBOX 
PUBliSHER. EIDOS 
OFVflOPtR: AVAL4NCHE STUDIOS 
ORIGIN: SWEDEN 
RmASC: TBA 
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at Avalanche] has been doing this in his spare 
hours while working on Just Cause. Essentially 
it's a realtime world simulation." 

Procedurally generated using algorithms, 
it 's a world that reacts, blossoms and evolves 
with no substantial drain on memory. As 
Blomberg describes an arc over the landscape 
with his mouse, zooms into the fauna then 
follows the flight of a butterfly he shows the 
world to be breathtaking in its scope and 
beauty. Water laps gently on lakeside shores, 
sand crabs scuttle away when provoked and 
trees are as minutely detailed as you could 
demand. Appropriately, textures and ambient 
sound have been taken from northern 
Sweden, about five miles from Avalanche's 
offices it's an idyllic Swedish ecosystem 
running off a commercia lly available PC. 

"This is not an engine in its own right," 
continues Sundberg. "But it will be 
mcorporated into the Avalanche engine that 
powers Just Cause that already deals with 
physics and Al. Just Cause was born from its 
technology, as will our next games. Really the 
possibilit ies are endless. We are thinking of 
many settings: a pirate game, a horror game, 
there's so much you can do. We are not stuck 
to free-roaming games. We can still do level
based games, even a Populous or an RTS. " 

For an unknown start-up developer these 
claims would normally be taken with a pitcher 
of salt, but there's something about 
Sundberg's assured, reasonable manner 

even do very different planets. Eli te is a good 
example - that was the first game to use 
procedural algorithms in a clever way and on 
a 32K platform. I still don't know how they 
did it That's the effect we want to achieve but 
on P53 or Xbox 360." 

lt's almost impossible to view Avalanche's 
tech demo without feeling giddy with 
excitement, but flashy graphics and clever 
programming won't take it far without actual 
play content In Just Cause, however, the 
company has a game that can prove its ability 
to blend the two together effectively. lt takes 
place on a map 32km by 32km, though this is 
only small by companson to the world we've 
just witnessed. Significantly, if you were to 

Water laps gently on shores, sand 
crabs scuttle away when disturbed 
and trees ore minutely detailed ' 
that suggests he's, if anything, underselling 
the technology. lt should also be noted that 
Avalanche is a company built on strong 
foundations, with nearly all of its staff 
coming from Sweden's el ite: Digital Illusions, 
Grin and Starbreeze. From eight people in 
2003, the company is now at 63 strong (not 
including outsourcing) and Sundberg is still 
looking for more CVs. This is certainly not a 
company cowed by the cha llenges of next
gen development. 

The most exciting thing about Avalanche's 
tech is that it's not several years down the line 
but within touching distance. "Our next 
project will use this, " states Sundberg 
confiden tly. "it's not four years away, more 
like two We want a game with this beautiful 
world and you get to totally destroy it 
Tornadoes. Napalm. Forest fires. We can 
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drive from one end of the map to the other 
you wouldn't encounter a single loading 
pause during the Journey. 

Because of the awkwardness of concisely 
describing free-roaming games Just Cause has 
already been compared with titles as diverse 
as GTA Ill, Far Cry, Mercenaries and Boiling 
Point. According to which source you consult 
it's the bastard son of two, if not all, of the 
above. But Avalanche believes it has created 
something special in its own right. 

In the company's reception area is a movie 
poster depicting hero Rico Rodriguez skydiving 
from a flaming aircraft and plummeting to the 
ground below. lt perfectly encapsulates the 
flamboyance of the game: fast, energetic and 
huge in scope. The first thing to note is the 
hero's preferred method of transport: 
parachute. As CIA agent Rodriguez you must 

literally drop into a rogue South American 
state, San Esperito, and along with local 
factions instigate reg ime change. 

Once on the ground, Rodriguez's f irst task 
is to gun down corrupt government soldiers in 
a small enclave, then speak to the local 
guerrillas. it's a blistering opening sequence 
clearly inspired by lan Fleming and El Mariachi. 
The hero's dynamism is also evident in the 
novel way he can navigate the environment. 
As the parachute is always available, it's 
possible to hop from vehicle to vehicle without 
putting a foot on the ground. Pressing an exit 
button while transport is moving sees him 
launch back into the air, the momentum 
sending him skyward again. San Esperito may 

The moderately handsome next-gen 
Avalanche technology in action 
(above and previous pages). Its day/ 
night cycle and weather effects are 
based on real-world parameters: 
push a slider, and everything can be 
accelerated to produce thunder, 
lightning, snow storms, then bright, 
cloudless skies in a matter of 
seconds. Humidity, temperature, 
wind velocity and cloud density are 
all factors in creating the correct 
ingredients for an electrical storm 



be a huge world, but th1s form of travel 
ensures JOurneys are never dull. 

The storytme drives the experience, and 
hopefully thiS will g1ve the game pace and 
d~recuon, someth1ng other free-roaming 
games, like Mercenarres, lacked. Story 
m1ssions can be found on the main map, but 
these will also be bolstered by further side 
m1ssions, reg1me-change missions and bonus 
m1ssions, all of which are non-compulsory. 
Structure comes through gradually liberating 
the 1sland state. with safehouses spawning 
when the reg1me is stamped out in a particular 
location or when key story missions are 
completed. Although the non-story missions 
don't necessarily have to be tackled, they will 
grant the player rewards in the form of 
veh1cles, equipment and savepoints -
makmg progress less daunting. 

"Even some of the miss1ons m Just 
Cause are procedurally generated," adds 
Sundberg "The game populatiOn and 
spawn1ng system 1s all controlled by the same 
eng1ne so we can concentrate on gameplay. 
You will rarely see two people weanng the 
same cloth1ng, unless they are supposed to, 
of course • Free-roam.ng, of course, is all 
about the freedom and •n this respect 
Avalanche prom1ses that assignments can 
be tackled in a number of ways. Inciting 
rebellions, encouragmg fad1ons to fight 
one another or forming strong all iances 
with cartels are all possibilities. MaJor 
personalities 10 the game include a 
megaloman1acal despot, his two torture
lovmg sons and an old Naz1. With scripting 
by Matthew Costello (7th Guest. Doom 3) and 

lt's noticeable that the cities and societies in Just Cause are a little stilted and 
clockwork, though this is a factor Avalanche is working hard to fix. With such a 
huge world to explore it would be a shame If the cultural texture was lacking 

Some of Just Cause's vehicles. especially 
the two-wheeled variety, have twitchy 
handling but it's being tweaked all the 
time. Avalanche al.so promises a glut of 
stored stats for curious players. includmg 
the number of birds shot out of the sky 
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Ne1l Richards (Broken Sword 3: The Sleepmg 
Dragon), there's hope it will be compelling. 

A casino, a jai l and a brothel are JUSt some 
of the more extravagant locations that can be 
found among the dense foliage, but while 
1ntenor exploratiOn 1s poss1ble 1t's not a major 
feature The safehouses store all your goodies 
and, once you oust a regime 1n another gnd 
location, everything will be transferred 
between each of these havens. This cuts down 
on unnecessary travelling and frustration; you 
can also get supply drops from friendly 
fact1ons once you've built up key relationships. 

After testmg out several vehiCles (there are 
over 1 00 1n total), shooung countless crvilians, 
troops and guerrillas t's ev1dent that Just 
Cause IS robust and, at least in1t1ally, very 

and communrt1es in Just Cause, 1t doesn't have 
the same sense of place as, say, San Andreas. 
More might be more in a procedurally 
generated world, but somet1mes you want 
individuality, personality and architecture that 
you can marvel at or just blow to pieces too. 
Yes, Just Cause does have a few recogmsable 
locales and buildings but there's a uniformity 
and Eastern Bloc ch1c about most of 1t. 

it's also unclear about how soph1st1cated 
and vaned the AJ is. Although people go 

Scooters, mtni-submarines, JeL~, 
powerboats, 18-wheeler t~~cks 
nnrf helicopters can be UtiLised 

engag1ng. But there's a nagg1ng question that 
will not go away: won't explonng th1s massive, 
verdant world eventually get t1resome7 

"We believe we have a great deal of 
vanety for players," counters designer 
Magnus Nedfors. "The m1ss10n des1gn has 
been bu1lt around several factors. 'nclud1ng 
weapons, veh1cles and the personalities you 
meet. Along w1th story miSSions, there are 
lots of challenges we set the player, but these 
are not compulsory." But, bar a couple of 
early m1ssions, Avala ne he has none of th1s 
to show. That's not to say they don't exist, 
but free-roaming games have promised so 
much m the past, then delivered so l1ttle, 
that 1t's unw1se to get earned away unt1l 
more playable features are 1n place. 

Although the•e are many populated cities 

A wealth of gadgets and weapons are promised to allow 
several avenues toward success. Fights look likely to be 
frantic. as enemies show scant regard for their own lives 
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about the1r bus1ness w1th some autonomy 
1t's too early to say 1f th1s world IS going to 
have a great deal of cultural texture and 
soc1etal structure. Indeed. variety is the factor 
on whiCh Just Cause 1s go1ng to be ult1mately 
JUdged lt's all very well offenng several 
m1SS10n types, bL1 If they all cons1st of s1mply 
gen,ng to pomt A to gun down X number of 
enem1es then 1t Will qu1ckly pall 

Encourag1ngly, veh1cles are both 
empowenng and joyous, makmg exploratiOn a 
pleasure m 1tself. Scooters. mini-submarines, 
jets, powerboats, 18-wheeler trucks and 
helicopters can be accommodated for casual 
expenmentat1on or used for spec1fic m1ssions. 
Wm a monster truck 1n a bonus miSSIOn and, 
1f you can fmd 1t, you can thrash •t around a 
specially des1gned arena. Just Cause 1s a 
toybox full to the brim with playthings, but at 
this stage 1t's 1mposs1ble to say if the story and 
m1SS1on structure will match. The world 1s still 
under construction, but Avalanche's 
technology and vis1on certa,nly equals, 1f not 
exceeds, anyth1ng on current-9enera\lon 
technology. What 1t has prepared for the next 
few years 1s something else ent1rely 

"To make another Doom clone on next
gen technology would be a complete waste," 
concludes Sundberg. "Those kinds of games 
were created m the first place because they 
were easy to do with less power. Contained 
spaces. controlled enVIfonments - that's W'ly 
you haven't often seen large outdoor games. 
Imagine running around a Doom environment 
for an hour and then coming into this ... " 

As we depart the developer's offices in the 
heart of Stockholm the contrast between the 
trad1t10nal Swedish des1gn ethic and what 
Avalanche 1s domg 1s stark. The stud1o 1S eye
catch,ng 1n 1ts mimma beauty - all sleek lines. 
glass part1tions and cnsp white decor A far cry 
from the complex, busy worlds powered by 
the Avalanche engine. 

But IS th1s so different? Viewed from 
another angle there's also an economy in 
Avalanche's approach. An intense amount of 
effort has gone into f1nding an effiC•ent 
solut1on to world creat1on, but one l1l:ely to 
pay huge divtdends 1n the future. W1th the 
world taking care of itself time and resources 
are freed up to allow the team to work on 
gameplay and design pnnctples. At least that's 
the theory. 

Developers are always keen to show off 
technology, but we can say w1th conf,dence 
that the Avalanche engine 1S a wonderful, 
mtox1cabng and thrill1ng v1S10n of the futu•e. 
But the most exciting part is that 1t's a ~ 
future converging with the present. ~ 

Avalanche boasts a staff roster of 
6l and is still expanding. Christ of er 
Sundberg (centro. far left) is proud 
that the company he eo-founded 
remains independent and is relu<tanl 
to license its technology- coded by 
Viktor Blomberg (near left)- at least 
in the short term. Designer Magnus 
Nedfors (far left) has worked at 
some of Sweden's most respected 
developers, and faces his biggest 
challenge yet with Just cause 

A geomorphing system in Avaland 
latest tech ensures that detail mot 
and blends to prevent pop-up, but 
not something currently incorpora 
into Just cause. The world is still 
impressively huge and lush and 
certatnly up there with anything 
currently available on Xbox or PS2 



Avalanche believes that iU approach to game design is not 
only efficient but a perfect match for the next-gen challenges 
ahead. Both Sony and Microsoft's consoles have impressive 
specs. although their powerhouse multicore processors are 
not backed up by the sort of memory capacity used in PCs. 
Sundberg believes the next two years will nevertheless see 
some stunning realtime imagery emerge. and after seeing the 
Avalanche project in all iu glory it's difficult to disagree. "With 
consoles in general there is more processing than there is 
memory,• he says. "This will be even more the case in the future. 
So what we try to do is generate everything procedurally, which 
doesn't require much storage space. But you still have complete 
control everywhere you want, you can still overwrite and have a 
complete metropolis in a specific area . Just cause uses height 
map terrain, but one of the innovations we're working on is a 
system that allows us to generate overhangs and tunnels. That 
will be in the neKt version. Then we will be able to have any 
formation, steep drops with overhangs and even huge cave 
systems. We' re well into our research on this." 

The thirdperson combat lads 
sophistkation and encourages a run
and-gun approadl. no bad thing for 
a game that's more focused on 
exploration and vehkle use. Enemy 
AI also noeds some extra work if it's 
to give the player a robust challenge 
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WU TANG CLAM 
Even though Relentless has a policy of making games 
accessible to non-garners, old habits still die hard. Amor 
explains: "When we came to do the art for the game, we 
were playing Katamari Damacy and the art guys were 
like: 'Yeah, cool, let's do it like this', so the host was a 
talking cactus and all the music came from a singing 
clam. And Sony said: 'Well, that's very nice and it's very 
entertaining but it's not exactly ITV Saturday night now, 
is it? We' re going for massmarket and quite frankly this 
is a bit up its own arse. Your frame of reference needs to 
be Ant And Dec's Saturday Night Takeaway' - which was 
a tough day of research for the artists - but in truth 
that's what it needs to be. If you end up being too 
esoteric you end up confusing people- 'Am I the singing 
clam or the hotdog? Or the tooth?"' A revision produced 
human characters with the"exaggerated stylings of the 
Muppets. Sony was sold on the host, but felt players 
would want even more recognisable avatars, hence the 
obvious parodies of musician archetypes. 
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SHOOTING STARS ~ 

The buzzers are hugely satisfying to use, 
giving coach pot.ltoes a chance to prove 
that they really could have won all those 
episodes of Millionaire, they really could. 
The red button also flashes, allowing for an 
occasional round which requires fast reflexes 
as well as a mental resevoir of pop trivia 

TOUCHIHG BASE 
Kevln McSherry, software development manager 
at SCEE, was part of the brainstorming meetings 
with Relentless which lead to the decision to Include 
the buzzer. We asked him how it all came about. 

What was your f irst respon.se to the buzzer? 
Initially it seemed like quite a strange idea. What we were 
saying was that the control that my company had developed -
the DuaiShock - was simply not good enough for what we 
wanted to do, and that's quite a hard one for someone who's 
loyal to the company to come up against. But once we started 
down that path, we found out w e could make a controller that 
was much easier to navigate. I think the start point comes from 
identifying who we want to play this game, and we want 
families on Christmas Day - with granny and elderly uncle- to 
be able to explain quickly and easily what they need to do. 

Has the success of the Eye Toy made it easier for Sony to 
consider this kind of product? 
I think the shift comes through our territories enjoying success 
with Eye Toy. Once you have success wit h territories like the 
Spanish part of our business- which feels very independent 
from the rest of the company - once they've got over the 
hurdles of t he business model, they say: 'You were right, there 
is a market out t here for it, there are consumers who want to 
play lifestyle rather than hardcore, retailers are comfortable 
taking on a bulkier box, consumers do like buying a product in 
a larger box because it feels like there's more value'. Once 
they've got over and learned those lessons. it became a new 
way of working. 

Who did you work with for the design of the buzzer? 
In the end, we enlisted the help of the Sony Design Centre
these are the guys who work out the interface for the Vaio PCs 
and make all the remote controls we get in Europe - they're a 
human-interface design group, the people who specialise in 
the link between the consumer and the product. They brought 
some new thinking into the process- they lead us into havong 
a buzzer that sits up on top of the hand. 

How aware are you during the design process of the 
needs of left-handed people and t hose with disabi lities? 
Totally aware of those issues. Because we wanted Buzz! to 
appeal to as many people as possible, we wanted consumers to 
be able to play with one hand - that was part of our design 
from the very beginning. We keep looking at these areas 
we've looked at concepts which include a series of dots on the 
buttons - almost like Brai lle- which lets you know which 
button is which without looking. Now, obviously that's not 
appropriate for t his project, but it's something we're always 
actively considering. We're even looking at games that are 
dependent on audio feedback- on t he consumers shouting 
out - so we're right on that. 
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PLAYSTATION 

PORTABLE, POWERFUL, PROGRAMMABLE: WILL THE PSP 
SCENE PROVE TO BE HOMEBREW'S MOST MEMORABLE? 

[] 

oday's generation of garners feels 
deprived, deceived and d1S111us1oned by 
an industry fast conglomeratmg 1nto 

fortified hives where little creed ex1sts beyond the 
maintenance of power and profitability Someth1ng 

must bridge the gap between the ports, the licences 
and the mane blingware that result As publishers tear 

the features from the1r faces to avo1d scanng the money 
back 1nto people's pockets, so their audience 1ncreasmgly 
chooses to draw a less bndled infusion of energy and sp1rit 
from the past. Homebrew software may be freely 
available, but it more importantly represents freedom
something of whiCh there's ever-decreas,ng ev1dence 
among commerc1al developers Its appeal, in th1s sense, 

runs far deeper than surface nostalgia 
That's one argument - one viable explanation 

for what happened to the Xbox and for what 
is now transform,ng the PSP. But what of 

the other renowned scenes: Dreamcast and 
GP32, for example? Another explanatiOn might 
be that as reassuring, demonstrative elements of 
our 1ndiv1dualgaming DNA, vintage games and 
customisation a re key components in the 
personalisation of our technology. A PSP? Anyone can 
have one of those. Ridge Racers? Everyone that doesn't 
have 1t has likely played it. The contents of the 'Game' 
folder on your Memory Stick, however- now you're 
becommg 1nterestmg. There's great truth behind J Allard's 
VISIOn of a 'rem1x generation' - the old outlets for 
personal express1on have, indeed, become so Inherently 
homogenous that only by applying some lond of 
s gnature to them can garners at large l>ave a voiCe 
What he doesn't realise, however, is that those 
s gnatures can't be mass produced and marketed 
any more than modern technology can. With 
all1ts over arching power, be restrained. 
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As both the growth and interest curves of the 
Xbox scene- undoubtedly the most prolif ic of 
any console - peter out at an unprecedented 
high, so its community of techno-prospectors is 
beginning a migration, together with a previously 
aloof eastern contingent, to the next frontier. 
Even compared to their PC forefather, console 
scenes have profoundly evolved (except, some 
would argue, in their etiquette). developing a 
ravenous appetite and aptitude for progress that 
beggars bel ief. The PSP scene, accordingly, is 
moving with momentous pace. The many news 
sites that have appeared to catalogue its progress 
are updated incessantly, their speculative filler 
being steadily replaced by valid reconnaissance 
of the latest ports, updates and releases. 

Beyond this efficiency, little else is surprising 
given the circumstances. While the suggestion of 
the 'iPod killer' is preposterous, Sony's machine 
being as untailored for convenient music 
playback as any other games mac hi ne, the 
phrase 'Xbox in your pocket' (a moniker 
Gizmondo has been only too happy to self-apply) 
describes perfectly the creature that PSP is fast 
becoming. For emulation, specifically, it 
represents the latest (and potentially greatest) 
iteration in the cycle. 

"I expected that many emulators could be 
created," says Mirakichi, one of the scene's 
prolif ic Japanese coders and author of the RIN 

Game Boy emulator, "but I'm extremely surprised 
with how quickly the analysis of PSP's 
functionality has advanced in the small amount 
of time between the 'Hello World' release and 
now." Since that crucia I shard of unsigned code 
- an innocuously displayed string of enormous 
significance - was presented to the world, an 
era's worth of emulated hardware and games 
have been delivered to a burgeoning community. 

"I started playing a round with PSP," says 
Nem, author of 'Hello World', "when the 'fake 
updater' a pp was discovered. I f irst tried to 
reverse engineer it but without significant result. 
I proceeded to read the flrmware in the flash 
chip on the PSP mainboard, but still it wasn't 
enough. At around that time, there was a post 
on ps2dev.org regarding running ELF binaries on 
PSP 1.00. From there, I needed only a few days 

• to show something on the screen, and a few 
more days to brush up the code." 

Mere weeks later, highly playable, almost 
perfect emulators exist replicating systems such 
as the NES, Game Boy, Master System, Mega 
Drive, SNES, Amiga, WonderSwan and PC 
Engine, the last of which has arguably validated 
the entire movement with near-perfect handheld 
versions of R-Type (let's dwell no longer on the 
disastrous GBA sprite-ripped version of R-Type 
11~, Devil Crash and Dracula X. Yes, the PC Engine 
GT has been here before, but never with such 
vibrancy and never without devouring whole 

battery sandwiches in prohibitively gluttonous 
sittings. The very latest Neo-Geo CD emulator, 
furthermore, offers fullscreen, sound-enabled 
emulation for practically every game released fo 
that system, its only demand being the need fo1 
a larger Memory Stick - which is, for many, an 
already essential purchase. 

What PSP shares with Xbox and Dreamcast i 
a capacity for rekindling the flame of emulation 
for renewal. Where those machines provided th 
means by which to enjoy emulated games 
without fuss, via a television rather than a 
monitor, so PSP's screen - less eye-candy than 
eye-caviar - adds portability to the equation 
without the customary hit in fidelity. Games tha 
in many cases, only reta in their appeal in the 
smallest of doses can now be enjoyed in suitabl· 
f leeting pockets of time. With its full power 
exploited (see 'The Hertz locker'), the hand held' 
hardware loadout is not only more auspicious 
than that of its rivals and forebears, but is 
critically powerful enough to follow through on 
the handheld emulation dream without stalling 
midway to deliver some dispiriting caveat. 

As with any such scene, the ready availabili~ 

of the PSP's homebrew apps fosters demand f01 
the exponential distribution of its accompanyin~ 

tools. The pairing of home PC and console is 
now less a privilege than a procedure - cheap 
peripherals, broadband infrastructures and file
distribution networks joining hands to pipe 
authoring software directly to those with even < 
passing interest. To discover just what kind of 
work has been required thus far, we approachec 
a scene figure who'll be familiar to many. "Sincr 
the PSP is fairly new hardware," says lantus, ar 
Xbox scene luminary; "there's still a lot of 
research going into 'reversing' the API and 
working out the system function calls. That said 
the original code of most ports is fairly simple tc 
bring across. The hardware-specific routines, 
however, such as rendering to the framebuffer, 
sound, file 10 and. of course, registering 
gamepad input, all need to be looked at. 

"My history as a homebrew developer begac 
on the Xbox," he recalls. "I was so intrigued 
when I saw a port of MAME running on the 
hardware that I decided to port the fantastic 



The porting of SCUMMVM (here 
running the now·freeware Beneath 
A Steel Skyj represents one of the 
PSP scene's proudest achievements 

;NES emulator. x5nes9x. Since then, I've worked 
)n a w1de range of Xbox software, peakmg at 
;urreal 64 -an N64 emulator based on three 
.eparate cores to prov1de a high level of 
:ompattb1hty for end users. Having dabbled m 
;ome GameCube homebrew, I ult1mately moved 
o PSP where I'm now concentrating my efforts." 

What spurs homebrew developers. we ask? Is 
:here an element of insurgence against the 
nanufacturer m this hobby of unlockmg a 
:nachtne's full potential? "it's def1nttely not a 
·ebelhon aga1nst Sony," he repl•es "Really, 1t's 
)Urely to do my btt for the scene and bnng some 
;m1les to end-users' faces. I'm 1nvolved 1n 
lomebrew s1mply because I know I'll enJOY 

pos•ttve th1ng. I'm looking forward to the first 
down load serviCe for Nintendo's Revolution." 
Codemasters' David Brickley, development 
manager of the company's PSP adaptations of 
1ts TOCA and Colin McCrae franch1ses. has a 
more measured response. "Leg•tim•se 1t." he 
c aims, · and some of the appeal would 
disappear. At that point the homebrew scene 
would have to start adhenng to Sony·s 
submiSSIOns poliCies - concept approval, 
techn1cal checklist requirements- the same as 
everyone else does, so Sony would have to staff 
those departments with additional QAs. Right 
now, they are already swamped w1th developers 
wantmg to make games for them, and they have 
a way of l•m1t1ng those numbers by ensunng tl'ey 
control the med1a it runs on. From Sony·s po•nt 
of v1ew, there's JUSt too much to do for too little 
gain to change that." 

In a community where recompense is 
practically non-ex1stent, and seldom expected, 
there's little reason to doubt the benevolent 
outlook of developers like Lantus and M1rakichi. 
it's a shame, though, that the•r passion must 
weave so regularly 1nto the path of the law. Every 
t1me the sun nses for homebrew, we must 

"IT'S DEFINITELY NOT A REBELLION AGAINST SONY. 
REALLY, IT'S PURELY TO DO MY BIT FOR THE SCENE 
AND BRING SOME SMILES TO END-USERS' FACES" 

J aying my emulator ports and that others w1ll as 
Nell." Are there aspects of Sony's release 
;trategy, d1ctated as it has been by equal 
3mounts of intent and circumstance, that have 
;nwittingly fostered this growth in alternatively 
3uthored and d•stnbuted software? MirakKhi 
•esponds "lt was wonderful that Sony had such 
a htgh release volume at such a low hardware 
once, but while IntroduCing the•r f1rst entry mto 
oortable gammg using existing PlayStat1on 
Kences was a strong fighting plan. the tn1t1al 
hardware diff1culties and lack of flavour tn the 
nitial software hne-up have created a problem." 

In light of homebrew's proven appeal, then. 
and 1ts vorac1ous appetite, would the 
manufacturers be w1se to pursue a bus1ness 
model that coupled legitimised hobby1st 
development w1th regular commercial releases, 
enabling them to harness both markets and 
perhaps gain more control over consumers' use 
of hardware' Mirakichi believes they would. 
'Sony released the Net Yaroze and PS2Ltnux 

development kits for home P$2 users," he says, 
and I'm hop•ng they'll release someth1ng s1m1lar 

for PSP. As for the business of emulat1on, 1t can 
preserve and protect previous assets, so 1t 's a 

recalibrate our 1deas of where 1ts shadowy grey 
market eventually becomes black. 

The most questionable of PSP's emulators. 
without doubt, is the experimental V1sual Boy 
Advance- a GBA emulator that, if it reaches 
playable speeds (its accuracy otherw1se being 
exemplary), w1ll immediately beg•n s1phon1ng the 
lifeblood from Sony's chief hand held competitor. 
lt's st•ll a fledgling produa, JUSt as the prec1se 
apphcat1on of PSP's 20 hardware accelera\lon to 
emulatiOn rema1ns untested. But at a t1me when 
Nintendo will be keenly pushing Game Boy 
Micro, the news that the mach1ne's enti re library 
of respected, bankable games is illegally 
enJoyable on a competing produa w1ll be news 
earned on a roll of thunder. The apparent 1rony 
of the potential situation - one mach1ne ga1ning 
hardwa•e proliferation at the expense of its 
compet•tor's software sales- won't gain the 
backstage appreciation from Sony that many in 
the scene would like to believe. For the 
manufacturer, every PSP sold IS money lost, with 
profit rehant upon tre games that homebrew 
does noth1ng to whisk from the shelves. As seen 
1n the forced f1rmware updates of games such as 
Intelligent License ard Coded Arms, the 
company isn't turning a blind eye. 

_ SNAKE 
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Sony's enforcement of a 222MHz Gap on developers' use of the PSP 
CPU met with surprisingly stoic response from a community that, 
when previously faced with mischievous pixels and impotent 
batteries, marched with their pitchforks and flaming torches to beat 
upon the company gates. The underclock, it was claimed, would keep 
demanding titles like Ridge Racers from further bloating the machine's 
power requirements, at least until a more capable battery became 
available. Probably thank.s to the strength of that game, the defence 
was upheld. Now, however, every emulator worth its salt has left both 
Sony's limit and its concerns behind, init ially providing 333MHz 
support as an option tinted with cautionary red, but now affirmed by 
the lack of any apparent side effects. 

CybBiade 1s a member of PSP-Dev, the 
Span1sh group that f1rst responded to the 1. S 
f1rmware upgrade (installed as standard in all but 
the first Japanese machines) that spltt the 
homebrew community into haves and have-nets, 
defmed by the privilege to e1ther run unsigned 
code or merely watch from the s1dehnes. "We 
began when the 'Hello World' code was 
released. • he reveals, • start1ng off by analysing 
ISOs by Paradox [some of the f•rst UMD dumps 
to be, somewhat illegally, spread across the net] 
We chose the PSP because it's powerful with 
pretty features, and because. only a few days 
after 1ts release, there were already programs to 
manage and create v•deos for it. We were faced 
w1th a problem in that some of us had updated 
our consoles to 1.5. so 1n the last month it's been 
cruCial to develop explo•ts such as Swaplo•t. 
K1llerX and, only a week later, KXploit." 

The last of these is the important one. The 
ong1nal Swaploit -a 1. 5 firmware workaround 
demand1ng two Memory Sticks, good t1ming and 
1nhuman pat1ence - barely had time to 
d sappo1nt before the near-transparent KXploit 
essent•ally buned the issue w1th as def1ntt1ve a 
solut1on as could be hoped for. By th1s time, 
however. 1.51 and 1.52 firmware builds had 
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PSP scene artist Po<hi has created a full sutte of icons and bade grounds. 
it's without question some of the most exquisite hobbyist work we'vt seen 

XECUTIVE BOARDS 
Though the development side of any homebrew scene is typically 
conducted with utmost professionalism, there are few outfits with the 
proficiency and profile of Team Xecuter. Having tooled up a small army 
of X box owners with the means to enjoy umpteen media formats, 
swap video modes, efficiently reboot their machines and, of course, 
access a wealth of community-developed games and applications, the 
group has been piecing together some equally groundbreaking PSP 
hardware. Revealed in early July, the add-on (dev unit pictured below) 
promises to extend the machine's media support from the limited duo 
of UMD and Memory Stick to all manner of removable formats. The 
hardware is claimed to have enabled downgrading of PSP firmware, 
though Xecuter suggests this won't feature in the final build. 

been made avatlable to weld shut thts chink in 
the armour For those users that upgraded, and 
for everyone else once Sony's forced updates 
affect a game that people at large actually care 
about, it's back to the drawing board 

Will thts become the template, we ask, 'or 
the battle between the makers and breakers of 
PSP's code? "There'll be a spectftc method 
devised for each firmware update," believes 
CybBiade, "until someone can discover a bug 
that Sony can't f1x Etther that, or someone will 
develop a genenc patcher ti"at can do the JOb for 
us. I don't belteve that a modch1p wtll ever come 
to the PSP scene, but there are hardware mods 
that wtll be ready in the short term: a Memory 
Stick emulator, for mstance, that can use a hard 
disk to store data." 

Interestingly, it's likely that the 
homebrew scene, with its emulators and 
community apps, is safely positioned beyond 
Sony's foremost concerns. The problem is that 
while the scene is largely innocent tn its desires. 
t certatnly sn't Inconsequential As certain gates 
are opened, so a familiar shadow w1l slip m 
beneath the water. "Sadly," agrees Lantus, "tt's 

PSP C~lc 

1nevitab1e that pirate games wtll eventually be 
run on any console. How locked-down the 
hardware 1s determ1nes how widespread ptracy 
will be At some pomt the PSP will succumb, and 
it'll be a sad day for the scene when it happens." 

This intervtew, you'll have guessed, was 
conducted mere moments before the day tn 
question did then occur. Could better proof exist 
of this scene's momentum, in fact, than the 
arduous plate-spinntng required to dtscuss it in 
terms that aren't redundant a second later? If 
this should be considered a snapshot of gaming's 
fastest movement, then you'll have to forgtve the 
blur. The Infrastructure of Xbox ptracy culture, tn 
a state of re-emergence the last ttme anyone 
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libraries and ftrmware," says Bnckley. "We're 
managtng to tmplement custom soundtracks tn 
TOCA: Race Driver 2, so we know that even witl 
the latest libranes we can still stream s6me 
medta files from a Memory Stick and use them 
within a game. That opens up some nice 
potential for future products. like uploadtng you 
ptctures and using them tn game, maybe 

"The biggest problem has stmply been that 
we couldn't burn our own UMDs, which meant 
heap of assumpttons about what 1ts performanc 
would be until we saw one for ourselves. 
Hopefully in the future they'll release a burner 
for developers whoch emulates the performance 
tf not the reta1l encrypllon method • 

"I DON'T BELIEVE THAT A MODCHIP WILL EVER COME 
TO THE PSP SCENE, BUT THERE ARE HARDWARE 
MODS THAT WILL BE READY IN THE SHORT TERM" 

bltnked, tS now bearing many a forb1dden fruit 
on PSP. Like Dreamcast, Sony's mach1ne can run 
unsigned code Wtthout need for penlous 
hardware modtficatton. Aophcations sensittve 
enough to be outlawed from forums are 
emergmg by the day - the SDK tS one (the 
release of 1ts Xbox equiva ent hav1ng paved the 
way for much of its tllegal, but nonetheless 
notable software), another is a UMD npper that 
will dump the entire contents of a commercial 
game to Memory Stick n an eas1ly d1str,butable 
form. W1th that touchpaper set 1n place, the 
1gmt1on ts m the 1auncher- an app to 
successfully boot such imaged UMDs wh1le 
redirecting thetr software's media calls to the 
Memory Stick rather than the opt1cal drive. 

In a world where hackers are seldom seen to 
lose. the dttftCulty of creatmg such an app has 
made 1ts amval all the more likely As wtth the 
extension of Xbox and P$2 hard dtsk support, the 
undeniable benefits of running software from a 
faster, more energy-efficient source than a UMD 
have only bolstered demand, and there's little 
that benefits the hack1ng communrty more than 
the suggestion of legttimacy and acceptance. 
Already, there are ISO loaders for many games -
inevitably, there wtll soon be one for all. Wtth the 
struggle to run unsigned code on every PSP 
already seeing volleys fired over the battlefield of 
the machine's ftrmware. the advent of ptracy and 
Sony's response wtlltnevttably lead to war. 

For the commercial sector, thts brings a level 
of security into play that, as Sony becomes 
increasingly precautionary, will only increase. At 
Codemasters, the problem exists m nascent 
forms, but has yet to bloom tnto anyth1ng more 
1ntrusive. "For the ttme being, tt'S Simply been 
lim1ted to ensuring we're running the latest 

Elsewhere, the Microsoft doctnne of 
damagtng the appeal of piracy rather than its 
capacity has made considerable progress. but 
that model's unlikely to hold much ground on a 
mach1ne with an onltne Infrastructure as lim1teo 
as the PSP's. Clayton Clark, webmaster and 
founder of the stte PSP Updates (formerly PSP 
Hacker), assures us, however, that whtle ptracy 
may be inevttable, it's far from being the drivtn£ 
force behind most of what we've seen so far. 

"We'll have absolutely noth1ng to do wtth 
ptracy, • Clark says of the site. " There's 
somethtng very human, very logical and 
mtellectual about hack1ng. lt takes a creattve ar 
free-thmking mind -the spirit that PSP Update~ 
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celebrates We have no problems w1th Sony, and 
in fact we're having talks with them about 
receiving games and press k1ts for prev1ews." 
Ruka - another Japanese coder behind the 
Nester J NES emulator - concurs: "it's mainly an 
issue concern1ng an individual user's morals. If 
my work ever began to infnnge copynghts, I 
would remove mysel' from PSP development.· 

Every community needs an assembly point, 
and though 1t performs a task shared by many 
and attracts a variety of opinion, PSP Updates 
maintams prominence. When regular end-users 
seek their f1x, and when those vocal within the 
commumty seek a soapbox, they typically pay a 
VISit When New L•ne Cinema, tellingly, made 
public 1ts mtent1on to release moVIe tra1lers 
spec1f1Cally encoded for PSP, 1t followed su1t. PSP 
Updates has become the unspoken HQ for the 
western scene, and is fast expenencing 
everything that implies- repetitions of the same 
question, nvers of gossip that routinely burst 
their banks into wild speculation. and eth1cal 
battles destined to remain forever unresolved. 

"The forums were very hect1c at flfst, • says 
Clark of the aftermatn of KXplo1t's release. ·we 
had over a thousand new members a day for the 
first few days, and they all had quest1ons. The 
forums were packed with pleas for help - it was 
crazy. I owe a huge thanks to my moderators 
who spent countless hours a day providing 
answers When 1t exploded like that, we 
1mmed•ately knew 11 was time to wnte the UFAQ 
(Ultimate Homebrew GUideiFAQ). R1ght now we 
have over 10,000 registered users and the UFAQ 
has been viewed 28,000 times." 

And how, we ask, is a site run by and for 
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hobby1sts handling such a t1de? "Our files section 
alone," Clark reveals, "contams over 500 files 
and IS serv•ng nearly 100Gb of them each day. 
Wh1le I don't have the exact numbers handy, I'd 
esbmate 150Gb a day and growmg for the 
whole Site. Although we hate them too, we've 
implemented Google ads, some pop-ups and 
some clickthroughs to help alleviate costs. We're 
actually running at a slight loss right now." 

Monetary cost isn't the only cloud that'll long 
hang over PSPUpdates and 1ts 1lk. In a crowded 
arena such as the web, a catch-all site such as 
this can't afford to be select1ve n 1ts reportage
not Without opening the door for others to steal 
the limelight. Though it stands by the common 
policy of limiting piracy coverage to news rather 
than actual file hosting, the daily reiteration of its 
antl-plfacy values will never be enough to satisfy 
all. Nonetheless, the s1te now has a fixed place in 
a vanously poised network that 1ncludes more 
spec•f1cally onented alternatives (the PSP arm of 
the PS2-Dev forums, for example) Th1s place. 
sizeable and all encompassing, IS one where the 
court of public opinion will always be in session. 

From this most potent springboard, then, 
where can we expect to see the PSP scene flatten 
out? Will there be a po•nt months, weeks, days 
or even hours from now where we agam find 
ourselves reflecting on how one night's 
p1pedream became the next morn1ng's reah:y? 

"One thing I've learned from Xbox 

homebrew," says Lantus, " is to never say never. 
Some optimisation methods are required to get 
most 16bit emulators runnmg at good 
framerates with sound. lt's t1me-consuming but 
certa1nly achievable. N64 and most 32bit 
emulators, however, will be a lot trickier, though 
I'm not saying impossible. For N64 to work, for 
example, would require the PSP's 30 API to be 
exposed- 1t would be pointless to use software 
rendenng methods to emulate graphics API, HLE 
[High Level Emulation) metrods and/or dynamic 
recomp•latiOn. But this funct•onality requires 
memory, and lots of it. The PSP has very limited 
ma1n memory. I don't know if it would all quite 
work, but I wouldn't be surprised 1f we saw 
someone running Mano 64 on their PSP." 
Mirakichi's hopes are set Similarly high. "Even 
though it's difficult," he adds, "there is the 
poss1bility of a PlaySta\lon emulator." 

As is 1ts way, the PSP scene has already 
mounted the first nung of th1s next speculat1ve 
ladder before its other foot has even fmished 
nestling into yesterday's breakthrough. The 
hardware stretching that bnngs fullscreen visuals 
to the latest Neo-Geo CD emulator has driven an 
elusive wedge into the doors of the PSP GPU, 
and by the time you read th1s, the odds are that 
a succession of others w1ll have dismantled what 
rema1ns of the bamer As to what the step 
beyond, or the step beyond that w1ll see 
achieved: anything is probable 
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Now playing 

Metal Slug 
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lt's Ironic that it takes an emulated 
game nearly ten years old to bring 
out the best in the PSP's scrNn: 
bright, dense and detailed, Metal 
Slug has never looked this good. 
I<EO GEO CD (PSP), SNK 

Wipeout Pure 

As a third Gamma wave radiates 
from Sony's radio headquarters, so 
we continue to swoop through the 
blinding blasts and explosive light 
of the anti-gravity comeback tour. 
PSP. SCEA 

Bombermon os 

A bus journey and a game among 
four OS owners is enough to 
reinforce the value of yet another 
handheld update that works. 
OS. HUDSON SOFT 

Think of the children 
Why Jock Thompson shouldn't ploy Chibi Robo -

~ ust when it seemed that only thing that changes in their 
the GTA: San Andreas world. lt sounds more like a precis 
controversy cycle had run for a Todd Solondz movie than a 

its course, US politicians got wind starting point for a sprinkle of 
of the Hot Coffee mod, which Nintendo magic. 
unlocks sexual content Rockstar is Minna Oaisuki Katamari Damacy 
adamant it never meant the public is no nicer. Its flashbacks tell the 
to see. Senator Hilary Clinton has tale of the King of All Cosmos' 
called for an enquiry into why the upbringing, revealing the cruelty 
game, which has a 17s-and-over- and parental abuse which lead him 
only M rating, wasn't given the to mature into such a mercurial 
more restrictive AO rat ing. The father figure. His violent 
ESRB is also investigating. it's an disappointment is hard to bear 
interesting conundrum - should when you fail a level - harder still 
Rockstar be held accountable for when you apply some basic 
material that it is impossible to psychoanalysis to what triggers his 
view if the game is used as rage. lt may be played for laughs, 
intended? But what's more but there's no denying the basic 
interesting is a different trend: if darkness of his st ory. Even the 
you want to include truly mature 19SOs charm of the schoolboy Tony 
content in your game, your best Tough (previewed on page 40) 
plan is to aim it at children. hides some of the most mature wit 

Chibi Robo, despite its sugar- found in any modern videogame. 
coated style - has a brutally bleak it's the contrast between the 
heart. The relationship between sweetness of the presentation and 
the mother and the father of the the sour saltiness of the content 
family has disintegrated to the that makes these games so 
point that they never speak to each appealing, and it's that contrast 
other: the father slouched all day that makes these themes possible: 
and al l night on the couch, the presented with gritty realism they 
young daughter distressed to the would be an unappealing- and 
point of near catatonia. No one possibly uncertifiable - prospect. 
ever leaves the house, a drifting Long may they continue to fly ~ 
tide of junk-food wrappers the under Mrs Clinton's radar. 

86 Chibi Robo 
GC 
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88 Minna Daisuki 
Katamari Damacy 
PS2 

90 World Of WarCraft 
MAC, PC 

92 Genji 
PS2 

94 Drag-on Dragoon 2 
PS2 

95 The Incredible Hulk: 
Ultimate Destruction 
GC, PS2, XBOX 

96 oz 
PS2 

97 Advance Wars: Dual Strike 
os 

98 Coded Arms 
PSP 

98 Chou Shittou Caduceus 
os 

99 Big Mutha Truckers 2: 
Truck Me Harder 
PS2, XBOX 

99 Gametrak: Real World Golf 
PC, PS2 

Edge>-< ng syslem explained 
1 ~ one 2 • two. 3 = three 
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Though cutscenes by and large provide 
ample enough visual cues to underscore 
your next goal, some of the challenges 
could leave less fluent importers 
resorting to bouts of trial and error 
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t's amazing what a little shift in 
perspective can do. Were any other 
game to propose that your primary 

goals consisted of picking up an endless 
supply of garbage for a relentlessly untidy 
family, or scrubbing crayon marks from their 
carpet with a toothbrush, one might be 
tempted to baulk at the entertainment value 
of such quotidian tasks (see Shenmue's 
infamous forklift sections). Do so through the 
eyes and servos of a ten-centimetre robot, 
though, and it's near instantly transformed 
into a fascinating pursuit. The scale's the 
thing, and Chibi Robo surely isn't the first 
to exploit it - Toy Commander, Mister 
Mosquito and Boku Wa Chiisai have all 
blazed the trail before- but until now none 
has managed to create as engaging a world 
around the perspective. 

Assuring her somewhat disingenuously 
that this is in fact what she'd always wanted, 
Papa, the unemployed and unrepentantly 
young-at-heart head of the Sanderson 

Though the game reaches proportional heights, Chibi 
Robo never quite manages to reach pure jaw·<lenching 
acrophobic tension, perhaps because the furniture, and 
the environments, themselves can only read as safe 
and familiar. A fall from them is still fatal, however 

household, presents Robo as a birthday gift 
to his daughter Jenny. Straight out of the 
box, he's little more than glorified ambulatory 
Dustbuster - able to easily navigate beneath 
furniture and in hard -to-reach areas to clear 
out discarded candy wrappers and cookie 
crumbs- and so promptly sets to work 
within his meagre means in order to 
accomplish his sole advertised directive: 
spreading happiness however possible 
throughout his owner's household. 

Though the Sandersons allow Robo free 
run of the house, from the start you're 
necessarily limited by his basic-level battery, 

~ Nearly every inch of the Sandersons' richly 
"-. ~ detailed house is waiting to be scaled, mounted 

and conquered, all by means of their basic nature 

which dictates that you never stray from 
within eyeshot of an outlet for a quick 
recharge, and by a day/night cycle that gives 
the game its primary chapter-like pacing and 
structure, and also its main motivation, 
forcing prioritisation to make the most of the 
time allotted. Performing tasks and achieving 
goals rewards quantifiable happiness points, 
which are stored until the end of the time 

period and are uploaded to Robo's home 
computer, which propel him up the ranks 
toward the ultimate title, Super Chibi Robo, 
and which grant extended battery charges. 
Robo's also not above pilfering pocket 
change he finds lying around the house, 
which allows him to purchase upgrades and 
to triple the time allowed for each cycle. 

lt's then that you begin to truly appreciate 
just how massive and complex Robo's world 
is. Nearly every inch of the Sandersons' richly 
detailed house is waiting to be scaled, 
mounted and conquered, all by means of 
their very basic nature. Every dangling 
shoestring from a carelessly disregarded pair 
of shoes on an entranceway chair, every 
fortuitously placed push-pin on the living 
room corkboard and every progressively 
larger kitchen spice jar provides Robo an 
opportunity to forage ever higher and deeper 
into every long-forgotten nook of the house. 
A large part of Chibi Robo's joy lies simply 
here - in the pure pleasure of spotting a 
seemingly insurmountable area and working 
your way across impossible expanses of room 
until you reach it, and the game does a 
masterful job of managing these ever
widening concentric circles of exploration 
and allowing you new ways to reach new 



Every one of Chibi Robe's actions has a distinct muslul 
reaction, from footsteps (a different instrument per floor 
surface) to his toothbrush sweeper. it's done subtly enough 
that without paying spedal attention you might not realise 
that the simple course of your play is creating melody 

heights in old grounds w1th further t1me, a 
stronger battery and better tools earned 
throughout the game. 

But where other games may have been 
satisfied to stop here, Chibi Robo's 
exploration and s1mple domestic tasks prove 
themselves the least of the game's actual 
concerns In your travels you'll stumble upon 
and unfol~ an intncately spun web of 
character Interactions. warmly drawn 
personalit,es every bit as reward,ng to 
explore as the phys1cal envtronments 
themselves, and Robo w1ll f1nd h1mself not 
simply an automaton servant but also 
diplomat and mtermedtary. As you'll soon 
find out, the plactd atmosphere of the 
Sanderson home IS a veneer thtnly ve1hng 
massive Mantal tens1on: Mama neanng her 
breaking po1nt toward Papa's reluctance to 
do anything but spend h1s day watch1ng 
superhero robot cartoons and spend the 
family's dwmdling savings on manga, toys 
and other self-serving fnvolit1es like Robo 
h1mself. Jenny reacts to the tension by 
donning a frog-hat and refus1ng to speak 
other than croakmg 'ribbit' except to confide 
m Robo, m true child-therapy form, in the 

th1rdperson through her teddy. The bear, 
along With all the other toys in the house. 
eventually reveals an interrelated storyline. 

What may seem like needless exposition 
here is actually quite to the point: Chibi 
Robo does little new. but what it does it 
does right. True to its original point-and-click 
design, Ch1b1 Robo is a classic adventure 
wtth the added bonus of nearly a second 
game's worth of thirdperson exploratton. 
The many months of the game's delay and 
near death seem to have given 1t ample 
opportunity to push itself further and provide 
layer upon layer, and thread after anollary 
thread, of pohsh and content wh1ch stnke 
the perfect balance between gameplay and 
storytelling, a story - o' which we've barely 
scratched the surface here - which is 
unexpectedly a good deal darker and more 
dense than 1ts primary-coloured, Toy Story 
appearance would have you bel,eve. Its value 
and achtevement lay not in how 1t bnngs 
revolutionary and innovative mechanics to 
an old genre, but in how it uses stmplictty 
and economy as well as seamlessly blending 
outside constructs, to achieve a higher form 
of the genre. [8] 

Modern living 

Though born of a more 
traditional point-and-click 
background, Chibi Robo's 
transformation into 3D brought 
with it all of the trappings of 
modern videogaming. Its day/ 
night cycle perfectly divides the 
flow into bite-sized chapters, 
each cycle providing some 
semblance of progress, even 
if it's just a few coins. 
Punishment is lax, as well- the 
game does away w ith Game 
Over screens and simply returns 
you to the Chibi House if your 
battery runs dry, and there's no 
quest in the game that ca n' t be 
finished if you run out o f t ime in 
the middle . Every character sta ys 
in their current state-loop u ntil 
you finish the event that 
progresses the story. it's a g a me 
that constantly rewards, and 
rarely frustrates. 

Robe's retail packaging doubles as his 
home base. complete with plug for nightly 
recharges and happiness drops, a PC that 
also serves as upgrade shop. and a scrap 
metal recyder for building helper items 
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This time, the interface drops the 
repeated spherical theme of the first and 
presents itself as a scrolling progression 
of 20 scenery. As you get further into the 
game and the field becomes more 
populated, each of the fans clamour 
over one another for your attention 

atamari Damacy has found itself in 
the peculiar and highly estimable 
position of near unanimous and 

unassailable praise. Casuals love it because it 
has stripped itself to the bare essentials, and 
is instantly playable the moment you lay your 
hands on it. Developers and industry 
professionals love it because it has almost 
singularly proven that high concept games 
with no proven lP still have a chance at 
capturing a significant market. Designers love 
it for its signature style; musicians love it for 
its unforgettable soundtrack. Academics and 
ludologists love it for eschewing the 
formulaic Hollywood model and revelling in 
its very videogameness, and lifelong garners 
love it for reminding us why we love games, 
of a less cynical time when it seemed every 
game promised something wholly original 
and anything was possible. lt brings out in 
everyone who touches it that sense of 
solitary personal discovery, like coming across 
the hopelessly obscure band that you're 
positive are singing to you alone, and that no 
one could possibly appreciate as much as you 
do, even if fully aware of the plain truth that 
everybody loves Katamari Damacy. 

Katamads developers are of course 
keenly aware of their accomplishment as 

Two player competitive mode makes a return, and is joined by a coop mode in which each player takes 
the equivalent control of one analogue stick. lt's a true test of your communicative and psychic abilities 
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well, and rather than play up and exploit 
their own successes have channeled every bit 
of personal pride and possible swollen ego 
through their character, the King of All 
Cosmos. Minna Daisuki's premise is a 
retelling of actual events - a game based on 
the events of the original has found itself 
garnering worldwide acclaim, and thus fans 
have gathered to meet the King and ask if he 
and the Prince might perform personal junk
gathering favours. This twist of meta-events 
serves a number of functions. First, it not 

Each level opens with a question·and·answer session 
between the King and his fans. giving them the chance to 
exhalt him for his demonstrable style and super-coolness 

~ Minna Daisuki is not so hluch Katamari Damacy 
"~ version 1.5 as it i~ the Kptamari remix album) 

bringing freshness to th'r old standards 

only provides a tidy structure for unveiling 
new quests this time around, but also neatly 
sidesteps and heads off any possible 
criticisms that could have been levied had the 
game simply provided a rehashed storyline in 
which to embed another round of precisely 
the same gameplay as the first, in effect 
saying: 'We're doing this again because the 
fans (those both in-game and out) have 
asked it of us'. Most importantly, it gives the 
team a chance to develop ideas left out of 
the original so as not to dilute its concept 

Accordingly, Minna Daisuki is not so 
much Katamari Damacy version 1.5 as it is 
the Katamari remix album, bringing freshness 
to the old standards, and giving players a 
chance to try out the1r skills in new ways. 
This time around, you're not simply trying to 
beat the clock to reach a determined size or 
number of objects, though through the 
course of the game you'll do plenty of both, 
but performing more thematic feats for a 
variety of characters. Leaving the katamari 
aside and rolling a 981b weakling through 
a succession of foods to fatten him to the 
level of sumo champion, running laps 
through an Fl course at five times your 
normal speed, or feeding a flaming katamari 
with a stream of flammable objects to light 
a campsite fire are precisely the sorts of 
memorable new life that Minna Daisuki 
needed to stave off the retread doldrums. 
Yet at no point during the game's life are 
you left with the sensation that you've done 
this all before. 

The challenge this time around is 
somewhat lessened, your katamari 



roll,ng much more smoothly, with objects 
S1tuat>ng themselves much more perfectly, 
the pace stepped up slightly and, t"ough t"e 
cred1t roll can be reached by the ded,cated 
over the course of a day, Minna Datsukt 
places much more of an emphas1s on 
collection and replay than the original. Every 
stage has a secondary purpose. or Challenge 
mode, and the pnnce's cousins, h1dden 
throughout, are placed so that levels must be 
v1s1ted multiple umes to coiled all that there 
1s to be collected. Where the f~rst felt truly 
conquered once you'd reached the end, 
Namco this t1me has ensured that there·s 
reason to return. 

Minna Daisuki is brimmmg with self· 
assuredness both 1n its charadensat1ons 
and 1ts functionality, and measures 1ts 
pace and progression with an ever more 
aggress1vely beaut,ful nterface and 
enwonment des1gn. captunng even 
more galact1c and universal scale than 
the original. As a sequel, it knows its task 
is to enterta1n both newcomers and diehard 
fans of the ongmal equally, and it does so 
w1th the conf1dence of a team that knows 
prec1sely the strengths of its winn1ng formula 
and, for everybody that already loves 
Kacamafl Damacy, how the formula can 
be 1mproved [8] 

Songs of the Sphere 

No mention of Katamari Damacy 
would be complete without an 
examination of its music. Minna 
Daisukf s soundtrack brings 
together a new batch of hipster 
Japanese popstars such as 
Kahimi Karie and mouth· 
instrumentalist Dokaka, here 
doing a beatbox a cappella 
version of the original theme. 
Overall, the new tracks struggle 
to compete with the inescapably 
catchy and highly hummable up
tempo songs from the first, 
except when they directly refer 
to them. One such track. played 
during a zoo-themed level, 
features a chorus of various 
domestic and safari animals 
singing a medley of the first 
Katamarfs tunes. 
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Basic training 

In World Of WarCraft, players 
must choose a fixed server, a 
faction (Horde or Alliance - there 
is no communicat ion possible 
between the two), a race (four for 
each faction) and a class. Classes 
define your role in the game's 
combat and to some extent your 
appearance, and are 
unchangeable. While some 
players ultimately regret the 
choice they made, and some 
classes are more useful than 
others at the 'end-game' stage 
reached at the level 60 experience 
cap, all are v iable as solo classes 
and all have distinctive pleasures. 
Each class has three traits wh ich 
players can chose to specialise in, 
and a range of crafting 
professions offer further 
customisation. Combat can be as 
simplistic as toggling the attack 
button and wait ing for your 
enemy to die, or elaborate 
enough to benefit from interface 
modifications, hand-written 
macros and the scholarly 
digestion of pages of tactical 
advice. Quests, however, have 
little variation, almost always 
requiring you to go somewhere, 
kill a lot of things and come back. 
The sumptuous world is 
continuous, with almost no load 
screens, and must be traversed in 
realt ime by players, whose 
grumbles at the t ime involved are 
balanced by their feelings of 
immersion and exploration. 
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he recent release of the 
Battlegrounds patch was the long
awaited moment when World Of 

WarCraft reached maturity. Offering access 
to intense. complex battles. with 80 players 
and dozens of NPCs, this was the feature 
that was designed to deliver on the game's 
ambitious name. Playing it, you live the 
experience of the troops you commanded 
from afar in the WarCraft RTS games. Horde 
and Alliance face off across the frontline, old 
racial hatreds simmering in their blood. 
Hungry for victory, they're also hungry for 
each other's deaths, eager to harvest teeth, 
hooves and spines for personal rewards. 
Combat is dynamic and complex, an ocean 
of strategy and in-depth knowledge 
sustaining a firestorm of snap decisions and 
quick-fingered manoeuvring. The majestic 
beauty of the setting adds to the potency of 
the atmosphere. 'This is our land', both sides 
think. 'We will not permit defeat'. 
Battlegrounds was the crucial missing 
component of WarCraft. something whose 

Although WOW has only a limited number of options in its character-creation tool, most players feel a strong sense of 
individuality within the game. Wearing clothes and armour crafted by friends adds powerfully to the sense of uniqueness 

The 'end-game', reached when players hit the level 60 
experience cap, is dominated by raid parties - 40-strong 
groups which have to learn new, sophisticated fighting 
patterns to take on WOWs toughest instance bosses 

implementation was supposed to form a 
whole tt was appropriate to judge. Playing it 
now, however, it turns out to be a microcosrr 
of the game as a whole: extraordinary, 
exceptional, flawed. 

There are flaws on every level of World 0 
WarCraft. The most high profile have been 
those in the infrastructure. Long teething 
troubles caused by the unprecedented 
success of the game meant that for many 
months servers were overloaded and 
unreliable. Even now, with Battlegrounds, tht 
queue systems and the instanced warzones 
themselves are periodically offine There are 
bugs - inevitable in a project of this size, but 
intensely frustrating to players putting in a 
level of time and money to the game which 
magnifies even tiny splinters into side
gouging thorns. There are game structure 
issues which may never be addressed: will 
players of substantially different levels ever 
be able to play together meaningfully7 How 
can the war players are supposed to be 
crafting ever feel fair when Alliance players 
often outnumber Horde three to one? Then 
there is a sense that even Blizzard's rapidly 
expanding staff can't quite meet the scale of 
the project they've embarked on: quests that 
shriek placeholder and stories that peter out. 
There are thousands upon thousands of 
complaints. from unfounded, petty carping 
to substantia I and serious criticisms. 

Nor is it that Bl izzard has fa iled to addres: 
these complaints. Throughout the game's 
life, it's been ru-nning to catch up with itself 
Major introductions, like the Honour system, 
have been tooled to restructure the biggest 
problem areas, and yet each of these has 



been as ambitious but as flawed as the 
original. Honour initially worsened many of 
the PvP issues it was hoped it would solve. 
Battlegrounds only really offers the full scale 
of the experience to the highest level of 
players, and hasn't resolved many concerns 
such as the even-handed reward of damage 
classes and support classes. There's no doubt 
Blizzard will continue to work to overhaul 
the problem areas, and to continually 
advance and embellish the rest of the game, 
but most players have now come to expect 
the two-steps-forward, one-step-back results 
of their efforts. 

But here's the remarkable thing: it doesn't 
matter. You could write a book (and some 
disgruntled WOW fans more or less have) 
about what's wrong with the game, and you 
wouldn't come close to expressing what's 
importanf ~bout it. lt's a game designed to 

Although there is one full-scale Battleground available for 
top-level players. the rest of WOWs inhabitants have to make 
do with a ten·on·ten version of Capture The Flag. lt brings a 
real freshness and variety to the combat, but is slightly 
awkwardly implemented, undermining its tactical challenge. 
Although the best experience often comes from entering as 
a team, the very long queues call for a hefty committment 

make their members a new kind of bag. Days 
of planning go into braving the divide and 
escorting a player of the rival faction through 
hostile territories. New exchange ra tes spring 
up, specialisations are formed, reputations 
are made. The game's world becomes the 
player's world. 

it's simple arithmetic that wins out in the 
end. For every flaw there are two dozen 
flares of brilliance: in the characterisation and 
the game balancing, in the innovations that 

~ Ifs a game designed to exhaust the world1
S supply 

"~ of adjectives. Ifs a world Littered with riches -
tiny details sewn into a vast1 spectacular canvas 

exhaust the world's supply of adjectives. lt's a 
world littered with riches- tiny details sewn 
into a vast, varied and utterly spectacular 
canvas. The specific shortcomings of the 
game's mechanical structure become 
immaterial in an environment that grants the 
player such endless potential for exploration 
and experimentation. Self-imposed quests 
and self-regulated cooperation take WOWs 
treasury of raw materials and hew from them 
a new structure and a new focus. Guilds 
cooperate on months of epic efforts just to 

challenge the stultified assumptions of the 
MMO genre, in the aesthetics and the 
atmosphere, in the magnificent music, in the 
flexibility of solo and party play. For all its 
problems, this is a game of rare and 
wonderful accomplishments, a creative vision 
that has a completeness and a rigour few 
can match. Tens of thousands of decisions 
have been made which strengthen the game; 
tens of thousands of those decisions have 
been implemented with extraordinary skill 
and flair. But in the end, the hallmark of a 

WOWs driving force is the sense of 
exploration: finding new areas and 
experiencing them at different times of day is 
a constant pleasure throughout the hundreds 
of hours many players spend in the world 

great game isn't in its spec sheet or its design 
document. lt's in its players' eyes and in 
their faces as they tell you of adventures 
past and planned, of encounters unexpected 
and unforgettable. Of moments of slapstick 
and cunning, of preposterous victories pulled 
from the jaws of dumb cowardice, of noble 
defeats slammed in the face of dogged 
determination, of warm camaraderie and 
ot intrepid solitude. In the end, it's not its 
sales figures that make World Of WarCraft 
a true phenomenon. [9] 

Travel between WOWs two continents 
is by zeppelin or boat, providing both 
spectacle and a rare chance for loading 
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Precious stones are hidden in the levels, 
trios of which can be used to upgrade 
stats. They're found by slashing at the 
scenery, and are given away by a glowing 
jewel on the character's hip and the 
quickening rumble in the joypad 

t's just too hard to shake the 
sensation of Onimusha-inspired deja 
vu during the opening moments of 

Genji. So much, you think, for the creative 
independence Yoshiki Okamoto earned 
himself when he left Capcom to found Game 
Republic: its inaugural title is just another 
oriental swords'n'sorcery adventure. But, 
soon into Genji's opening salvo of easy 
tutorial battles, something curious happens: 
a seemingly simple sword attack from the 
player somehow evolves into a crushing 
technique, as the gameworld greys and 
slows, and initial playable character 
Yoshitsune preempts his would-be attacker 
with a blow that cuts him - and maybe a 
nearby foe or two- down in one. And it's no 
a fluke: it soon becomes clear that there's 
scope for tremendous counter manoeuvres, 
and that timing them is tempttng but tricky. 
Shades of Onimusha again, then. 

But not much later, Genj(s pivotal 
mechanism reveals itself. The Mind's Eye 
function - a segmented special-power bar 
that 's nourished by combat - slows time and 
resets enemies into a neutral position, 
causing them to launch fresh attacks 

Environments are reused, but striking in their variations. Whether a change in the time of day, or a return 
to a place that's been destroyed, these alterations feel more effective and evocative than plain recycling 
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Enemies are suitably offensive for a game focused so 
strongly on the art of counterattacking, and rarely dawdle in 
their bids to surround the player and inflict choreographed 
damage. Even projectiles, from archers and spellcasters, 
can be returned to sender with graceful and deadly effect 

accompanied by button prompts that 
expl icitly inform the player how to execute 
some devastating parries and swipes- not so 
much a smart bomb as a smart sword. 
Successful completion of a series of such kills 
is rewarded by a silky, pretty flourish, not 
unlike Shinobi's Tate system. 

The Mind's Eye is something more than 
snazzy get-out clause, however - it's also a 
stepping stone whose timings, once 
instinctive, come into play outside of this 
slow-mo mode. Before long, you'll f ind 
yourself able to one-hit-kill groups of 
enemies with sly and gratifying grace. 

Many games feature both breakneck, 
high risk/reward counter t imings and an 
accessible t ight-spot method for cleanng 
crowds, but leave little leeway in between to 
learn. This means this crucial process is often 

left open only to those with bullish 
determination and a fetish for flair, but whal 
Genji offers is a system of fluid improvemenl 

it's also one whose timings feel so 
sensible and well-honed that they eventually 
train the player in intuition, too; in general 
combat, using them in realtime becomes no· 
so much a case of deliberately visualising a 
prompt appearing as just striking at the 
moment that feels critical. lt turns battles 
into engaging, quickdraw showdowns as th• 
lure of applying methods mastered in the 
nursery of Mind's Eye mode becomes 
something more excit ing and skilful. 

Don't be mistaken, however. The Mind's 
Eye feature isn't a system by which the playE 
could steamroller through the game, as the 
timings for certain opponents require true 
muscle memory and reflex. Boss encounters 
- which are common -are perhaps where 
the system requtres a more unwelcoming 
precision, as the timing demands are higher 
and there's little luxury of being able to 
practise as you can during repeated fights 
against standard enemies. Outside of this, 
though, bosses in general are relatively 
relaxed, defeated with lots of simple attacks 
and a pocketful of healing items, a welcome 
departure from the terrorists that make up 
the unflinching, stressmongering encounter: 
of many Japanese action games. 

While Genji's not as raw and raucous as 
the PS2 's other recent combat epic God Of 



War, 1t's just as nchly pretty, albe1t somewhat 
subdueo. But unlike that game, players who 
want to get by just by lashmg out w1th 
strings of flailing attacks w1th little f1nesses 
will tire quiCkly of the monotony· 1t demands 
to be played w1th a v1ew to 1mproving your 
skills, or the bulk of what the game has to 
offer is unavailable. But still, while Gen)I'S 
stages are environments that have been 
played through many a time before, they 
glisten w1th the kind of cnsp colour that's 
rarely seen; ethereal temples m the sky, 
haunted caves and glimmenng autumnal 
glades swallowed by storms of rusty leaves 

athlete Yoshitsune- the latter feels to be 
the most enjoyable, his crisp, creamy stnkes 
and dodge JUmps offenng much more 
flex1ble and athletic play. Benkei's wallopmg, 
gratifymg attacks aren't to be dismissed, 
however, and there are few enough sections 
that force the player to use a certain 
character that they can simply stiCk with 
their favounte without feeling harassed. 

But feeling the buzz of Genji's countering 
system is key to enjoying 1t, mak1ng the 
eastern promise of demanding play feel 
attainable, if less exotic for those already 
well-versed in mastering such endeavours. 

~ While Genji's stages are environments that 
"-~ have been played through many a time before, 

they glisten with crisp colour that's rarely seen 

may not feel truly fresh. but they st1ll dazzle. 
'ts themat1c looks are s1mply mfused w1th 
starry, tw1nkling hues, and 1ts aural amb1ence 
1s stark and atmosphenc. In fact, cleanliness 
and minimalism are the game's mot1fs. an 
equally accurate desmpt1on of the game's 
combat. although the fixed camera angles 
somet1rres irritate. They can obscure the 
fight, leavmg enemies offscreen or the player 
perilously distant, clouding the use of your 
character's skills somewhat. 

Of the two playable warriors - ponderous 
human hammerhead Benke1 and slight 

Indeed, anyone adept at takmg advantage 
of the subtlet1es of Ommusha's combat may 
feel Genji to be somewhat limited. lt's a 
bnef expenence too, takmg less than ten 
hours to complete, but given textu•e by the 
t1me spent getting to grips with the nuances 
of 1ts battle system. 

Nonetheless, th1s is a confident and 
worthwhile debut for Game Republic: a 
game that's as good as you're willing to get 
at it. But where for many games that process 
IS an obstacle, for Genji it's a seductive and 
dazzling mvitation. [8] 

G~nji is a r~lativ~ly shon. bri~f oxperience, but that's 
no dra~k. If anything. it fits the game's attitude 
perfKtly, allowing play~rs to r~fi~ and perfKI ~ir 
strikes Without having to invest ludicrous overtime 

Yoshitsune has exclusive, simple dodges that can render 
him invincible to attacks that would otherwise break his 
guard. Brutal Benkel, however, has no need for such 
deftness. instead charging his enemies with a dash attack 

Travel agents 

Players are rarely stranded in any 
single area of Genjls land, and 
can roam relatively freely 
between environments that have 
been opened up on the world 
map. Cleared areas will reliably 
spawn groups of enemies, useful 
for reaping experience. 
Revisiting areas is far from 
necessary, and feels anything but 
a trudge - a.s well as finding 
items, there's plenty of pleasure 
to be had from honing and 
showboating your counter skills 
against a more relaxed set of 
enemies than those wait ing 
around the corner of the next 
plot-pertinent location. 
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Weapon collection 

As with the original, Dragoon 2's 
weapon set is a magnet for 
completists, offering a wealth of 
swords, staffs, axes and spears 
for dedicated collectors to 
unearth and upgrade. The criteria 
for uncovering many of these 
are far less demanding than the 
exhausting stage-combing hunts 
of Drag-on Dragoon, with some 
!lei11g made available for 
purchase from shops and treasure 
chests potentially containing 
new weapons being helpfully 
marked on the in-game map. 
The compilation of a complete 
and fully powered-up arsenal is 
hardly obligatory, but is one of 
the more compulsive and 
colourful aspects of the game. 
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here's a lengthy subtitle to Drag-on 
Dragoon 2 - Love Red, Ambivalence 
Black - and it 's the perfect 

summation of the original: seemingly 
awkward and overblown, but strangely 
beautiful to some. A mixture of gruelling, 
rhythmic swordplay on foot and grand air-to
ground/air combat on the back of a dragon, 
Drag-on Dragoon was host to some truly 
epic and strenuous battles whose ambition 
wasn't quite matched by its draw distance. 

Nevertheless, as grinding a game as it 
could feel, few RPGs could match its 
brooding, pitch-black darkness, an unsettling 
downer of an experience fuelled as much by 
its bleakness as the pressure of suffering 
hour-long skirmishes with no mid-mission 
save fu net ion. For those who weathered it, 
Drag-on Dragoon became a true labour of 
love, and they are unlikely to forget the 
insanity that waited for them in the 
gloomiest reaches of the game. 

Drag-on Dragoon 2 appears far less 
unhinged than the original, and is a game 
that has patched some of its weaknesses. but 
not built on any strengths. On-foot controls 
have been expanded to include counters and 

Drag-on Dragoon 1's soundtrack is a mixture of the 
rousing and the just plain uncomfortable, but feels 
less pronounced a presence than the music of the first 
game. The sounds of battle - the crisp, jarring clash of 
a sword against a shielded foe, or the dull thunk of an 
imminent charge attack from an enemy - work well to 
allow the player to keep their head during combat 

lead character Nowe has two allies to call upon in battle, but 
can only switch to them by changing weapons to those that 
only they can use. Eris (spear) and Manah (staff) have their 
own strengths and weaknesses against certain opponents, 
as well as their own eye-catching dodge steps and attacks 

dodge retreats, as well as including air
launcher attacks and some truly satisfying 
and explosive combo attacks. Mid-air dragon 
control is also slicker, mostly thanks to a 
hover button that allows the player to float 
and shoot instead of having to rely on 
multiple passes. 

While the quality of character models has 
been upgraded significantly, things are 
distinctly less busy, and the thick of the 
game's combat can often feel thin. The 
enormous battlefields that ratt led the player 
right from the off in Drag-on Dragoon have 
been reeled in, although later stages do still 
heap on the stress. it's then that the 
persistent lack of interim saves rears its head 

As the player completes chapters of the story, side 
missions become available for free play, allowing the 
reaping of bonus experience and weapons. Thanks to the 
game's generous range of weaponry and the striking 
accompanying combos. it's hard to resist exploring 

once again, even if such a demand can be 
countered somewhat with this sequel's 
inclusion of an inventory of healing items. 
Enemies no longer pi le into the fray in 
repetitive clusters and seem to jog in from all 
directions. but there's far fewer this t ime 
around, and fights rarely feel home to the 
immense - if shallow - gratification that 
came from smashing through the crowded 
hordes present in the orig1nal. As such, the 
game feels somewhat compromised, but not 
significantly more accessible for it. 

Ultimately, it just feels like less of an 
experience this t ime around. it's a gameworlc 
that 's still clotted with shadows - one that 
remains a refreshing blend next to the 
cardboard cut-out cl1ches of many a Japanese 
RPG - and there's still a sense of liberating 
power from being able to segue smoothly 
between dragon-back shooting and some 
intense melee hacking and swiping, but the 
end result feels not so much ambivalence 
black as just a little grey. [6: 



t some poont 1n Ult1mate 
Destruct1on's development, the 
Radocal team must surely have 

thought: 'We've created a monster' 
And that's JUSt what they've done Hulk 
os monstrously, magnof1cently powerful. 
blasting through a vast coty w1th all the 
grace and enthus1asm of a three-year-old 
and all tl"1e destructive power of half of 
NATO. He g1ves you what you thought you'd 
always wanted game developers to g1ve you 
- unrat1oned, unrivalled power, and m g1v1ng 
1t he serves as an object lesson 1n why 
developers usually don't. 

An hour onto Ultimate Destruction, 
ot's hard to imagine how the rest of the 
game IS goong to avoid beong a total 
pushover With so much fun. freedom and 
power on offer from the outset, what hope 
os there for the game to have any sense of 
progressoon? Radical's answer 1s to lock 
away a vast repertOire of moves and to up 
the challenge far beyond what you m1ght 
expect of a game targeting the casual end 
of the market. 

But although your heart may smk at the 
1dea of an unlockable moves list, in reality 1t's 
no hardship. Funds to access them come 
quick and easy, and can be contmually 
harvested in the game's Challenge mode if 
you want to tool up before taking on the 
main story missions. Although the pat 
prev1ew comment about the game was: 'it's 
GTA: Hulk Ctty!' a much more useful 

Repeated and multiple rocket salvos 
often juggle Hulk into the air, 
rendering him an easy target for 
another batch of salvos. Although an 
air recovery move can be soon be 
bought, it remains an frustrating bit of 
design, hampering your fighting sly le 

The promising Weaponisation system is sadly 
rarely useful in pitched battle. as enemies will 
often knock the new weapon out of your 
hands before you've had a chance to use ot 

When Hulk collects enough health, he enters Critical Mass. which gives him access to super-powered 
moves which are vital for taking down big enemies. Of course. big enemies are very unlikely to let him 
collect enough health in the forst place, so you may have to rely on bombarding them with trucks instead 

reference po1nt IS someth1ng like Mech 
Assault Th1s IS a complex, frenz1ed actoon 
game that requ1res soph1st1cated use of all 
three d1mens1ons. 

Once fluent 1n Hulk's explosive vocabulary 
of lamppost-Javelins, boulder·bowlmg balls 
and tank football, 1t becomes apparent how 
much there IS to pra1se in th1s game. it's hard 
to think of a superhero title that has come so 
close m dehvenng the sporit of the hero's 
super·ness. it's equally hard to think of a 
thordperson act1on game which has had a 
camera whiCh could cope so coolly under the 
extremes of the Hulk's destruct1ve 
gymnast•cs. But, ultimately, in taming h1m 
RadiCal has shackled horn. The v1olence of the 
battles s so pulvensing that you rarely get a 
chance to use h1s most flamboyant moves. 
and foghts gradually become ted•ous as the 
d "•culty curve reloes almost entorely on 'more 
and longer' for 1ts gradoent. Althougn facmg 
off aga1nst the mcreasingly g1gant1C 
Hulkbuster mechs requires a change in 
tactics, a we1rdly sporadic use of checkpoints 
can make longer foghts exhaust1ng rather 
than exhilaratmg. Although the Challenge 
m1Ss1ons (see 'Go1ng for gold') provide 
excellent light relief from these bruis ng 
battles. the game - by sticking so close to old 
school gaming conventions- doesn't live up 
to the enormous amount of fun its forst hour 
or two prom1ses. [6] 

Going for gold 

Dotted across the playing area 
are challenge mission markers, 
which give you access to tasks 
from the predictable (join-the· 
dots, time trial obstacle courses), 
to the cathartic (take out as 
many aircraft as possible by 
batting their own missiles bac.k 
at them), to the pleasingly batty 
(playing car-football against a 
mech goalie). Once played, these 
are all accessible from the main 
menu, adding some easily 
accessible R'n'R from the main 
game's clanking clashes. Medals 
and new high scores grant you 
smash points- the game's 
unified currency, used for 
unlocking moves. These can be 
found dotted around the city, are 
awarded for all damage done 
and given as bonuses for mission 
completion. The variety on offer 
in the challenge missions means 
amassing them is never a chore. 
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Return to Oz 

Completing the game puts a set 
of costumes and accessories on 
sale at the shop, including Robbie 
the Rabbit suits (complete with 
an iron pipe). Beyond aesthetic 
changes, it's also possible to 
unlock entirely new sidestory 
le11els and, ultimately, another 
team's worth of characters. An 
extra mode, the 35th Platoon, 
even allows you to experience 
juggling first-hand, playing a trio 
of bog·standard Volo enemies 
against a superpowered team. 

While you must play as the stor{s hero, 
feel, in the main game, EX Mode allows 
replay with a protagonist and party 
chosen from any unlocked characters 
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aving been spared an abortive 
steampunk and black eyeliner 
American McGee treatment, l Frank 

Baum's Oz story has provided equally unlikely 
inspiration for the Suikoden Ill team's latest 
work. Toto's early appearance as a red, shark
grinned winged cat indicates that it's a case 
of 'loosely based on', though, with OZ owing 
more to the party combat focus of the 
developer's previous title. 

Now transposed to a familiar thirdperson 
action environment, the mechanics are 
surprisingly tightly wound, supported by 
meaty physics and some inventive and 
aggressive enemies. Much of the game is 
spent as a trio, with two AI partners in tow 
that can be left to their own devices or 
directed to blindside a targeted opponent, 
but their true worth is in the game's combo 
system, only possible as a team effort. 

After wearing down an enemy's defences 
it can be launched into the air and served to 
a partner, who will juggle it in turn, then 
pass it to the next available character - the 
litany of shouted names recalling DOAX 
matches, an action game coopting a sports 
game's rhythm - until the unfortunate dies or 
is dropped. long volleys charge a super
attack gauge through three levels of power, 

and a well-placed super attack can knock 
further enemies off their feet, continuing the 
chain and immediately recharging the gauge 
-allowing you to sear through an entire level 
in a haze of screen-clearing effects. 

That much is the idea, but early efforts 
may make your hero appear like those cursed 
to be eternally picked last for the team in PE, 
fumbling return after return. The period 
when a combo is literally out of your hands 
feels painfully long when other enemies are 
closing in, then too short when, preoccupied, 
a cue is missed and your target arcs in from 
offscreen. Thankfully, your comrades are 
silently forgiving of failures, one of OZ's only 
concessions to breaking a player in. 

Despite a tutorial section, gameplay itself 
isn't so much balanced to encourage 
successful chaining as oppressively unfair 
without it - perhaps a result of the team's 
genre inexperience, or simply of Japanese 
skill-based gaming mental ity. But when the 
learning curve is finally crested, the view is 
spectacular: any of the game's levels are 
tangibly enriched the better you become at 
its novel multitasking. Where other action 
games leave you open to attack mid-combo, 
here you're open to attack, defend, dodge 
and dash, snatch a new strategy in a 
moment between button presses. 

Hugely replayable even without its 
generosity of extra features (see 'Return to 
Oz'), OZ's source material is evident where it 
needs to be: there's no shortage of brains, 
courage or heart. [8] 

Falling in combat prompts a button·mashing 
recovery sequence, allowing resurrection at the 
cost of those elusive S·ranks. Items purchased 
between levels can allow faster recovery, or 
for your AI partners to step in and rescue you 

OZs artwork is stark and striking when used for chapter 
introductions and dialogue, and the in·game character 
models carry its Zone Of The Enders vs Suikoden 
aesthetic ably in what may be RenderWare's weirdest gi! 
Fans are already translating the reams of talking heads i 
response to rumours the game may not see a US release 



dvance Wars is a problem, but 1t's 
the kind of problem you'd be glad to 
have. The simple strategy class•c was 

the function for the GBA's form, arriv1ng 
where 11 had always belonged after more 
than a decade's reclusive refinement 1n 
Japan 't had a des1gn and mterface so 
•mpeccable, and an art style so toothsome, 
that 1t tore the scales from the eyes of 
strategy-phobes everywhere. lt seemed 
perfect, but its perfection landed 1ts creators 
w1th a successful new franchise and nowhere 
to take 1t. Consequently, in the sequel, they 
took it hardly anywhere at all 

In bnng1ng the latest vers1on to OS, 
Intelligent Systems has been substa"lt•ally 
more generous and courageous, though 
still careful to leave that precious core 
untouched. Alongs1de format-specifiC 
features- download multi player, touchscreen 
control and some twm-screen battles- 1t has 
added seven new un1ts, nine new COs, a 

The War Room h<ls a range of new maps, including some 
in the DS twin-screen style. A handicap system offers 
points mulitpliers for players who are willing to do 
without the benefit of dual COs and/or H>rce abilities 

The new units vary from arms race escalation (the hulking 
Magatank) to bizzare curio (the Black Boat. a floating repair 
shop). The Stealth Bomber is a major addition. but the 
PiperuMer. a long-range cannon, is the most entertaining 

substantia overhaul of the CO system and 
two new modes (Combat and Surv1val). 
Many feel like mere novelt1es. but not all. 

There are so many intricacies now that 
Campaign mode (against the Black Hole 
arm1es once more) feels like a tu tonal for 
itself, although t's far ' rom short. ard hardly 
a pushover for any but the most expert 
warmongers. These players· bra1ns will 
instead be exerc1sed by the head-spinn1ng 
permutations of the new CO system, wherein 
you can combine two COs' abilities in one 
battle as a tag-team, and also level them up, 
gaimng attribute modi! ers called Forces 
wh•ch can be allocated to four slots There's 
a bew•ldenng depth of custom1sat1on here 
whiCh w1ll only be fully explored over t•me 1n 
War Room score attacks and mult•player 
grudge matches. but if you don't want to 
care, you won't have to. 

Twm-screen play is a more slender 
addition. Its use to depict the land and a'r 
fronts of one battle 1s relegated to a set-p•ece 
tool •n Campa1gn mode, in whtch (adm•ttedly 
stunn•ng) mstance control of un1ts 1n the atr 
is handed to a CPU eo. Elsewhere- In the 
War Room challenges, for example- 1t Simply 
presents a simultaneous battle on two maps 
it's easy to 1magine a more sustained attempt 
to bifurcate the gameplay ending up halving 
·t, so the restraint was probably w1se 

As 1f m frustration at the inflex•ble 
bnlhance of 1ts creation, Intelligent Systems 
has used it as the basis for a completely 
different game: Combat mode, a baste 

The game's aggressively chunky cartoon militarism gives 
it real all-ages appeal. and the bold and funtional front 
end should be the envy of this and other industries 

realtlme shooter living on borrowed strategy 
lt actually makes some sense as a frantic 
multiplayer d•version, but 1t's never more 
than a crudely animated sketch of a still-hie 
masterp1ece. Thank heavens, then, for the 
bnlliant Survival mode (see 'The art of 
Survival') Of all Dual Stnke's l1ttle re1nventions 
it's the only one to twist the template into a 
persuasive new shape. But in truth, that's 
one more than ·t needed, because it'S a new 
Advance Wars, and as such tt was doomed 
to that old perfection from the start. [8] 

Commanding your units via a stylus is as 
pleasantly instinctive and swift as you'd 
expect - and probably essential for Survival 
mode's against·the·clock rounds -but a slip 
of the pen can all too easily spoil your turn 

The art of Survival 

Survival mode challenges you to 
get through a sequence of maps 
within a limit, either of funds, 
moves, or active playtime. In a 
way, it limits tactical freedom, 
but the fierce focus on objectives 
it requires is a compelling lesson 
in strategic forethought. As a 
bonus, you get to exercise it in a 
series of gorgeously crafted, 
humorous and cunning micro
scenarios that act more like 
puzzles than the general run of 
Advance Wars gameplay. There 
are flaws, though: you'll end up 
repeating perfected maps a lot 
on the way to later stages, and a 
chance to retry lost battles rather 
than start again would have 
been appreciated. Here's hoping 
they'll be ironed out in future 
versions of this elegant and 
demanding subgame. 
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he best that can be said about 
Coded Arms is that it knows 
1ts own mmd - something 

that, initially, seems to be anythmg but 
the case Levels are limited and 
repetitiVe w1th all the diversity of a 
storage depot crammed w1th container 
lornes, and ·ts rooms are more cabmets 
than caverns, resp endent w1th right 
angles and long straights plugged 
together like Ouplo bricks. But the 
underlymg method is more purposeful 
than it seems, the game's 1nf1n1tely 
extens1ble nature demand1ng that 1ts 
maps are compnsed of these blocks 

A'1 open1ng campaign plays across 
three enwonmentally dist1nct sectors
City, Base and Ru1ns- that blossom 
into a tree of levels that then branches 
towards separate boss encounters. 
Coded Arms' true goal, however, is to 
create an experience that belies this 
base- one that can shun tradit1onal 
FPS structure and perpetuate itself by 
randomly generating levels So s1ngular 
1s the game's pursuit of this not1on 
that genre assumptions can all but 
destroy its appeal. The game has no 
story; the only character 1t possesses IS 
in the competent repertoire of v1sual 
and aural effects that flesh out 1ts 
hackneyed wond - a virtua reality 
jumble of Matrix and Metal Gear 

What Arms' future fans will savour, 
however, is the cycle by which player 
and enemy climb the ladder of 
statiStiCS-based ability. The game's 
currency is code- scattered 
throughout each level and dropped by 
fallen foes. As well as prov1d1ng you 
with new weapons, armour, and 
occas1onal time-limited ab11ities, code 

There art two rea.sons to destroy each room's 
various furnishings- the first is to salvage 
whatever power·up lies within, the second 
being to admire the accompanying lightshow 
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Coded Arm{ inclusive arsenal is divided into 
classes. each of which differently impacts its cast 
of bots. bugs and soldiers. Adaptive selection Is 
vital if the game's final stages are to be survived 

more commonly augments existing 
items, doing so time and again to 
provide you w1th the required tools for 
surviving waves of opponents. The 
combat th1s entails is retrograde -
downscaled on all levels to ensure that 
neither the screen nor archaic single
stick control system confound the 
player. A moderately decent lock-on, 
however, ensures th1ngs never regress 
too far, and that a degree of fla~r can 
still be enacted by n1mble hands. 

Competent and novel as it is, Arms 
ultimately loses more than it ga1ns it 's 
difficult to adapt fully to its inexorable 
dynam1c w1thout at times lamenting 
the thrills and spills that have been 
discarded 1n order to ach eve 1t. W1th 
the excepuon of the three bosses, 
there are no escalat1ons or c 1maxes. 
no set-p1eces, ambushes. chokepo1nts 
or challenges that 1nvolve anyth1ng 
more than the eradication of a roomful 
of enemies by way of laboured strafes 
and hops. The game casts a hook so 
slender. in fact, that only a modest 
audience 1s l1kely to b1te - one dnven 
more by a feush for numoer-povvered 
guns than by any unmistakable act of 
bri ll1ance that sh1nes beyond. [5] 

aduceus is a game wh1ch w1ll 
disgust you. To be known as 
Trauma Centre: Under The 

Knife in the west, its surgical theme 
calls on you to gouge, stab, burn and 
slurp at bloodied. festering flesh. lt 
may al be to save lives, but there's a 
strong element o• delic1ous sad1sm 1n 
delvmg your stylus mto the guts of 
your unconscious patient. 

And that. for the most part, IS all 
you'll be doing. As a young doctor 
lookmg to make your name, each of 
your operations has a time lim1t, a 
cell1ng on the number o' m1stakes you 
can make and a patient whose heart 
rate 1s dropping toward a flatl1ne. Each 
case is different. and will require 
judic1ous use of scalpels, syringes and 
sutures as well as p1tting you against 
an mcreasingly preposterous roster of 
colour-coded parasites. Working With 
the stylus 1s deft and sat1sfying, and 
the nature of the game means that 
tens,on and absorption are almost 
guaranteed. it's an experience that's 
inventively and mtelligently ta1lored to 
the hardware in a way that 1S rapidly 
becoming something you can take for 
granted on the OS's stronger t1tles 
While the idea of a surgery game 1sn't 
new. the implementation has never 
been th1s perfectly delivered. 

There are annoyances, however. 
Each operat1on, once completed m 

The rhythm of the game - inject, syphon, slice, 
tweeze, swab, stitch and stick - can become 
hypnotic. later levels require you to heal multiplE 
wounds at once, which can only be managed 
using the magical pentagram (top right) which, 
when drawn, dramatically slows down time 

story mode, becomes ava1lable as a 
score attack level. where you can hone 
your scalpel sk1lls 1n pursuit of an 5 
rank, but even for these levels you've 
proven you can successfully complete, 
you'll still have to tap through the 
advice that persiStently pops up from 
your mouthy aSSIStants, Interrupting 
the game's sense of skill and flow. 
Rankings, too, feel unpredictable
with botch JObs scoring highly and 
fast, clean masterclasses seeming 
inexplicably penalised. Another 
frustration is the inability to quit out of 
an operation. meanmg that your only 
way back to the level-select screen is a 
reset or a campa1gn of deliberate 
medical negligence. Nonetheless. th1s 
is unquestionably one of the DS's best 
titles: it may put a squirm in your 
stomach, but you' re assured a smile 
on your face. [7. 
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As the game- and the parasite infection 
progresses, the surgical tasks get increasingly 
bizarre, and become a real test of stylus skiffs 



he sequel to 2002's 819 Mutha 
Truckers isn't quite as crude as 
either its predecessor or its 

title, but netther is it as surpnstng or 
developed as that comment mtght 
suggest. ~hts •s a series sttll gndlocked 
between the redblooded ruckus of 
Every Which Way But Loose and some 
of the most unintentionally lethargic 
mechanics yet seen in a driving game. 
For all ·ts wtt and swagger. Truckers is 
onescapably safety-conscious. 
rewardtng the matntenance of a 
planned route and steady traJeCtory 
while more arresting notions
spontaneous risk, for example - fall 
from the back like poorly fastened 
cases of moonshine. 

A grotesque bazaar of Amerocan 
caricatures continues to represent the 
game's saving grace, shaking up a 
flavoursome enough cocktail to ensure 
that its lomited mtleage never teaves 
you short of scenery. Accordingly, a 
few hours of enjoyment can be had as 

TIIJdcm oh en gives and takes away in equal 
measure, iu humour ohen witty but obvious. 
its locations distinctive but limited in number 

Gambling tables are available •t most tr•ding 
posts, coming together to provide a casino of 
distractions that, ironically, perform better as a 
highlight of the otherwise-desolate playground 

the simple trading system grabs a 
ftrrl" hold of your hand and takes you 
on a tour of what os, at a fundamental 
level. a competently assembled game. 
Vtsually, it sits somewhere in the 
transition stage between Dreamcast 
and PS2, poorly textured but artistically 
adequate. Similarly, the game's 
votceover work is unapo!O<Jetic trash 
(meant in the ntcest possible way). 
and as such fulftls tts obligation here. 

But Truckers' many attempts at 
sending its grinding pattern of play 
mto fashionably re<:kless spins serve 
only to reinforce its overall ngidity. Cop 
car chases, UFO attacks, crash bonuses 
and other assorted gimmiCks involve 
working your rig into lit tle more than a 
vanation of the same laboured, 
rhythmic sway. Push the envelope 
towards too vulgar a do splay of hard 
dnving and the result woll JUSt as likely 
be a bonus-destroying hiccup of 
physiCs as the intended 30-ton 
vehtcular assasstnatton. Amusing and 
colourful as it is, you have to question 
the worth of a game that does so httle 
to extend its genre beyond a novelty 
cabinet and a £1 cotn. [4] 

olf sa game that already 
has 1ts bases well-wvered 
among consumers. with Tiger 

Woods games for console garners, 
com-based Golden Tee for pub
dwelltng casual fans. electric putting 
mach.nes for armchair enthusiasts and. 
well, the real thing's mini/adventure/ 
crazy gutses for everyone else. In 
relytng on ln2Games· Gametrak (the 
string-and-glove-based 'dtrect motion 
capture system'), Real World Golf is 
trytng to bundle all the above 
incarnations into software that's 
sophtsticated, feels reahstic but 
remains accessible and easy for 
everyone. The result unfortunately 
lands a little too far from the green. 

The game comes wtth 1ts own 
toy club in order to help players get 
a handle on the game and, despite 
feeling a little basiC, tt al ows players 
to take the right stance and the 
peripheral to track movement correctly, 
wtth JUst the slightest wnst twist 
altenng the angle of the club head. 
However 1t's soon clear that the deviCe 
lacks tacttle feedback and senous 
preetsion. it takes a wh tie to get used 
to the control system ·s idiosyncrasies, 
and although swingtng 1s gratifyingly 
effectove, putting feels a touch 
random and dulled The software 
over-compensates to cover player 
inaccuractes or the device's 

As well as standard 1 &-hole courses to play, there 
are varied challenge and multiplayer options. 
These more relaxed, exaggerated efforts are 
probably best suited for initiating golf novices 

shortcom1ngs, but thts only means 
your successes can feel hollow 
and unsattsfytng. 

lt's not totally soulless, though. The 
commentary from Peter Alliss is lively 
(and entertainingly sarcastic when a 
stroke or putt goes sensationally 
wrong), and presentatton 1s snappy 
despite the Simplistic design. 
Unfortunately, the impression you're 
left with is that, while this is leagues 
better than last year's fighting effort 
Dark Wmd- and mtght be worthy of 
being dragged out for social fun the 
way the Eye Toy or SingS tarts- tt's sttll 
JUSt a novelty and won't replace the 
tried-and-tested alternatives. The 
Gametrak devtce sttll needs a S\veet
spot killer app maybe ln2Games' next 
effort wtll be the hole-in-one its 
inventiveness deserves. (5] 

lt's in the putting that Real World Golf really comes undone, with the sense of a peculiar dead zone at the 
lowest point of the Gamttrak's swing - it's a real blow since precision is obviously crucial at this stage 
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Hours could be sent staring at the beautiful map 
screen, running through sets of possibilities: aim 
for all the radio masts or go for a direct assault? 
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MIC:iwmrer s one of the smallest games 
ever made it's 1nt1mate. overwhelm1ng 
and above all human. it's not that the 
number-crunch1ng brand1shed on the 
back of the box tsn't 'mportant, it's JUSt 
that ;ts function ts the opposite of what 
you mtght expect. Midwmter isn't 
designed to make the world feel b1g; it's 
designed to make you feel small 

Th1s human scale is apparent from the 
very first seconds. As John Stark, leader of 
the Free Villages Peace Force, you begin 
the game isolated. vu'nerable, gutlty and 
fnghtened. M1dwinter Isle JS the only 
world you've known. A bleak, 1ce-locked 
tsland, tt's home to a small community of 
survivors who, over decades of desperate 
and 1nc•ementa1 struggle have built what 
may be the last human settlement after a 
meteor tnggered a cl rnat1c cataclysm and 
froze mud• of the world A second
generat•on tslander. tn s sa I you've 
known of human ry- 'laroy setters who 
are JUSt begtnnmg to ·eap the re\vards of 
tam1ng t'le sland's volcaniC reat source 
As the world's hab tab e reg ons were 
eroded by the 1ce and rumours o' 
Mtdw1nter's success spread, successiVe 
groups of refugees have found the r way 
here by boat. and the steadily expandtng 
population has brougnt dtscord and nvalry 
tn the place of the old-time frontter sptr;t 
As the island's ch•ef of police, your JOb 
was to maintam order. Instead, wanting 
to avo1d conflict, you turned a blind eye 
Now, word has reached you that one of 
the newcomers has amassed an army on 

the tsland's southern peninsula. Hts goal 
domtnattOn, hts method force War has 
come to the 1sland, and you have the 
responstbtltty of stopp.ng tt 

But whde the game's set-up puts you 
tn the posttton of a hero. it doesn't gtve 
you tools to match the JOb. Stark is 
desperately, despicably human. In most 
games, your responsibility to save the day 
tS born from the fact that you're the 
person who has the power to whether 
1t's due to how fast you can run or how 
high you can JUmp, your Mjolntr armour 
or your Master Sword. In Midwmter, great 
power doesn't create great responstbility, 

nor does great respons•bthty create great 
power Stopptng th1s mvasion is simply 
Stark's JOb, and he's giVen no extra tools 
to do .t He has hts sk1s, hts nfle, h1s 
fttness and hts fnends. Standtng •n the 
open, try•ng to absorb that the attac>: nas 
begun and alll•nes of communicat•on are 
broken, the throb of the approaching 
enemy veh1cles g•ves h;m one cho1ce: run. 

From then on, your role is to susta·n 
a guernlla war agatnst General Masters' 
thousands of troops. In the course of the 
struggle, you'll spend more time battltng 
the enwonment than you do enemy 

The game's visual design still stands up as a paragon of clarity and style, adding a sense of atmosphere as well as 
the detailed abstract information on times, speeds. and angles Which gave the gameplay much of its depth. Its 
successes are partly why players have such a vibrant memory of a game which was fundamentally monochrome 

soldiers. Stark will skt to the potnt of 
exhaustion, blacking out before tumbling 
w1th sickening realism into a heap of 
limbs and sticks. A head wound could 
leave him trapped tn a mountain hut, 
forced to wait his tnJury out while 

Masters· troops swarm across the tsland 
Take an il adv1sed shortcut across a rocky 
outcrop and you' re hkely to crash your 
snow-buggy, lea\~ng you to hmp onward 
on foot at a tenth of the speed. Stark, 
ult•mately, could be Jrre evant, servmg out 
the game as a pnsoner, while people he 
barely knows wm the war for htm. The 
scale of the conflict is punishtngly small, 
relymg on sheer determinatton to slog 
across tens of miles of snow and then 
turn on your heel yards from your 
destination and slog back because 
someone else has been m Jured or 
captured. In the end, what defeats the 
player in Midwmter 1s what would defeat 

its characters: 1mpat.1ence, ea relessness, ' 
panic and trytng to play the hero. 

This humantty extends to the •nterpla 
of the personal;t,es 1nvolved To recrutt 
each of the 32 characters, each must be 
visited and asKeo for the•r help Skeleton 
biographies of each person revea' who 
they're most likely to hsten to it's 

••• •• • • 



'lecessary to absorb a soap-opera's worth 
of information to successfully plan a 
strategy: vmo broke whose nose 1n a ftst 
l1ght? Who suspects h1s w1fe of an affa r? 
Who has never forg111en the doctor for the 
death of h1s son? lt's a r g d. Simple 
system: 1f A hates B. and B has been 
wronged by C, A won't know he ought to 
warm to C Neverthe ess. these thumbnatl 
sketches add a sense of warmth to a 
game lack1ng 1n many nobler heroes. It'S 
fundamenta ly d1sappo1nt1ng that at a 
t1me when 'reahsm' 1n gam1ng has become 
such a watchword, a game where the 
heroes have jobs, gtrlfnends, ch1ldren and 
histones st1ll feels exceptional 

While the game's core mechanic 
illustrates human trarts rarely exploited by 
games, the overall setting reflects that 
most defimng human characteristic 
'ntell1gence. Midwmtefls an unashamedly 
smart game. Its prologue 1sn't a novella of 
dumb fantasy. but of dry sc1ence that 
wa'ks you through eco-terronst attacks. 
c imate theory and the cost of poht cal 
1nact on. it's a beak v s1on of the future, a 
century of fa1lures and m1Scalculat10ns. By 
the time the game opens. 1n 2099, the 

Even in Training mode, this was a screen many players saw often. Masters' progress across the wastH of 
Midwinter lslt s .. med impossibly rapid, and advance troops had to bt targeted early In order to hold him back 

stage 1s set for a battle of gargantuan 
s gn1'1cance - there's every reason to 
bel eve that these are the last free hurrans 
anywhere 1n the world. But by putttng the 
batt e 1n the hands of Stark, who has ro 
expenence of the wor d as it was, the 
game downplays the situat1on, swapp1ng 
hollow grandeur for the Intimate, 
beltevab e desperatiOn of a man ftghting 
to protect h1s home and ~is loved ones 

And all th1s before you get to the 
game. Relentlessly d·fficult, daunt.ngly 
freeform, Mtdwmter's blend of skilled 
actton and mettculous strategy had an 
almost Darwinian approach to its players: 
victory had to be earned, not inherited. 
The fractally generated landscapes 
weren't just technically impressive. but 
powerfully atmospheric: contemplatmg 
the cold tndigo of an accurately 
shadowed peak was enough to make you 
thtnk tw1ce and take the long route 
round Despite the distances 1nvolved, 
skung and hang-gliding were satisfying 
and vaned Combat was clumsy, but 
authent cally so. and in a way that made 
Vlctones events to be ce ebrated. 

Aes:het1cally the game sull stands- 1ts 
presentatiOn clear and vibrant, rts few 
frames of an1mat1on do1ng more to 
convey the reality of how humans move 
than Fmal Fantasys flashest cut-scenes. 

Games st1ll th1nk 1t's a I about scale. 
Next-gen t1tles are already engaged m an 
arms race over SIZe of terra n, numbers of 
enem1es and comb1nat1ons of weapons. 
Desp1te 1ncreasmgly adept efforts to foil 
the spaces that can now be created, most 
stdl end up feeling empty Mtdwmter was 
400 square m1les of almost total white 
emptiness- no narrative beyond the 
manual. no miSSIOns, no NPCs to talk to, 
no hidden packages to collect And yet it's 
an expenence 1n wh1ch the tension never 
drops, where character IS conveyed wtth 
subtlety and charm, where the sense of 
freedom never falters, where sk1ll and 
strategy go hand 1n hand. In 1989 1t felt 
like a bluepnnt for the future. In 
2005, I! Still IS. 

For all of Midwinter's 
substantial ambitions, its 
gruelling difficulty could be 
offset by a number of sn•aky 
tricks. Stark's posit1on at the 
start of the game was 
apparently random (w1thm 
certam parameters), but 
sharp-eyed players soon 
not1ced that 1n fact it was 
governed by exactly where 
you positioned the cursor 
over the '!'lay' ICOn on the 
start screen. Certa n areas 
were sure to land you 1n the 
m1ddle of nowhere, 
surrounded by people who 
loathed Stark for the r own 
often unfounded reasons, 
and could make for a 
un1quely demorahsmg play 
expenence For those who 
did persevere, another tnck 
could come to the rescue 
zoom1ng m all the way In 
sniper mode made you 
miraculously 1mmune to 
enemy attacks- although 
perhaps a little seasick. For 
anyone who thonks that the 
difficulty is exaggerated. it's 
worth noting that the game's 
beginner mode prevented 
enemy umts from causing 
any damage what~ver, 
and yet still proved tough 
enough to defeat many 
seasoned campaigners. 





THE MAKING OF ... 
MERCENARY 
Explore a city, steal vehicles and make money from rival factions , 
all with a dose of humour and plenty of secrets. Sound familiar? 
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FOR THOSE IN NEED 
OF INSTRUCTION 
At Woakes' suggestion, the original 
Mercenary shipped with minimal 
instructions, which explained the 
controls and little more. Public and 
retail demand, however, forced the 
inclusion of a detailed type-written 
'hint sheet' to get people started. 

With the release of The Second 
City expansion pack Novagen went 
further still, producing a high 
quality Targ Survival Kit. This 
featured a tourist guide to Central 
City, including a street map, which 
requi~d road names to be invented 
as they weren't present in the actual 
game. As with the locations, things 
were oddly familiar to Birmingham 
residents. Reading carefully through 
the accompanying notes ~vealed 
clues, such as a rental craft called 
the 'Casper Hanley Eagle 8 Special 
Edition'. This was a sly post· 
rationalisation to explain why a 
high-performance aircraft was called 
a 'Cheese'. A bundled novella 
Interlude On Targ was written by 
Jordan. The help provided was 
limited however, as the kit did not 
give anything away about the far 
harder Second City. 









One of the most intriguing snippets 
of PlayStation 3 news has been the 
downgrading of its Cell CPU. Originally 
announced as consisting of a core with 
eight so·called synergetic processing 
elements (SPEs), the most recent Sony 
documentation lists only seven SPEs 
with the eighth labelled as 'redundant'. 

According to some recent 
pronouncements from father of the 
PlayStation Ken Kutaragi, the reasoning 
behind th1s is straightforward: it's 
simply an elegant approach to the issue 
of chip yields that any company dealing 
with state·of·the-art manufacturing has 
to overcome. 

In the early stage of manufacturing 
silicon chips, yields tend to be very 
low as the initial problems are 
overcome. So, instead of throwing 
away lots of Cell processors that were 
only marginally lacking in functionality, 
the decision to drop down to seven 
SPEs for all PlayStation 3 Cells means 
Sony can produce more working chips 

during the console's critical launch 
phase, as well as keeping costs as 

low as possible. 

No one has yet commented on how 
this impacts the processing power 
available in PlayStation 3. but analysts 
think the overall fluidity of how Cells 
and the SPEs work means that in 
practice the reduction of grunt will be 
much less than the 12.5 percent 
mathematically predicted. This is a 
measure of how the SPEs work as 
general-purpose processors, compared 
to, say. PS2's Vector Units, which had to 
be coded in a certain way. With the 
SPEs, the various processes can be 
handled with much more fluidity rather 
than as discrete processor lumps that 
may or may not be available. 

As for the question of whether 
later-manufactured PlayStation 3s 
will boast extra performance because 
of their additional working SPE once 
the initial problems are overcome, the 
philosophy of console design means 
it just won't happen. Developers can't 
be asked to utilise something they 
can't be sure will be present so 
throughout PlayStation 3 hfespan, so 
only seven SPEs will be used, even if 
all eight are working. 



T he computer is so precise, so clinical, so 
sterile and so soulless - not surprising 
given its binary nature. Its masters 

perpetuate this perfection, aiming as they do to 
create reliable route-finding, infallible 'artificial 
intelligence; precise recreations of known 
natural rules ... so little is deliberately flawed, 
organic and fundamentally satisfying as a result. 

The laws of physics are lovingly, accurately 
recreated and the results tend to be technically 
real but not exaggerated enough to feel really 
real. So much seems to be so soft - so little has 
convincing mass because there's such a reliance 
on a tangled simulated web of reality. 

Magicians and Hollywood understand how 
to exploit the need for a well-crafted illusion 
not a precision simulation. The audience only 
experiences and is in1pressed by a sin1ple, 
effective end result not the expertise or 
accuracy of the internal workings. Where 

These are artificial players, performers in 
roles - entertainers first and foremost. These 
performers are playing for the player's benefit, 
not an unseen audience or the author. The 
performers are in on the joke. Their motivation 
isn't necessarily to catch you but to give you 
the chase of your life, almost catching you. The 
hunt is better than the kill but almost being 
killed and getting away with it is most 
exhilarating (Pac-Man is still a strong example). 

Historically, play is made challenging by a 
need for precision. Oh, the 'joy' of playing Guess 
The Word in text adventures or Hunt The Pixel 
in graphic adventures. The pixel-perfect jumps 
at the heart of ye a ide 'platformers' such as 
Manic Miner are less common today - the range 
of activities to perform is greater than just 
jumping holes or hazards. Jumping in Zelda is 
automated for more convenient navigation in 
three dimensions. Deciding when to jump and 

These days it's common for actions and even activities to be context 
sensitive, to automate and reduce precision and skill requirements 

Hollywood cheats, our industry typically tries 
to do it properly, ignoring the dramatic 
simplification offered by toys in favour of the 
overwhelming complexity of'the real thing'. 

So-called 'artificial intelligence' effectively 
provides a collection of generic natural rules to 
conveniently make toy performance consistent 
in a complex simulation. But since when was 
clever entertaining? It might be efficient and 
challenging, but dumb is usually more fun. 

To be precise, it's not even a matter of 
intelligence. It's about convincing, entertaining, 
satisfying performances being preferable to 
flawless automatons. You don't have to be smart 
to be a performer, to follow the rules, but you 
do have to have a flair for dramatic effect. 

for how long is removed from the player, which 
is acceptable because the focus of play isn't 
jumping. Compare that with jumping in 
Half-Life, from the point of view of your toy 
(a 'fustperson perspective'), which often only 
adds exasperation to the mix. Fortunately, 
virtual play is becoming less precise - less 
about performing this exact action at this exact 
point at this exact moment with these exact 
conditions fulfilled. There's a distinctive 
resurgence of plain old-fashioned play but with 
contemporary toys ('freeform emergent sandbox 
gameplay' as it's more commonly known). 

As we move towards the notion of toys and 
play, compendiums of games, the focus shifts 
away from precision - from, say, vehicles that 

accurately mimic their real-world counterparts 
(as if that's appropriate for a digital control pad 
or an analogue stick instead of a steering wheel) 
to those that feel like vehicles in the bJst 
Hollywood car chases. 

These days it's more common for actions 
and even activities to be context sensitive, to 
automate and reduce precision and skill 
requirements for the more mundane areas. As 
a former hardcore player, the first time I 
encountered Lara's automated targeting or 
Link's automated jumping I found it patronisin~ 
But then it depends on why you play. How you 
play has been subject to simplification over t he 
years. There was a time when it felt like every 
action had its own interface trigger. System 
Shock (and many years earlier Aztec) seemed to 
use every key on keyboard. 

At least console controllers have fewer 
buttons to force simplification, althougl1 
sometimes it's oversimplification akin to a 
lobotomy, like in Dragon's Lair (that's certainly 
how Resident Evi/4 feels sometimes with its 

'Quick Time Events; reminiscent of Shenmue at 
its most insipid). Devil May Cry is more 
effective at creating the illusion of performing 
insane actions with aplomb - you have just 
enough control to be convinced that you are in 
control and making a difference. You push the 
action figure into acting, performing dranutic 
actions. You don't make precise decisions. 

In GTA, you don't have to stand within 
arm's length of a vehicle door, press a button to 
open it then push the action figure into the 
vehicle to enter it then press a button again to 
close the door before pressing another button t< 
start the engine then ... (believe it or not, that 
was actually the case at one point with the 
original.) That's precision. That's tedium. 
That's life, not play. 

Gary Penn began his career on Zzap!64, before working at 
BMG and DMA Design. He now makes games ol Denki 



S 
ex in videogames is a sticky business, as 
the recent investigation in to the hackable 
sex scenes in GTA: San Andreas, and the 

subsequent moral furore (including a personal 
crusade against Rockstar from Hilary Clinton), 
demonstrates. Somehow, in our virtual worlds, 
beating a Compton gangsta to death with a pair 
of brass knuckles is acceptable, but giving your 
girlfriend a light spanking warrants a Federal 
investigation. It's yet another way in which our 
journey through the electronic looking glass 
reverses the usual order of things. 

Perhaps what makes us so uncomfortable 
about sex in videogames is that, as Freud 
pointed out, our urge for sex is stronger than 
our urge for violence. Put your average man on 
the street with a baseball bat, and he won't start 
swinging it at passers-by. Put the same man in a 
bedroom with a naked girlfriend, and ... well, 
Ladbroke's wouldn't take a bet on what happens. 

Michigan, uses virtual worlds as philosophical 
laboratories, where he can interact and explore 
with a new kind of reality, halfway between the 
real and the imaginary. He began in the seedier 
side of The Sims On line. Among the scammers, 
the duelling mafia syndicates- and a whole 
neighbourhood devoted to S&M - Ludlow met 
Evangeline, a virtual madam with a stable of 
virtual prostitutes, exchanging cybersex for 
Simoleans (the Sims currency.) 

She claimed to have set up the first Sims 
brothel in October 2002, and that she earned 
up to $50 per trick. "My girls worked hard," 
Evangeline told Ludlow. "I only hired real 
cybersex girls who talked dirty." 

After publishing the interview, Ludlow 
put in some detective work and published the 
cyber-madam's true name on his website. 
'Evangeline~ it turned out, was a 17-year-old boy 
from Florida. He was underage - his work as a 

My advice to virtual sinners is to enjoy it while you can. 
After all, virtual doesn't have to mean virtuous 

We live in a sexualised culture, where we drive 
ourselves wild with desire and call it advertising 

- but our fear of the sex urge incites us to look 
at sex publicly only sideways, through reality 
TV shows and moisturiser ads. Within virtual 
worlds, where the moral police have yet to catch 
up with us, our virtual pioneers are letting it all 
hang out. There, many people have online 
sexual relationships \vith people they've never 
met, and every second resident ha~ a naked 
avatar or a BDSM animation in their virtual 
back pocket. Many virtual worlds are on the 
verge of a new liberated summer of love. 

But, of course, there's a dark side to virtual 
sexuality too. Peter Ludlow, a professor of 
philosophy and linguistics at the University of 

virtual prostitute was arguably a major felony. 
Real-world law has yet to catch up with our 
virtual frontiers, however, and no prosecutions 
were brought. Still, IUs mother did reportedly 
cancel his Sims account. 

Perhaps for that reason, 'Evangeline' proved 
impossible to locate. So - purely in the spirit of 
academic curiosity, of course - I decided to rent 
myself a different virtual escort. I chose Second 
Life, because that virtual world is only 
accessible by adults, so there's no risk there 
would be a minor at the other end. Nonetheless, 
I still felt awkward about my first encounter 
with paid sex (not least because my girlfriend 
was asleep upstairs). So I roped in a real-world 
friend to keep me company. 

l sent an instant message to the 'madan1; 
and received a reply shortly: t here were two 
escorts online. The price was 1,ooo Liliden 
Dollars (about £3) for an hour. I chose an escort 
and within a minute I received a teleport invite. 
I accepted, and rematerialised in a 'VIP' room, 
decked out "l'.ith tiger-print wallpaper. Various 
odd items were dotted around: a ball, a bench, 
wall -shackles. And there was my virtual lady of 
the night. I made my avatar gulp nervously. She 
laughed. T hen she tOok off all her clothes. 

In The Sims On line, there are no sexual 
animations; Evangeline's girls offered simply 
dirty-talk in a hot - tub. In Second Life, though, I 
soon discovered, there is much more on display 
Some of Second Life's most profitable 
businesses revolve around avatar customisation 
dances, hugs, costumes, and avatars in various 
stages of undress. T he default Second Life 
avatars have no genitalia, but my companion 
had clearly invested in an avatar skin - a long
haired, buxom, beautiful blonde - wit h all the 
detail filled in. She invited me to kiss her (whicl 
meant, basically, walking up close and her 
typing ' mmm' and '"kiss*'). Then she lay down 
on t he floor and opened her legs. 

It seems that the oldest profession has 
followed us into our newest worlds. Back in 
1678, the actress Nell Gwyne found herself 
outside a theatre, sheltering from the rain, next 
to a prostitute who'd sought the same refuge. A 
taxi went past with a couple messily necking in 
the back. Gwyne turned to the prostitute: 

"Another profession ruined by amateurs;• she 
said. Virtual prostitution has reached our 
virtual shores; virtual actresses can't be far 
behind. My advice to virtual sinners is to enjoy 
it while you can. After all, virtual doesn't have 
to mean virtuous. And Mary Whitehouse, or 
Hilary Clinton, will be along soon enough. 

Tim Guest is an author and veteran vidC'ogam<'ltechrlology 
journalist. llis book, My Life In Orange, is published by Grant 



W e all have secrets. Perhaps you once 
murdered a man, and ate his corpse. 
Maybe you're a biological mutant, 

and have a concealed extra nipple which 
secretes mud instead of milk, or you own 
the entire series of Stargate SG-1 on DVD. 
Whatever the case, we all have things that 
simply cannot be shared in polite company. 

I have a particular secret, which T have -
until now - kept concealed from my games
playing friends. And that secret is this: I think 
Grand Thefc Auto: San Andreas is bollocks. 
Not 'the bollocks'- just 'bollocks~ As in 'a 
load of scrotums~ So awful is this secret that 
I've even lied to people, and pretended I think 
it's great, rather than endure the inevitable 
astonished queries. 

I know admitting this is a bit like standing 
up in church, and ~aying you think]esus 
would've looked better without the beard. But I 

to shoot people, but once again, I came away 
cursing its very name. Even then I had to burn 
my hand with a cigarette to stop myself going 
and buying the Xbox version. 

Historically, I kind of almost liked GTA 
ITI, and Vice City. More than San Andrcas, 
anyway. I've always found the controls to be 
s luggish and top-heavy, and the combat 
controls close to unusable, and l never could 
be quite bothered to finish them. But at least 
they let you play in the sandbox without having 
to worry you were too fat, or too unhealthy, or 
too unfashionable. I have enough of that when 
I'm away from a console- I don't need to be 
reminded of it when I'm looking for some 
escapist entertainment. 

I don't want to be worrying about the 
negative consequences of my actions. If I eat for 
energy, I don't then want to have to fmd a gym, 
and spend ten minutes pumping buttons to 

So awful is this secret that I've even lied to people, and pretended I 
think it's great, rather than endure the inevitable astonished queries 

can no longer hold it in. I have concluded that if 
just one of us speaks up, and admits what none 
dare to say, more will follow. 

it '~ not like I haven't tried to enjoy it. I mean, 
I stuck with the PSz version for almost a month 
of howling rage before I finally gave up in 
frustration. Even then I remained convinced 
that I'd somehow got it wrong - that I couldn't 
see whatever it was that everyone else could. 
Why did 1 not like this game, which received 
perfect scores and was being bought by 
everyone in the world? Was I, in some way, 
mentally ill? 

I got so caught up in the hype that I even 
bought the recent PC version, and tried again 
with that. I noted that it was marginally easier 

keep the pork belly at ba>·· That isn't a gan1e. It's 
needless busy work, Like a burned-out teacher 
getting his pupils to colour in a picture of 'Iron 
Mad' Wilkinson while he gets dnmk and 
remorseful in the stationary cupboard. 

If the series continues to progress in this 
direction, how much longer before you're 
having to forego missions in order to earn 
enough money to pay the mortgage, or fending 
off telesales calls, or having to visit a pharmacy 
to buy powder for your athlete's foot? 

Even when you're not worrying about 
going to the dentist, or driving for 20 minutes 
to visit your mother because it's her birthday, 
or going to the horse races to win enough 
money to pay for her hysterectomy, it's still a 

grind. The controls do not make for a slick 
playing experience. I seem to be constantly 
fighting against them, and the camera.

1
Why 

is nobody mentioning this? '\Nhy do people 
enjoy it? How can anyone play a game that's 
such a chore? 

I want to play the game everybody else 
claims they're playing. I want to play it so badly 
it literally makes my feet bleed, but I've recent!~ 
come to the conclusion that maybe the game 
doesn't exist after all . 

I don't necessarily blame reviewers. T can 
empathise with their plight; on paper, San 
Andreas really is the best game ever. A huge, 
living state to explore, larger than anything eve1 
seen in a game? Total flexibility to customise 
your character? Billions upon trillions of secret 
bits? It should be amazing, and any flaws shoul• 
pale next to such impressive statistics, but it's 
simply too unfocused. 

There are too many ideas jostling for 
attention, and I'm intimidated by it. I feel like I 
should be burgling houses, but it's such a pain 
to do so that I can rarely be bothered. I know I 
need to go to the gym, but it's a 20-minute wal 
to get there. I could drive, but my car just blew 
up, and it's the middle of the night, and there 
aren't any other cars around to steal, and - oh, 
sod it - what's on telly? 

It frustrates me that I don't enjoy GTA: San 
Andreas, but maybe I'm in the right, and you're 
all wrong. What if it is a case of the emperor's 
New Game? What if you're all buying into a 
common conceit that the GTA games are 
brilliant, when in actual fact they're deeply 
flawed? That 's what I'm going to tell myself 
from now on. That's how T'm going to learn 
to sleep at night. 

Until Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories 
comes out on the PSP, anyway. Bollocks indeed 

Mr Biffo eo-founded Digiriser, Channel 4 ·s Telrrcxt-bosed 
videosames section, and now ••riltS mainly (or ttlt1•ision 
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Issue 152 

I wanted to write a quick 
response to Callum 

Hibbert as he •eem• to be a bit 
confused. I would say there is a 
big difference between 
watching a film and 
partidpating in an violent 
video game. In a game it is you 
in control and you are 
performing these acts of 
violence rather than being a 
viewer detached from the 
actual deeds being viewed. 
This, in my book, is a 
fundamental difference and 
allows us to enjoy a violent 
film as we are removed from 
the acts themselves. 

T would al•o mention that I 
do not have children, but I can 
certainly comment on the 
influences which any that I do 
have could be subjected t o. 
Da,-:d fowke' 
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Last month's In box section was 
full of rants about how 'boring' 

and 'ridiculous' it is of Sony and 
Microsoft to be bandying around stats 
on their next-gen machines, and the 
question of 'why bother?' was raised on 
more than one occasion. 

Why bother? Because it works -
because the gaming majority will form 
their decision to buy one machine over 
another based largely on these specs, 
and subsequently dismiss the other as 
being 'inferior'. Every next -gen war I 
can remember (since Sega's Mega Drive 
versus Nintendo's Super N£S) has been 
pretty much wn or lost in the exact 
same fashion. Kids and adults alike 

others to create, truly innovative 
videogaming experiences. 

Similarly, we'll still then buy our first 
batch of games for it. The latest San 
Andreas clone, Sport Franchise X 2006, 

Movie Licence Monster, and (WWII
based) Generic FPS. Then next week 
we'll cry about how they never make 
interesting or original games any more. 

Sorry, but it's time to look in the 
mirror, people - vote with your wallet 
and buy your next-gen console and 
games based upon innovation, creativity, 
and fun, rather than teraflops, polys and 
the need to keep up with the Joneses. 
Go on - I dare you! 
LJH 

We can't scream foul play. Like any other business, 
Sony and Microsoft exist to make money, not 
provide us with life-changing experiences 

want the latest and greatest, the 
'cutting edge; the coup de grace. 

We can't scream foul play and blame 
Sony or Microsoft for cashing in on our 
collective ignorance. Like any other 
business they exist to make money, not 
provide us with life-changing 
experiences, and, just as specs sell cars, 
washing machines and TVs, they sell 
videogame consoles. If we want to get 
angry with someone, let's get angry 
with ourselves. The only way we can 
demand life-changing gaming 
experiences, new ideas, and fresh 
concepts is with our hard -earned cash. 

But instead 'we' as collective garners 
will still respond to their specification 
spindoctoring in the only way that 
ultimately matters. 'We' will still go 
out and reward manufacturers based 
on their ability to create superior 
hardware, rather than hanging back 
until we see which one is committed 
to instead creating, ancVor driving 

Inte restingly, though, the marketing 
departments of vidcogame console 
manufacturers would surely claim that 
their hardware exists to offer life
changing cxpcrit'nces - see Microsoft's 
dream of Xbox 360 transforming the 
entire digital entertainment needs of 
millions of u~ers. Let's be hon<.>st: you 
can't really compar<.> bu};ng a washing 
machine to buying a new console. 

This is in response to the issue 
brought up by David Fowkes 

(EIS!). First of all I'd like to congratulate 
David on having the rationality to point 
out the social implications of the next 
generation's level of realism at a time 
when everybody else is salivating at the 
prospect of driving a machinegun
mounted sports car through a zombie
infested, photorealistic depiction of 
Trafalgar square. I do respect David's 
concern for his (and presumably 
everyone else's) kids and agree that 

exposing them to ultrarealistic 
depictions of violence is probably not 
the best of ideas; however, I have to 
disagree with the idea that violence 
should be made to look unrealistic for 
the sake of 'the already impressionable 
youth; unless of course the game 
happens to be aimed specifically at 
youngsters. If a film is made which 
contains realistic depictions of violenCt 
rape or mass murder it isn't frowned 
upon, it is simply accepted that this is 
suitable for a certain age group and 
classified accordingly. This is because 
films are not inherently 'for' kids, 
teenagers or adults - they are judged iJ 
this sense on their individual merit. 
There is an important issue at the hear 
of this, and I believe it b that 
videogames are still pre~>umed to be fot 
children. I started playing videogamcs 
when l was about ten and was as happy 
as Larry with the little blue hedgehog 
that ran and bounced before me, but as 
I have got older my tastes have changer 
although my desire to play has not. I 
think if all games were certified in the 
same way as films and not just the 

'grown-up' ones, this would 
communicate to the public that it is a 
universal industry and that retailers, 
parents and individuals must take the 
responsibility for what content one wil 
be exposed to in a game, and not put it 
all on the developers who are trying to 
entertain a diverse audience. 
AntonyKan e 

Clearly this is a complex issur, and om 
that's actually grO\dng in complexity 
seemingly by the week. \Ve've already 
looked at how the BBfC rate• game'> 
(see E144), but the issue of a wider 
understanding of gaming by the world 
at large reaches far beyond a numbl•r 
inside a coloured circle on the back of. 
box, as you suggest. Strap yourse lf in: 
this is just beginning ... 
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Regarding the E3 ar ticle in E151: I 
was one of the 'young men ... hired 

to cheer and whoop' at Microsoft's E3 
Xbox 360 conference at the Shrine 
.-\uditorium and I have to say that 
although we were cast by our casting 
agency and paid to be there, we were 
not given any instructions at all. Vl'e 
"'ere supposed to represent garners of 
all forms, from casual to hardcore. 
Some of the people were genuinely 
disinterested while others, like me, 
were lapping it up like m ana. 

During the rehear~a l, there was some 
clapping and hooting, because it 
;enuinely seemed impressive tO us. 
C'nli.ke you jaded journos we had not 
seen the PS3 confert'nce, nor closed-

Dav!d Wall work sees potential in his Halo 2 
escaJ)adcs that would appeal outside of the 
trn.ditional pme environment, envisioning a 
future where garners make their own movies 

I've just read an Out There story 
on Edge Online (www.edge-online. 

co.uk/archives/ 2oos/o61knowing_you_ 
kno_l.php) and was wondering why 

I was one of the 'young men hired to cheer at 
Microsoft's E3 conference', but although we 
were paid, we were given no instructions at all 

door showing» or whatever; we were 
<;eeing it for the first time. 

During the event itself, the energy in 
the air was palpable. After all, when 
:~<o<~s the last time you were on stage in 
front of thousands of people? That, 
couplt'd with the genuine impressive 
ness of (mo~.t of) what was on display, 
made it very exciting for us on stage. 
Vl/e were not told when or how much to 
clap, it just happened. 

Aside from all of that, as a hardcore 
gamer I fe lt that the MS showing was 
more impressive than Sony's because 
they actually showed what felt like 
realtin1e AND in-game, not some 
overly polished, prerendered, or 
realtime but clearly not in-game 
footage. Of course, that strategy worked 
for Sony against the Dreamcast as we 
were promised Jurassic Park in realt ime 
and got something that was only 
margina lly hettcr than the DC. 

To quote Yogi llcrra, it is deja vu 
all over again. Unt il Sony actually 
;hows something tangible, I will 
remain skeptical. 
DOH 

C>r perhap> until Sony hands you a 
big pile of ust·d note~ stuffed in to an 
~m·elope in t>xchange for you appearing 
nstagr to applaud its new console, eh? 
Sorry, hut we couldn 't resist.) 

j eremy Bailenson and Nick Yee thought 
it necessary to study 70 students' 
reactions to avatars that mimic their 
own body movements? As CGI 
approaches photorealism, why do they 
find it surprising that we react 
subconsciously to virtual people in 
much the same way as we do to genuine 
humans? Which led me to think, as 
consoles and PCs become more and 
more powerful, is it possible that 
software could be developed which 
allows us to produce feature films in 
our own homes? With the right 
middleware, it wouldn't be impossible 
for a competent, wannabe director to 
produce a competent CGI film. 

Instead of trying to compete with 
the film industry, the games industry 
could play it at its own game. I already 
look upon moments in computer games, 
ie arriving at the 'Hill ' ('King of the Hill' 
in f Jalo 2) with one SMG, dispatching 
two opponents, picking up a second 
weapon AND having time to reload, 
with as much of a sublime feeling as I 
got from the last fight sequence in the 
film version of The Matrix. Wouldn' t it 
be amazing to see the reactions on 
oppont'nts' faces, linked to their real
life expressions, in realtime in a game 
like Halo 2 with photorealistic 
graphic&? Failing that, create those 
fantasy film sequences that have always 

Can someone please 
explain to me whatever 

happened to the development 
of VR technology and 
specifically VR headsets? 

It seems to me that we arc 
forever complaining about 
control methods and 
controlling camera angles in 
games, and yet here was a 
technology that could have 
provided us with the most 
immersive experience ever. 
But we seem to have jl!l>t 
forgotten about it. 

To me, no matter bow great 
the graphic.~ in a game are 
these days, the bottom line is 
that I am still sat in front o f a 
'l'V screen holding a pitte o f 
plastic, waggling analogue 
sticks and trying to remember 
button sequences. How 
realistic is that? At the end of 
the day we are still using the 
same control method to play 
games that we used to play 
Pong on the Atari VCS over :10 

years ago. OK, so the 
controllers now have more 
buttons - but is that rull)• 
progress? I for one don' t want 
to control the camera - I just 
want to play the game. But a 
VR headset? Surely we have 
the technology now to create a 
headset with a hi- resolution 
display that can read the 
movements of your head? Can 
you imagine what games would 
be like? FPS shooters and 
racing games would be 
incredible, for a start. 

l' mjust hoping that the 
Nintendo Revolution'~ much
touted mysterious control 
method is a headset. Yes, I 
know, the odds are slim - but 
it's either that or trying to 
strap my PSP to my head. 
Steve Ericbon 

VR technology is, in fact, 
still being developed, albeit 
not on the scale it once wa•. 
The problem from a gaming 
perspective is that not 
enough people want to get M> 
phy,ically involved in order to 
make thing.• happen o nscrcen. 
While joypad.' continue to 
perform control function' via 
the mere lifting of a finger, 
don ' t expect a VR revi,·al in 
gaming to surface. 

' 

been in the back of your mind in a 
game or piece of software that lets you 
produce them on the web to possible 
critical acclaim. 

1 

David Wallwork 

\\'ell, soon, of cours~. it won't he just 
your friends on the sofa who '11 bear 
witnt>ss to your feats of gaming skill -
at least that's according to Microsoft, 
which wants its Xbox 360 network to 

serve as a kind of window on to each of 
its use rs ' playing spaces. The first 
games spectators will be driven to 
watch \ia t his syst~m "ill he 
competitive sports or FPS title,, but 
who knows? Perhaps one day gamer~ 
will use their networked con~oles to 
remotely watch how a masterful 
criminal performs the perfect bank job 
in a future edition of Grand 1'h<'ft Auto. 

I have a few comments in 
response to Jody Barton 's whinge 

in E152 which makes some great points 
but is undermined by s tatements such 
as: 'The only people who have the t inle 
needed to ded icate to online gaming are 
either teenagers or the unemployed, 
and neither demographic is known for 
being wealthy with high levels of 
disposable income!'The obvious error 
here is that teenagers are such a 
lucrative market due to their h igh levels 
of disposable income. 

Jody does, however, go on to explain 
what might have made him so reluctan t 
to indulge in online gaming: 'I actually 
know more people online with tht'ir 
PS2s~ I fear Jody's experiences playing 
Sony's online service were &imilar to 
mine. Jody seems to be missing the 
point somewhat: 'I'd rather humiliate 
my mates over some beers and some 
insults in the same room than the 
twerp in Texas~ Wouldn't we all? 
But my friends aren't in my living 
room in the 15-minute gap between 
getting up in the morning and heading 
off to university. 

'Am I getting old?' In a word, yes . 
James Glisson 
(Level 33 Human Priest, 
161 hours played) 

And they say studt'nb are layabout.. 

Before raising the idea of 
invest igating this issue, I realise 

J 
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that you mentioned in a previous issue 
the emerging aspects of • alternate 
reality games' such as the BBC's]amie 
Kane. I feel, however, that a more 
in-depth look at these games should be 
given by your writer~ in a forthcoming 
issue, especially with online games 
such as Perplex City (\"Ww.perplexcity. 
corn} providing new and potentially 
revolutionary ways of looking at the 
ways in which we engage with games. 
Perhaps even a glance at websites such 
as the Alternate Reality Gaming 
l\ctwork (www.argn.com) would 
suggest that the emergence of these 
games is perhaps a move into the 
mainstream, and that these games 
provide a level of interactivity unseen 
in other conventional formats. 
Martin Hollis 

f'kas(' s top sending us this letter, 
Martin. We've already pledged to cover 
more alternative reality g.aming. 
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There is a small box in 
the corner of Edge's 

reviews index page. 'Edge's 
scoring ~'}'~tern explained~ it 
call" itself. '1~ it rc-<eals, muns 
'one'.~~~ 1neanwhile, does in 
£act mean ' two'. Eager to 
discover what 'l' meant, I read 
on; turns out it means ' three'. 

Apart from the obvious 
benefit of teaching imbeciles 
such as myself how to count, 
what is the proposed purpose 
of this feature? 
Jame' l)uff> 

If ) 'OU have to .-k what it 
mean,, )OU ma) need to start 
a'king questions about all 
sort~ of thing' relating to 
,;deogames. And it's probably 
be~t no t to go there. 

c;'I'\CN - IZT"S G£T YOU 
PUIVING A ~ YOU'U. LOVE 
IT ONC& YOU 6CT OvaL YC>Ua 

OFT'Ec;~ 

WHAT SOP.T 
OF 1"\ESSAGE 

AP-E WE 
SENDING TO 
OUP. KIDS? ! 

• 
After reading Sean Fox's letter 
(E152) about the lies that 

hardware manufacturers peddle every 
time they want to sell us something, 
and in particular the 'Charlie' tech 
demo from the PS2 prerelease hype, I 
realised there is a fundamental 
misunderstanding of these displays of 
electronic wizardry. 

The PS2 could render the 'Chatlie' 
head in realtime but that's all it could 
render. No physics engine, no game 
engine, no city for him to live in, no car 
for him to drive, no one for him to talk 
to, not even a body to sit atop of. That's 
why a guy in GTAIII doesn'tlook as 
good as a guy in MGS2; GTA has its 
polygons spread thinly. 

Tech demos are fundamentally 
misleading to the public. When you or I 
see Alfred Molina's head on PS3 we say, 

"Wow, that looks almost real." But when 
a games industry graphic!:> programmer 
sees it he says, "Wow, subsurface 

diffusion, high dynamic range 
volumetric lighting, multiple overlaid 
texture mapping, bump mappihg, 
parallax mapping, blipity blip. bit 
mapping, blip, road mapping, and all in 
a single pass! Blip." And then he thinks 
'So-hour weeks. Am I going to see my 
children grow up?' And that's who thes. 
demos are for. The poor guy who 
missed his daughter's birthday because 
of a Christmas deadline, not you and 
me. I doubt if even five per cent of PS2 
owners have ever even heard of 
Char lie's 'spooky' head. 

As for overhyping things, it's called 
marketing, and you're right, it sucks. 
Ham 

Send us email (edgeOfuturenet.co.uk), 
but be sure to use ' lnbox' as the subject 
line. Or send a letter to this address: 
lnbox, Edge, Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA1 2BW 
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